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Success in the men’s team event in 
Tokyo meant Ma Long collected 
his fifth Olympic gold, the same 
number as rings on the Olympic 
flag, more than any other player in 
the history of  table tennis at the 
prestigious quadrennial event. Now 
retired, Deng Yaping, Wang Nan and 
Zhang Yining each won four, the 
nearest men are Ma Lin and Zhang 
Jike with three apiece. Furthermore, 
whether or not he appears in 2024 
in Paris, he will still be clear of  the 
field; of  those still competing, his 
nearest rivals are Chen Meng and Xu 
Xin, each with two gold.

CONTENTS

Lord of  the Rings
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Swaythling Club News 

Difficult times, restrictions due to 
Covid-19 are not over yet. Unfor-
tunately, several of  our members 
became infected with the virus, 
some passed away and others even-
tually recovered. I am very sorry!
Anyway, there is some hope 

that table tennis can return to 
normality soon. 

President

Owing to the restrictions imposed 
by Covid-19 and the difficulties for 
travel, the Annual General Meeting 
of  the Swaythling Club International, 
administered from Paris, will be held 
virtually on Saturday 11th December 
at 14.00 (CET). 
Propositions to amend the 

constitution and nominations for the 
Executive Committee should be sent 
to Claude Bergeret, the Secretary, by 
Monday 11th October.
Log in details will be announced 

in due course on the Swaythling 
Club website. 
Contact: claude.bergeret@fftt.email
Further information: 
https://swaythlingclub.com/

Annual General Meeting

On Friday 10th September, Jean-Michel Saive was elected the 10th President of 
the Belgian Olympic and Interfederal Committee (BOIC). He follows Pierre-
Olivier Beckers, head of  the organisation for 17 years.
At the Extraordinary General Meeting, he received 77 votes, his one rival 

Heidi Rakels, judo bronze medallist in the women’s middleweight division at 
the Barcelona 1992 Olympic Games, recorded 37 votes.

Jean-Michel Saive elected President of the Belgian 
Olympic Committee

Recently Christian Heyerdahl and Marita Carlsson Nilsson recalled 60 
years ago when they were members of  the Swedish team at the 1961 World 
Championships in Beijing. Christian Heyerdahl lined up alongside Hans Alser, 
Tony Larsson and Björne Mellström; at the time known as Marita Carlsson, 
she joined forces with Britt Andersson and Lena Guntsch. The coach was 
Lollo Hammarlund who later became President of  the International Table 
Tennis Federation.

New colours: pink, purple, green 
and blue 

Consistently trying to meet the 
demands of  the playing population, 
a racket for every possible style is a 
major goal. 
The effect: the number of  racket 

coverings has reached quite staggering 
numbers. On Thursday 1st April, 
published by the International Table 
Tennis Federation, LARC (List of 
Authorised Racket Coverings) read 
1,667 in number; it means that if  you 
wish to experiment, change a sheet 
on a weekly basis, at the moment, you 
should be fine for the next 32 years.
Previously, LARC was published 

twice a year; now the list of 
approved racket coverings will be 
issued four times per year, every 
quarter. The first day of  the month 
the key date, in addition to April, 
the list will be published in July, 
October and January.
Furthermore, as and from Friday 1st 

October 2021, in addition to red, the 
colours pink, purple, green and blue 
are permissible; one side of  the racket 
must be black.
It is the first notable change since 

1985 when at the ITTF Congress in 
Gothenburg, it was agreed one side 
of  the racket should be red, the other 
black; prior to that date there was a 
range of  colours.

Remembering six decades ago

New Members

Staged from Monday 27th June to Saturday 2nd July in Rimini, six 
members of  the Swaythling Club International are invited to compete 
in the 2022 European Veteran Championships. Anyone wishing to enter 
will be required to register and pay the respective fee. 
Contact: Mrs Claude Bergeret by email: claude.bergeret@fftt.email
Closing date for applications: Tuesday 30th November 2021

Matilda Ekholm Kim Hyungsuk

Lilamani de Soysa Marcos Yamada 

Leszek Kucharski Jordi Serra

Martin Oosterman

Ebby Schöler
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Etched in history, Saturday 10th April 
1971; it is the day when a delegation 
from the United States set foot in 
mainland China. A group comprising 
nine players, four officials, and two 
spouses stepped across the Lo Wu 
Bridge, spanning the Sham Chun 
River, from Hong Kong, in those 
days a British colony, to Canton 
Province now known as Guangdong.
The visit was a result of  an invitation 

by the Chinese authorities extended 
to six countries. In addition, teams 
from Australia, Canada, Colombia, 
England and Nigeria accepted the 
offer. Commencing on Monday 

but had been absent from the 
international scene until returning 
in 1971 in Nagoya. The Cultural 
Revolution launched in 1966 by 
Mao Zedong, Chairman of  the 
Communist Party of  China, preached 
preserving communism and ridding 
the country of  all capitalist elements. 
Professional sporting personalities 
being denounced as “sprouts of 
revisionism”. 
Notably, Rong Guotuan, the 

1959 World champion and other 
members of  the national team, Fu 
Qifang and Jiang Yongning, were 
placed under house arrest by Red 
Guards. They were falsely accused 
of  spying, subjected to torture and 
public humiliation. In 1968 all three 
committed suicide. Fortunately, Li 
Furong, Xu Yinsheng, Zheng Minzhi 
and Kuo Chungkung, all players 
of  note in the early 1960s suffered 
reprisals but survived. Later in 1978, 
the State Physical Culture and Sports 
Commission rehabilitated Rong 
Guotuan; a bronze statue was built in 
his ancestral home, Zhuhai.
Political change in China, the 

Cultural Revolution continuing until 
1976, added to the significance of  the 
visits. Equally, relations with the west 
were fraught. The United States saw 
China as an aggressor as a result of 
its entry into the 1950 Korean War, 
there was an embargo on goods from 
China. For over 20 years there had 
been no diplomatic nor economic 
relations, both countries started to 
believe there were good reasons 
to co-operate. There was tension 
between China and the Soviet Union, 
border incidents. The United States 
wanted a way to promote peace with 
North Vietnam and prevent the 
spread of  communism.
The sport of  table tennis was to 

offer a solution.

11th April, sightseeing tours to such 
attractions as the Great Wall and 
the Summer Palace were organised, 
as well as matches under the slogan 
“Friendship First, Competition 
Second”, a phrase attributed to Zhou 
Enlai, first Premier of  the People’s 
Republic of  China, an office he held 
from October 1949 until his death in 
January 1976.
Nowadays, such a visit appears 

commonplace, half  a century ago 
it was headline news; the political 
situation was much different. 
China competed in the World 

Championships in 1965 in Ljubljana 

Friendship first

Henry Kissinger, former United States Secretary of  States, addressed all by video link

In Shanghai, Chinese and American teams met

The Beijing Philharmonic Choir entertained
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Roy Evans

Groundwork for the historic occasion 
was to some extent paved by Roy 
Evans, the Welshman being at the time 
President of  the International Table 
Tennis Federation. On his way to 
Nagoya, he stopped off  in China where 
he met Zhou Enlai. He wanted South 
Vietnam, supported by the Western 
Bloc, banned from the tournament; 
at the time the countries were arch 
enemies. Roy Evans turned down the 
request on the basis that both nations 
were members of  the International 
Table Tennis Federation; they should 
be dealt equally.
In a counter move, he suggested China 

should invite top western countries on 
their way home from Nagoya; it proved 
a significant recommendation. 
Prior to leaving the English players 

were advised they may be required to 
stay after the World Championships; 
the schedule was to attend the first 
ever Commonwealth Championships 
in Singapore and then progress to 
Nagoya. Both Chester Barnes and 
Denis Neale, England’s leading 
players at the time, withdrew from 
both competitions advising they 
had commitments immediately 
following the World Championships 
in Nagoya. Tony Clayton was rushed 
to Singapore at the very last minute, 
he arrived in time for the second 
fixture, his replacement for the first 
being Alan Ransome.
Something was in the air, but the 

English players had no idea that a visit 
to China was in the offing.
Also, Leah Neuberger of  the United 

States, winner of  the mixed doubles 
title at the 1956 World Championships 
had received an earlier invitation to 
visit China, seemingly the invitation 
was not pursued.

Wrong bus

However, the incident which triggered 
the 1971 visit was a chance meeting. 
Glenn Cowan, a member of  the United 
States team had been practising in the 
hall for 15 minutes with China’s Liang 
Geliang prior to the start of  the World 
Championships. The authorities wanted 
to close the premises. Glenn Cowan 
rushed to catch the shuttle bus and 
inadvertently boarded the bus carrying 
the Chinese team.
They treated him with great suspicion 

but Zhuang Zedong, three times world 
champion (1961, 1963, 1965) shook his 
hand and through an interpreter spoke 
to Glenn Cowan presenting him with a 
silk-screen portrait of  the Huangshan 
Mountains, a prized product made in 
Hangzhou. Naturally, Glenn Cowan 
wanted to return the gesture but all he 
could find from his bag was a comb. 
“I can’t give you a comb. I wish I could 

give you something, but I can’t.” replied 
a rather embarrassed American.
In the political climate of  1971,  

American and Chinese sportsmen in 
public was beyond belief, headline news; 
when the bus reached its destination 
there was a media frenzy. 
A self-confessed hippie, Glenn Cowan 

was determined to give Zhuang Zedong 
a present. The following day he presented 
his new-found friend with a T-shirt 
containing a red, white and blue peace 
emblem flag displaying the words “Let 
It Be,” lyrics from a song by the Beatles.
Soon after, when approached, a 

journalist asked: “Mr. Cowan, would you 
like to visit China?” He answered: “Well, 
I’d like to see any country I haven’t seen 
before, Argentina, Australia, China; any 
country I haven’t seen before.” The 
journalist continued. “But what about 
China in particular? Would you like to 
go there?” The reply was immediate 
from Glenn Cowan: “Of  course”.

Li Furong remembered 1971

Liu Guoliang alongside hosts  (hosts Shui Junyi and Wang Ning) spoke on behalf  of  the Chinese 

Table Tennis Association

Yao Ming, President Chinese Basketball Association and Stephen Marbury, Beijing Royal Fighters 

Basketball Club, addressed those present in Beijing

Glenn Cowan, the hippie The front cover of  Time magazine in April 1971

Zhuang Zedong and Glenn Cowan shake hands

Glenn Cowan, the height of  fashion, Tim Boggan makes notes
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Dilemma

A momentous occasion, several years later in 2002, 
when interviewed on television by Chen Luyu, 
Zhuang Zedong detailed the events.
“The trip on the bus took 15 minutes, and I 

hesitated for 10 minutes. I grew up with the slogan 
“Down with American imperialism!” 
During the Cultural Revolution, the class struggle 

was tightened unprecedentedly, and I was asking 
myself, “Is it okay to have anything to do with your 
number one enemy?” 
Carefully considering the situation, Zhuang Zedong 

recalled that Mao Zedong had met Edgar Snow on 
the rostrum of  Tiananmen Square on National Day 
in 1970. Edgar Snow was an American journalist 
known for his books and articles on Communism in 
China and the Chinese Communist revolution. He 
had said to Snow that China should place its hopes 
in the American people. 
The events combined to change opinion; initially, 

the Chinese Department of  Foreign Affairs 
declined the suggestion of  a United States 
visit as per usual. Zhou Enlai and Mao Zedong 
initially agreed with the decision, but when Mao 
Zedong saw Glenn Cowan in Reference News, an 
internal newspaper accessible only to high-ranking 
government officials, he decided to invite the 
United States table tennis team. 
It was reported that Mao Zedong said: “This 

Zhuang Zedong not only plays table tennis well, 
but is good at foreign affairs, and he has a mind 
for politics.”
On Tuesday 6th April 1971 at the World 

Championships in Nagoya, the United States team 
received an invitation to visit China; Ping Pong 
Diplomacy was born.
The date is written in history, by a sad coincidence, 

33 years later on Tuesday 6th April 2004, Glenn 
Cowan underwent coronary bypass surgery; 
during the surgery he suffered a coma and died of 
a heart attack. In 2007 Zhuang Zedong visited the 
United States and met Cowan’s mother. He called 
never seeing Cowan again the greatest “regret of 
my life.”
Diagnosed with colorectal cancer in 2008, Zhuang 

Zedong died on Sunday 10th February 2013 at 
You’an Hospital in Beijing.

Australia

Men: Paul Pinkewich, Steve Knapp
Women: Ann McMahon (Middleton)
Coach: Noel Shorter
Official: Dr. John Jackson

On Wednesday 21st April 1971, the 
Australian table tennis delegation entered 
China, 50 years to the day Paul Pinkewich, 
Steve Knapp and Neil Shorter met to 
celebrate the occasion.
In Lo Wu on the Hong Kong border just 

prior to entering China, they met the United 
States delegation, they had been invited 
two weeks earlier and were completing 
their visit.
The invitation for Australia had been 

received when they were practising at 
Nichidai University under the watchful 
eye of  Ichiro Ogimura, the 1954 and 1956 
World champion, later President of  the 
International Table Tennis Federation.
China was an eye-opener; they played in 

packed venues, the matches broadcast 
live on Chinese television. Quickly they 
became celebrities; each time they decided 
to go for a walk, the group would soon be 
surrounded by thousands of  people.
On May Day, at the Great Hall of  the 

People, the team met Zhou Enlai, the 
Premier of  the People’s Republic of  China.
Returning to Australia, the members of  the 

delegation were welcomed as celebrities. 
Paul Pinkewich and Neil Shorter, both 
resident in Sydney were invited to a party 
at the Maltese Ambassador’s house. They 
were asked to bring the footage from their 
trip. They were introduced to Gough and 
Margaret Whitlam, Gough Whitlam at the 
time the Australian opposition leader.
A camera was set up so the dignitaries 

could see a film of  the visit. They asked 
many detailed questions, just over two 
months later, Gough Whitlam visited 
China; the trip is considered a key moment 
in improving what were tense relations 
between the countries.

Zhuang Zedong and Glenn Cowan, holding the Huangshan Mountains silk-screen.

The United States team in Beijing with Zhou Enlai 

Zhuang Zedong and Richard Miles

Australia and China exchange gifts

Australia made welcome in Beijing

The sign reads, a warm welcome to the United States delegation
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Paul Pinkewich

Mr Ogimura said to us that it would 
be a good idea to go and then come 
back to Japan to train with him after 
the tour. We had about two hours to 
get our gear and rush to the airport 
to get to Hong Kong. It was a very 
daunting task for us because they 
were the best in the world, but for 
the Chinese it was friendship first, 
competition second.
All of  a sudden you had the Premier 

greeting us and shaking hands; 
everyone looking at Steve’s long hair 
and Anne Middleton’s mini skirt.
It was important for us to be seen 

as good ambassadors, but we were 
just normal people interested in 
playing sport. The fact that sport 
can promote peace and goodwill, 
that’s the way the world should 
approach everything.

Steve Knapp

We just packed our bags and got to 
Hong Kong as quickly as we could. 
John Jackson was already there and 
the next day we went together across 
the Lo Wu border into China. To 
have a full stadium of  18,000 people 
was unprecedented. Just before 
playing I asked the interpreter how 
many people would be watching on 
the TV, the interpreter said a billion! 
I couldn’t even imagine that, so there 
was no point in getting nervous 
about it.
Zhou Enlai asked me, you have your 

hair long, is it a protest of  some kind? 
I said no, it is a fashion thing! Then 
he asked about the Vietnam War. Paul 
and I were close to being conscripted 
at that time and I just told him that 
we didn’t want to go to war.

Neil Shorter

We had a fair idea of  what we were 
getting ourselves into because we had 
lunch with the American team, and 
they told us what to expect.  We came 
from Hong Kong, which was just 
chaotic and colourful, and then we 
got into China; everyone was wearing 
the same blue denim and little caps, 
waving little red books. 
At times they were looking at us 

like we were from Mars. I had red 
hair at the time and no one in China 
has red hair. Steve had long hair and 
Anne Middleton was wearing a mini 
skirt, which was a new experience 
for the ladies.
We are absolutely proud of  what we 

did. We all contributed greatly, and I 
would like to think we did a good job 
in terms of  representing Australia 
and Australians.

Steve Knapp, Neil Shorter and Paul Pinkewich celebrate 50 years 

Canada

Men: Derek Wall, Larry Lee and                              
Errol Caetano
Women: Violetta Nesukaitis, Helen 
Simerl (Sabaliauskas), Joyce Hecht
Official: Margaret Walden
Guest: Norman Hecht

Larry Lee 

The 31st World Table Tennis 
Championships was my third time 
representing Canada.
While we were competing at Nagoya, 

our official, Margaret Walden, told us 
we were invited to Beijing by China. 
Two days later I heard the US team 
was also invited. I think inviting 
the US team was a decision on the 
spot, not pre-planned. What’s more, 
during our visit, I got the impression 
that Canada was treated as the most 

important among six VIP countries. 
The reason may be because of  Dr. 
Norman Bethune, a Canadian doctor 
was well-known in China at the time 
for bringing modern medicine to rural 
China and treating wounded soldiers 
during the China-Japanese War. Thus, 
Canada was more special.
I remember we stayed in Beijing for a 

week with visits to Tiananmen Square, 
the Forbidden City, the Great Wall, the 
Summer Palace and even a cotton mill 
factory. I left China as a pre-teen and 
Chinese history was unfamiliar to me. 
At the time, team members were talking 
about visiting the Forbidden City and I 
didn’t know what it was. I had no pictures 
taken in the Forbidden City; maybe we 
did not visit it. But I saw a picture of 
the English team in it. Apparently, not 
all teams visited the same places.
At the welcome banquet for the 

Canadian delegation, Leah sat beside me 
at a table with glasses filled with wine 
and liquor (maotai was one of  them). 
Dinner was served while welcoming 
speeches were delivered. After some 
“dishes”, Leah Neuberger told me she 
was full. I told her only the appetizer 
dishes had been served so far. Dozens 
of  main courses were served as we 
laughed and enjoyed.
My favourite friend Leah 

Neuberger was the American player 
who travelled along with Margaret 
Walden at the championships 
and was unexpectedly treated 
as a member of  the Canadian 
delegation. Whereas, Mr. and Mrs. 
Art Barron, who also travelled 
to Japan to watch and cheer 
for us, told me that they were 
very disappointed they were not 
included in the guest list. Art 
was holding an executive position 
with the Canadian Table Tennis 
Association at the time. To this 
date, I still feel bad for them.

Applause for the Canadians as they entered a cotton mill

Zhou Enlai welcomes Larry Lee

Zhou Enlai at a meeting with delegations from Canada, Colombia, England, Nigeria and the USA
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The Chinese had never seen a pretty young 
girl from the west. I saw some Chinese 
girls surrounding Violetta, admiring her, 
especially her blonde hair, even attempting 
to touch.
The 1961 World women singles champion, 

Qiu Zhonghui, accompanied us to the 
sight-seeing of  the Summer Palace. While 
touring the ancient architecture and 
beautiful gardens, she pointed out to me 
some noticeable cracks on one of  the 
palace’s walls and explained to me that they 
were ruins from bullets shot by soldiers of 
the Allied Forces of  Eight Powers in 1900.
We visited the Great Wall. Errol and I 

were racing to the top. He beat me to it. 
Our player Derek Wall stood proudly, 
smiling that his name was associated with 
the Great Wall.
We were also entertained by a Peking opera 

“Taking Tiger Mountain by Strategy” at a 
theatre. Note Canada sat on the front row 
and the US team sat way back. We visited 
a cotton mill factory and saw people lining 
up and clapping their hands to welcome us.
On the bus, one of  the Chinese players, 

who accompanied us, was wearing a red 
ribbon (all red guards wear them). I asked 
politely if  I could have one. He promptly 
gave me his. Everyone on our team jumped 
up from their seats to ask for one; most got 
one afterwards.
Premier Zhou Enlai held an official 

reception for delegations from all six 
countries at the Great Hall of  the People. 
After exchanging diplomatic dialogue 
with each delegation, Premier Zhou Enlai 
shook hands with everyone, imagine how 
tiring he would be just shaking hands with 
60 plus persons. When he shook hands 
with me, he paused for a moment and 
asked, in Chinese, if  I could speak Chinese. 
I replied yes. Many noticed that moment of 
pause and asked me afterward what he was 
asking. I probably stood out among the 
delegations because I was Asian.
I was lucky to participate in an exhibition 

match at the Capital Indoor Stadium with 

18,000 spectators. The Chinese message 
was “Warm Welcome to the Canadian 
Table Tennis Team”.
In the first game (21 points) I was 

behind 3-10 and went back for coaching. 
Any coaching would not help because 
my opponent was too strong. However, 
I overheard my opponent receiving 
instructions that sounded harsh. I was 
wondering why his coach was giving him 
a hard time when he was already way 
ahead in the game. Back to the game. 
Miraculously, I suddenly played very well, 
and he was very bad. 
My attack was so fierce that he had to resort 

to lobbing the ball back high. The match 
was entertaining for spectators. Lots of 
points with me jumping up high to smash 
the ball down on the table and he returned 
the ball high with relative ease. I won, of 
course, feeling that I played well and didn’t 
lose face representing Canada. It did not 
fool the 18,000 clapping spectators who 
were probably smiling and nodding openly 
among themselves as to who was the better 
player. Indeed, it was a “Friendship First, 
Competition Second” match! Canada on the Great Wall of  China

Chinese player pulled Leah Neuberger’s blond hair to check it was real!

The Canadians visited the Peking Opera

Canadians watching intently at a state cotton mill Qui Zhinghui escorted the Canadian team to the summer palace Canadian Delegation with Derek Wall at the Great Wall
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Violetta Nesukaitis

In 1971, at the age of  20, I was playing a 
sport I loved, representing my country as 
captain of  the women’s team at the 31st 
World Table Tennis Championships in 
Nagoya, Japan.
During the Championships, the 

Canadian team received an invitation 
to visit China. Even in my youth I 
knew it was a political move by China 
to open the door to the west. 
We arrived in Beijing to a very warm 

reception from the Chinese. I was 
sitting and noticed two young women 
talking amongst themselves and 
suddenly realising they were looking 
at my shoes. They were red patent 
leather, not seen in China; their daily 
wardrobe consisted of  either blue, 
black, grey jacket and pants for both 
men and women, with black flat shoes, 
not leather. 
We did not lock our hotel room door, 

no reason to as nothing would go 
missing, very different from the west.
The Chinese treated us like royalty, 

with banquets, a visit to the opera, 
a reception with Zhou Enlai and 
of  course a walk on the Great Wall 
of  China, which, was steep, required 
running shoes, not leather soled shoes.
It was exciting and exhilarating to 

play with an audience of  18,000 
cheering fans. We did not play against 
the number one team as they were 
still touring Japan after the World 
Championships. In China the depth 
and level of  play was tremendous and 
still is.
The Chinese team we played against 

followed  the “Friendship First, 
Competition Second” motto and 
allowed us to tie with them. If  they 
played their normal game we would 
have lost badly.
I was a small part of  history and very 

proud to be a Canadian in 1971.

Adham Sharara

I was offered by the CTTA at the 
time to be part of  this delegation 
and contribute to the costs. 
However, I had my university 

exams at the time. The Dean 
of  Engineering refused to make 
an exception for me. He said: 
“Get your priorities straight. It is 

more important to write your exams 
instead of  travelling to Japan and 
getting your ass kicked in ping pong”. 
Little did he know that Ping Pong 

Diplomacy was being created. An 
older player, named Modris Zulps, 
seized the opportunity and offered 
to pay for his trip fully and went to 
Japan. The rest is history.

A gift for Violetta Nesukaitis

Zhou Enlai with members of  the Canadian team

Colombia

Men: José Gaitan, José Perez, 
Mario Osorio
Women: Janeth Cifuentes, Ligia 
Lucia Velez 
Coach: Jorge Arango
Officials: Pedro Garcia and Ricar-
do Montoya

Jorge Arango

For us, the Colombian players, the 
Chinese players were greatly admired; 
at the World Championships in 
Nagoya several of  us went to the 
Chinese delegation to talk with them.  
Our surprise, about two days later, 
was when we received an invitation 
to go to China, with all expenses paid!
Colombia not only didn’t have 

relations with China, we were 
prohibited to go there; this 
invitation caused great controversy 
because we could have gone to 
jail! Our delegate, Pedro Garcia, a 
Peruvian, President of  the Bogota 
Table Tennis Association, feared 
expulsion from the country!
About two days later, we knew 

the United States delegation would 
go to China, and that news calmed 
us a little. We decided to go to 
take advantage of  the opportunity, 
despite the possible future problems.
Later we knew about other 

countries who were invited to go to 
China: Canada, England, Australia 
and Nigeria.
The Chinese held a reception in 

Nagoya for the invited delegations, 
also some Japanese players were 
invited. Notably, our delegation 
comprised of  players who were all 
national champions.
All delegations, except Australia, 

travelled in the same plane to Hong 
Kong. One of  the Chinese delegates 

The Colombian delegation with Chinese hosts 

A visit to the Great Wall for Colombia

Colombia and Chinese players after a match in Beijing
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sat next to me and questioned 
me about all the members of 
the delegation. 
In Hong Kong we were 

assigned a Chinese-French 
interpreter. Fortunately, one 
of  our players knew French. 
From Hong Kong we 
travelled by train to Canton. 
They didn’t record the 
entrance in our passports, 
they gave us separate cards.
Two of  the members of  the 

delegation were not players but 
directors of  our “Ligas”, they 
thought they would be excluded 
from the invitation; therefore, 
they decided to advise they 
were pressmen. When we 
arrived in Peking, they were 
taken to a government office 
and interrogated. They had to 
confess and tell the truth; at 
that time pressmen in China 
were considered spies.
In China all the delegations 

had a separate programme, 
except, on some occasions. 
like the visit to Zhou Enlai.
We played matches in Beijing 

and in Shanghai, and always 
one player of  our team won 
a match.
Notably, in China, both men 

and women had the same 
dress, only three colours, 
blue and grey for the citizens, 
olive for the soldiers. Our two 
female players wore mini-
skirts, the fashion at that 
time. Imagine the impression 
created, good and bad! 
In the streets we saw few 

cars, thousands of  bicycles. 
When we returned to 
Colombia, we were received 
by pressmen, we appeared in 
all the newspapers.

Zhou Enlai welcomes Jorge Arango

The Colombian party visited the Summer Palace in Beijing

A welcome cup of  tea for Colombia

England

Men: Alan Hydes, Tony Clayton, Trevor 
Taylor
Women: Jill Parker (Shirley) Pauline Piddock
Coach: Bryan Merrett
Official: Charles Wyles    

Alan Hydes

We were about to enter the stadium for the 
match against China. We were behind a cur-
tain. Jill said to me Alan have a look at the 
crowd. I was shocked; 20,000 spectators 
awaiting us to play against the world’s best . 
I had never heard so much noise, 20,000, 

more than Barnsley Football Club attracted. 
Truly it was a great shock. 
My first reaction was why have they come 

to watch us play. In my first match my 
opponent let the ball drop under the table 
and imparted topspin which I couldn’t see; 
when he brought his bat above the table 
he faked the arm movement of  a side spin 
stroke. I went to hit a side spin stroke; the 
ball flew off  the surface of  the table passed 
me with topspin! Immediately, 20,000 
spectators applauded him. 
I felt so embarrassed! 
Later in Great Hall of  the People, Zhou 

Enlai, the prime minister held a banquet; 
many courses were served. On one course 
I asked the official next to me what’s this 
I’m eating! He replied better not to know. 
It made me and other members of  the 
England team laugh. 
Hospitality and help was beyond 

expectations. I visited a store selling clothes, 
unknown to me a button had fallen off  my 
blazer. They took the blazer, attached a 
button and returned to me at my hotel later 
that day.
It was a time of  the Vietnam war, we 

wondered what the Chinese prime minister 
might say in opening remarks to the USA 
Team. We sat alongside them in Great Hall 
of  the People. He said we are friends with the 
American people but not your government.  A full house to see China play Colombia

English and Chinese delegations in Beijing 

Zhou En Lai Chinese shakes hands with Alan Hydes

Alan Hydes at the Lowu bridge

Roy Evans at the 1971 World Champion-

ships, he prepared the groundwork
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Returning to England we appeared on 
the Eamon Andrews show produced 
by Thames Television. After the show I 
caught the train to Doncaster, as it was so 
late when I arrived I needed a taxi to my 
home in Barnsley. 
The taxi driver asked where had you come 

from, I said China, he didn’t believe me. He 
then asked why did I catch a late train. I 
replied because I’ve just been on the Eamon 
Andrews show on Thames Television. He 
didn’t believe that either.
Following the 1971 visit I returned to 

China to train with the world champion 
team in September 1972.
Hopefully, our visit helped heal any 

wounds that may have existed.

Jill Parker

When I left Heathrow Airport as part of 
the England squad to play in the 1971 
World Championships to be held in Nago-
ya, Japan, I had no idea what was to be in 
store for me. 
Out of  the blue towards the end of  the 

event, we received an invitation from the 
People’s Republic of  China to tour their 
country, play table tennis and make friends. 
At the same time, the American squad 
received a similar invitation. 
A rather innocent 19 year old, I did not 

realise the implications. I was to be one of  a 
handful of  westerners who were permitted 
to enter their country during a period of 
well over five years. The team comprised 
Charles Wyles, Chairman of  the English 
Table Tennis Association, Brian Merrett 
coach; players Trevor Taylor, Alan Hydes, 
Tony Clayton, Pauline Piddock and myself. 
It was a trip I shall always remember with 
great fondness.
On leaving Tokyo on the afternoon of 

Easter Monday, we were all anxious to arrive 
safely in China. It was an incredible shock 
on arrival at Hong Kong airport to be 
greeted by so many press photographers 
and reporters. We were well aware at this 

The England team visits the Pengpu 

workers housing estate in Shanghai

An outing to the Ming Toombs reservoir 

for England, Alan Hydes, Pauline Piddock, 

Charles Wyles, Brian Merrett, Jill Parker, 

Tony Clayton

Jill Parker meets lady with bound feet

Zhou Enlai shakes hands with Jill Parker

A visit to a local factory for members of  the England team

point that the whole world was watching 
our arrival into China. I will never forget 
a Chinese figure walk a few hundred yards 
to the gates, guarded by Hong Kong 
policemen, to escort us along a long 
empty platform into the People’s Republic 
of  China. 
In spite of  the fact that they had not 

competed outside their own country for 
over five years, their players were still 
streets ahead of  us. Although this would 
not have been immediately apparent to 
any impartial observer. Our visit was so 
steeped in political overtones, their players 
had been primed to “go easy”, and as a 
result we found we were winning more 
points than we were truly capable of. 
Nevertheless, we all new that any successes 

owed more to politics and “friendship 
matches” than to any superior ability we 
might have had. To the Chinese though, 
this approach was based purely in a desire 
to be friendly. 
We played in venues around the country 

completely full, with people all dressed in 
the same Mao suits in either, green, grey 
or blue, the biggest crowd around 25,000. 
The day before each match we would 
practise with the same players we were due 
to play. This was part of  their philosophy, 
the attitude being that “we play together so 
that we both might improve”.
I remember the many fantastic places 

we visited; the Great Wall of  China, the 
Forbidden City, Summer Palace, the People’s 
Square in Peking, now called Tiananmen 
Square in Beijing, the Ming Tombs, Nan 
King Bridge and the Zoological Gardens. 
We also visited factories and communes 
where we took on the locals at table tennis, 
who I might add were extremely good table 
tennis players as well! I was also introduced 
to an old Chinese lady who had had her 
feet bound tightly in lengths of  cloth wine 
in early childhood; a legacy that stretches 
back to pre-revolutionary days. We went to 
operas, gymnastic displays and the theatre 
where the theme was the Chinese always 

China and England in unison

England on the Great Wall of  China England and China exchange pennants prior 

play commencing

A local player faces Alan Hydes at the Pengpu workers housing estate in Shanghai
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beating the Imperialist dogs!
Alan Hydes, a member of  the England 

squad lost a button off  his jacket while 
shopping in one of  their stores. He had 
noticed this on returning to the team’s hotel 
when a couple of  boiler-suited Chinese, 
who had found it arrived at our hotel to 
return it. 
Some of  the team once left a tip at our 

hotel by way of  thanks for the friendly 
and efficient service. As we were about 
to board the plane at the airport 20 miles 
away, a member of  the hotel staff  sprinted 
across the tarmac to hand it back to us as 
they presumed that we had either lost or 
forgot to pick it up. The notion of  tipping 
was completely alien to them, implying, as 
it does, some sort of  elitism.
During our trip we found that the people 

had impeccable manners. We once went 
swimming at the local public baths 
and before we got near the water they 
completely vacated the pool. This was not 
because of  pressure from any nearby party 
official but a totally spontaneous reaction 
on the part of  the swimmers themselves. 
When I questioned them through our 
interpreter, the reply was that we were their 
guests, and surely would we not enjoy our 
swim better with no one else in the pool? 
At a later dinner held in our honour, I 
confessed to a liking for cream cakes, only 
to be bombarded at subsequent meals 
(breakfast included) with platefuls of  them!
Banquets were held after every match, 

and we were all introduced to the local 
and national dignitaries. Zhou Enlai, the 
Premier of  China was one such figure. 
When I look back at the photographs of 
that time, I noticed that there were some 
very excellent Chinese players that were 
included in this “Friendship Tour”, who 
then went onto success.
We had a long journey home, but we were 

not prepared for the homecoming from the 
media when we touched down at Heathrow 
Airport. Journalists, photographers and 
film crews were in abundance, we were 

Nigeria

Men: Solomon Bamgbade, 
Waidi Dawodu, Babatunde 
Obisanya, Philip Santos, 
Lassey Wilson
Coach: Kou Tin Lee 
Official: Adegbogega Ade-
bowale Efunkoye

Babatunde Obisanya

I was privileged to be a mem-
ber, the youngest of  the Ni-
gerian team to be invited to 
China in 1971.
It was a remarkable 

experience as before China 
never opened its doors to 
foreign nations. The Nigeria 
team was led by the late Dr 
Adegbogega Adebowale 
Efunkoye. He was able to take 
advantage of  this diplomatic 
relationship to negotiate the 
training of  12 very young 
and talented players in 1973 
and also 12 players in 1974 
for six months each year. 
Nigeria, at that time had 

only 12 states, we had our 
best players attending this 
training programme. Some 
of  these players included 
Atanda Musa, Francis Sule, 
Edem Selong from Cross 
River, now Akwa Ibom; 
Theodore Erekosima from 
Rivers coupled with Miss 
Olawunmi Majekodunmi 
and Cecilia Arinye, just to 
mention a few. 
It led a revolution. 

Nigerian table tennis 
took over the leadership 
of  the game not only at 
continental level but also at  
Commonwealth level.

whisked away to television 
studios in London for 
numerous interviews.
A trip of  a lifetime and 

what a fantastic experience 
we had in China, and one I 
will never forget.

A stroll with new found friends 

A packed stadium for China versus England

The Lowu bridge in 1971

A warm welcome for Nigeria at the Capital Indoor Stadium in Beijing

Nigerian players with their Chinese hosts in Tianamen Square

China and Nigeria united in Beijing
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Men: Jack Howard, Glenn Cowan, 
John Tannehill, Errol Resek, 
George Braithwaite.
Women: Connie Sweeris, Judy 
Hoarfrost (Bochenski), Olga 
Soltesz, Leah Neuberger
Officials: Graham Steenhoven, 
Rufford Harrison
Journalists: Dick Miles. Tim Boggan 
Guests: Jairie Resek, George 
Buben, Madeline Buben
The United States team had no 
official coach, Jack Howard acted 
as Team Captain, Leah Neuberger 
travelled with the Canadian team.

Tim Boggan

The first time I saw the red Chinese 
I wasn’t thinking of  them as the Peo-
ple’s Republic of  China. In fact, for 
some brief  moment or two, I wasn’t 
thinking of  them as people. 

Our newly arrived U.S. Team was 
practising at the stadium not to 
spectators but to the eerie emptiness 
of  the circle of  stands above. But 
when I chanced to look up, they 
had entered silently, some 30 or 40 
strong, in uniform maroon jump 
suits or official grey, button-down 
tunics to form a block of  seats in 
the empty air. All were intently 
watching, as if  from a hovering 
spaceship, a player below...Sweden’s 
Stellan Bengtsson, the eventual 
men’s singles champion....

Up from the Canton train station 
to recorded music and the ritual 
applause of  the gathered mob ringed 
round our bus. Their presence was 
disconcerting, for smiles always 
accompanied applause, but not with 
them. They would continually stare 

at us - as if  we came from another, 
incomprehensible world. Which 
maybe we did. 

On our bus ride through Canton, I 
just wasn’t prepared for what I saw. 
Buildings were drab, unpainted. I 
was stunned that there weren’t any 
cars, that so many people were on 
bicycles, sometimes carrying behind 
them attached carts. Piles of  bricks 
and stones, chalky, peeling buildings 
gave the impression of  abandoned 
lots, but the bombed-out look 
was deceptive: in the often block 
less, store-lined streets, there was a 
thriving commerce....

Coming into the Great Hall of  the 
People, Steenhoven, I remember 
(I was right behind him) carefully, 
conscientiously did a little shuffle 
to get in step with Mr. Fang, the 
Chinese official by his side. It was 
Graham’s headache of  an imperative 
to try to get his highly individualised 
U.S. Team in step, for his primary 
concern was to make sure the 
Chinese would reciprocally come to 
the U.S. in 1972....

At the Ma Lou farm commune, some 
of  our U.S. group were just finishing 
up petting what I think was a water 
buffalo when suddenly George 
Buben had words with someone I’ll 
call Mr. Life, for he was the magazine’s 
professional photographer. 

“You’ve ruined half  my picture 
coming in so rudely in front of  me 
like that,” George said angrily. To 
which Life said, “Look, I’m doing a 
job, you’re just here.”

Graham Steenhoven leads the United States delegation as they leave China

Tim Boggan meets Zhou Enlai

Members of  the United States team in the Great Wall of  China

Zhou Enlai meets Richard Miles

Advice for American players

United States
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A most creditable performance, a 
fourth round exit was the outcome 
for Hugo Calderano at the Liebherr 
2019 World Championships in 
Budapest; the young man could have 
no recriminations, in fact he could 
reflect with some pride.
He extended the defending 

champion, China’s Ma Long to 
five games, throughout the whole 
tournament no player did better!
However, he could not match his 

Brazilian predecessor; now over 
60 years ago, at the 1961 World 
Championships staged in early 
April, Ubiraci Rodrigues da Costa, 
always known as Biriba, fell at the 
same hurdle but went one step 
better. In the third round, he beat 
the reigning world champion Rong 
Guotan, the player who two years 
earlier in Dortmund had overcome 

Japanese anniversary

The 50th anniversary of  Japanese im-
migration to Brazil was celebrated 
in 1958. A committee was formed 
whose task was to organise events 
to mark the occasion; in conjunction 
with the São Paulo Table Tennis Fed-
eration, it was decided to invite Ichi-
ro Ogimura and Toshiaki Tanaka.
They were the dominant players 

of  the era. In 1954 in the Wembley 
Arena, Ichiro Ogimura had been 
crowned world champion, before the 
following year in Utrecht, Toshiaki 
Tanaka had secured the title. In the 
next two World Championships, 1956 
in Tokyo and 1957 in Stockholm, 
they had met in the final, the result 
honours even. Ichiro Ogimura 
prevailed on home soil, Toshiaki 
Tanaka in the Swedish capital city.
Agreement was reached for the visit; 

in July 1958 they played in several 
cities in the State of  São Paulo, Rio 
de Janeiro and Parana.
“The matches had an effect on the 

whole of  Brazil; they were given a 
high profile by the media and were 
attended by high ranking officials 
such as the Mayor of  São Paulo, 
artists, as well as the Brazilian 
football team coach”, reflected 
Biriba. “The visit was a great 
success with crowds of  eight to ten 
thousand spectators attending.”
At the time Biriba had only just 

entered his teenage years; that fact 
increased the attraction of  the 
occasion. The media had a most 
newsworthy player for their scripts. 
“I was 13 years old; I was shy, I’d 

played in the 1957 South American 
Championships and I was the South 
American junior champion, the visitors 
were very famous”, explained Biriba. 
“According to several opinions, they 
were likely to beat the Brazilians easily.”

Nevertheless, Biriba was a very 
astute young man; he was well 
aware of  the technical skills of  his 
celebrated opponents.
“Despite being great attacking players 

and technically very good, I saw they 
also made mistakes, they had a direct, 
open and aggressive game, similar in 
some ways to my own”, continued 
Biriba. “They played mainly with their 
forehands, their backhand side was the 
weak spot; I was a player who attacked 
equally well from both wings, being a 

Biriba, the original teenage sensation

Hungary’s Ferenc Sido, to hold aloft 
the St Bride Vase.
A remarkable feat, an incredible 

achievement, one that stands 
alongside any other in the world of 
sport. Rong Guotan, by winning in 
Dortmund had become China’s first 
ever world champion in any sport. 
Furthermore, he was playing on 
home soil in Beijing, the first time 
ever China had hosted the celebrated 
event. Also, you can add to the 
astonishing nature of  the occasion 
that he was the more experienced 
player, at the time 23 years old; Biriba 
was a mere 15 years of  age!
Not required to compete in the 

opening round, in round two Biriba 
beat the host nation’s Li Jensu in 
straight games before recording a 
four games win in opposition to 
Romania’s Adalbert Rethi. Facing 

Rong Guotan, he recovered from 
a two games to one deficit to 
secure victory.
“I lost the first game 21-19 after 

being ahead 17-16, I was feeling 
emotional; I managed to win the 
second game but then I lost the 
third”, recalled Biriba. “However, I 
started to become confident, I played 
wide, side to side; after the match 
people said I had the chance to be 
the champion, but I was too young.”
Biriba was beaten in the next round, 

the quarter-finals, by Hu Taopen, 
also from China; nevertheless, it 
was a major achievement, but it was 
not the first world champion he 
had beaten.

The first ever newspaper photograph of  Biriba

At the 1959 World Championships in Dortmund Brazil’s top three personalities in 1958, Pele, Biriba and Maria Bueno

young boy and weighing 50 kilos, my 
speed was the key.”
An opportunity of  a lifetime was 

presented, a series of  matches 
facing the very best, the chance 
was seized.
“Against Tanaka I won four and 

lost three, my first win being 21-10, 
21-10”, continued Biriba. “Against 
Ogimura I won one and lost five, 
all in evenly balanced games, often 
21-19 and more than once in the 
final game.”   
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Aggressive players

Staggering results, in the modern era, 
the efforts of  Japan’s Tomokazu Ha-
rimoto, Chinese Taipei’s Lin Yun-Ju 
and China’s Wang Chuqin have hit 
the headlines. In 2019 all three beat 
Ma Long, the incumbent Olympic 
and World champion. Wang Chuqin 
was 19 years old when he prevailed 
in the penultimate round at the ITTF 
World Tour Australian Open. Later 
in the year at the Chengdu Airlines 
ITTF Men’s World Cup, Tomokazu 
Harimoto was 16 years of  age when 
he succeeded at the semi-final stage, 
Lin Yun-Ju 18 years old in the third 
place encounter.
Biriba was three years younger 

than Tomokazu Harimoto and six 
years the junior of  Wang Chuqin 
when recording wins against world 
champions; in teenage years that is a 
big age gap.
Success against Ma Long, whose 

major attribute is his powerful, 
relentless forehand, a weapon that 
was also the forte of  the adversaries 
Biriba faced.     
“Tanaka was an extremely aggressive 

player; he had a very strong forehand. 
I think that over the table his was the 
strongest forehand in the history of 
world table tennis”, continued Biriba. 
“Ogimura was a more technical 
player, he had a wide variety of 
strokes; he was a player who changed 
tactics according to his opponent, he 
frequently used the lob, a tactic he 
used a great deal against me.”
Many will advise that Ichiro Ogimura 

was ahead of  his time; undoubtedly, 
his contribution to the sport as player 
and later in the role of  official was 
immense. However, could the same 
accolade not be applied to Biriba? 
He emerged in an era when a table 
tennis match was often a game of 

chess rather than one of  athletically 
overpowering an opponent?
“I was a player who used to attack 

the third ball to a great extent. I 
would hit the ball before the peak 
of  the bounce. I had a very strong 
service and was able attack from both 
wings” explained Biriba. “According 
to some people, the Chinese based 
themselves on my style in order to 
improve their game; I cannot tell 
whether this is true or not, because 
our sport is full of  stories that may 
be fact or fiction.”
The theory is open to question but 

as a result of  his performances Biriba 

The powerful forehand, a feature of  Biriba’s play 

became a celebrity.
“Public reaction and that of  the press 

was general surprise; nobody thought 
that a 13 year old boy from a country, 
with no table tennis tradition, could 
beat world champions; from that time 
on, I became well known in Brazil”, 
added Biriba. “In 1958 Pele, Maria 
Bueno and myself  were considered 
the three greatest sportsmen and 
sportswomen of  the year.”
Now make no mistake that is illustrious 

company, all-time greats of  sport. 
In that year, under the captaincy of 
Hilderaldo Bellini, whose statue stands 
outside the Maracanã stadium in Rio 
de Janeiro, Brazil had won the FIFA 
World Cup, it was the tournament 
when Pele, 17 years old at the time, 
announced his arrival, in the eyes of 
many the greatest footballer who ever 
lived. Likewise, Maria Bueno had made 
her presence felt in the tennis world, in 
1958 she won the women’s singles title 
at the Italian Open; during her career 
she won 19 Grand Slam titles including 
Wimbledon three times and the United 
States Open on four occasions.
“I even became famous in Japan 

and was one of  the best-known 
Brazilians there”, smiled Biriba. 
“Butterfly even launched the Biriba 
racket, still used today.”

Dortmund 1959

Undoubtedly, the wins against Ichiro 
Ogimura, Toshiaki Tanaka and Rong 
Guotan stand out but they were not 
the only successes that raised the eye-
brows. At the 1959 World Champi-
onships in Dortmund, in the men’s 
team event he beat Bernard Bukiet 
and Leonard Cooperman in a 5-4 
win against the United States; simi-
larly, Brazil recorded the same margin 
of  victory in opposition to Romania, 
a fixture in which he accounted for 
Tiberiu Kovaci, Radu Negulescu and 
Adelbert Rethi.
“Alberto Kurdoglian, known as 

Betinho, Jackes Roth, Ivan Severo 
and myself  finished in sixth place 
in the Swaythling Cup”, explained 
Biriba. “In our group fixtures we 
only lost to Hungary.”
Worthy results but there was one 

player that stands out in the mind of 
Biriba who proved most exacting.
“Close matches but I found it 

difficult playing against Richard Miles 
from the United States”, reminisced 
Biriba. “I needed more experience 
against a wider range of  players, 
especially from Asia and Europe.”
Problems facing Richard Miles; 

that fact was underlined at the 
1959 English Open in London. 
After overcoming England’s Alan 
Cornish in the opening round, a 
left hander from Kent who used 
the hammer grip, he was beaten by 
the American. Memorably, it was a 
tournament in which the Brazilian 
association did not enter Biriba 
in the boys’ singles event; they 
thought he was far too good!
Later, in addition to 1958 in Caracas, 

he won the men’s singles event at the 
South American Championships in 
1960 in São Paulo and 1964 in Lima, 
to this date the youngest player ever 

to secure the title. Moreover, other 
than to a Brazilian colleague, he never 

Norman Kilpatrick (USTTA) with Richard Bergmann and Biriba at the Lincoln Memorial in 1964

Shaking hands with Richard Bergmann before one of  their exhibition matches

Biriba playing for Palmeiras

lost to a Latin American player.
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Wooden rackets

Add to the list five times Brazilian 
champion and the opponent for 
Richard Bergmann in breaks during 
the Harlem Globetrotters basketball 
matches, it is a remarkable list of 
achievements for a young man who 
started to play table tennis when six 
years old.
“I played ping pong at Club Beira 

Mar founded by father on the floor 
above his bakery; nothing official, 
we used wooden rackets, no rubber”, 
smiled Biriba. “One day a person 
asked my father who was the little 
boy, I was invited by the president 
to join Unidos Clube of  São Paulo; I 
was eight years old, within six months 
my brother, Ubirajara who was 12 
years old and myself  were the cadet 
doubles champions in São Paulo.”
Quick success for Biriba, but why 

the name?
“I was three years old, my father had 

a shop which sold coffee, because 
my name was Ubiraci, I was known 
as Biri-Biri; at the time, Biriba was a 
dog, the mascot of  Botafogo Football 
Club in Rio de Janeiro”, he explained. 
“My father’s assistant began to call 
me Biriba and although I didn’t care 
for it, the name stuck; when I was 
six years old and began to play table 
tennis, the press and public called me 
by that name.”
Like Pele, christened Edson Arantes 

do Nascimento, the name Biriba was 
media friendly.
“In the Portuguese dictionary, Biriba 

is the name of  a Brazilian plant; it 
has also been given to certain cars, 
card games and fireworks used in 
festivals”, continued Biriba. “In 
the 1950s and 1960s, the words 
“Biriba is coming” were written 
on walls; nobody knows who he 
was, to this day he still remains a 
mysterious figure.”
Mysterious, but when referring to 

Ubiraci Rodrigues da Costa, there is 
no doubt about his name; before he 
had reached his 16th birthday, he had 
beaten three world champions!
“Wonderful memories but of  those 

wins, if  there is one that stands out it 
should be beating Rong Guotan but 
it isn’t, the one I treasure the most in 
beating Tanaka”, concluded Biriba.
In the past 60 years such an 

achievement has never been equalled 
and may never be equalled, the name 
Biriba is not only etched indelibly 
in the annals of  table tennis; for 
ever more it is etched in the annals 
of  sport, a true Brazilian hero, the 
original teenage sensation.

Hilderaldo Bellini, Maria Bueno and Biriba, celebrated sporting personalities in 1954

Biriba with Bowie Martin, racket promotion in Washington 1964

Richard Bergmann and Biriba at the Lincoln Memnorial in 1964

1961 World Championships – Beijing

Men’s Singles
Round One: bye
Round Two: bt Li Jensu (CHN) 
16, 20, 12
Round Three: bt Adelbert Rethi (ROU) 
18, 17, -13, 20
Round Four: bt Rong Guotan (CHN)
 -19, 18, -15, 16, 15
Round Five: lost to Hu Taopen (CHN) 
-18, -14, -16

South American Championships - Titles

1958 Caracas, Venezuela 
Men’s Singles, Men’s Doubles (Jackes 
Roth), Mixed Doubles (Nackma Cruz), 
Men’s Team (Batista Boderone Alberto 

Career Highlights

Kurdoglian, Jackes Roth) 

1960 São Paulo, Brazil  
Men’s Singles, Men’s Doubles (Jackes 
Roth), Mixed Doubles (Emiko Takatatsu), 
Men’s Team (Waldemar Duarte, Alberto 
Kurdoglian, Jackes Roth, Ivan Severo) 

1964 Lima, Peru
Men’s Singles, Men’s Doubles (Alberto Kur-
doglian, Mixed Doubles (Bartira da Costa), 
Men’s Team (Waldemar Duarte, Alberto 
Kurdoglian, Luiz Mauro, Manoel Medina)

Note: Alberto Kurdoglian was always known as Betinho; 

Bartira da Costa is Biriba’s sister

Biriba at the 1958 South American Championships
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A debut in Greek colours at the 
first Youth Table Tennis World 
Festival staged in 1989 in the 
Hungarian capital city of  Budapest, 
for over two decades Konstantinos 
Papageorgiou has been a stalwart 
member of  the Greek national 
team, his initial appearance in a 
World Championships being in 1999 
in Eindhoven, his swansong in 2018 
in Halmstad, his final appearance on 
the international stage.
Most significantly, during that 

period his only absence was the 
2000 World Team Championships 
in Kuala Lumpur.

Konstantinos Papageorgiou assumes office. Eight times the 
national men’s singles champion, earlier this year on Friday 26th March, 
unopposed, Konstantinos Papageorgiou was named President of  the 

Hellenic Table Tennis Federation. 

Including team and individual, he 
competed in the prestigious global 
event on no less than 19 occasions, 
the most memorable of  all, his men’s 
singles escapades at the Liebherr 
2003 World Championships in the 
Parisian suburb of  Bercy.
The success gained was seemingly a 

million miles away when proceedings 
started. In the group phase he beat 
Iceland’s Sigurdur Jonsson in straight 
games (11-3, 11-4, 11-2, 11-6) but 
needed the full seven to overcome 
New Zealand’s Andrew Hubbard 
(6-11, 11-4, 11-8, 12-14, 7-11, 12-10, 
16-14). Through to the preliminary 

Player to president Third position

Equally, at the European 
Championships, Konstantinos 
Papageorgiou was steadfast. 
Commencing in 2000 in Bremen and 

concluding in 2017 in Luxembourg, 
ever present, he competed on 15 
occasions, the high point being 
the men’s team event in 2013 in 
Schwechat; he lined up alongside 
Kalin Kreanga and Panagiotis Gionis. 
Germany who selected from Patrick 
Baum, Patrick Franziska, Dimitrij 
Ovtcharov and Bastian Steger 
claimed gold.
“I was ready at that time. I was 

feeling confident about my game, 
with Kreanga and Gionis by my 
side, I knew that all third ranked 
players I would face would be 
stressed”, explained Konstantinos 
Papageorgiou. “Playing in the final of 
the European Championships was 
the greatest thing I could imagine in 
my career; for a long time before and 
after that tournament our team was 
always winning when I was winning 
my match. No team could win three 
matches against these giants!”
The key role of  the third position 

in the team was underlined the 
following year at Zen-Noh 2014 
World Championships in Tokyo; in 
the group stage they beat Japan 3-2 
in their own backyard. 
Jun Mizutani remained unbeaten 

for the host nation, Seiya Kishkawa 
lost to both Panagiotis Gionis and 
Kalin Kreanga, crucially, in the third 
match of  the fixture Konstantinos 
Papageorgiou overcame Kenta 
Matsudaira, a contest in which, as 
in Bercy, he proved secure under 
pressure. He won by the minimal 
two point margin in the decisive fifth 
game (12-10, 11-13, 11-9, 6-11, 11-9).
“All five players in Japan’s team were 

higher ranked than our first player”, 
stressed Konstantinos Papageorgiou. 
“Another match I will never forget 
is the European qualification 
against England in 2017, we played 
at our national team’s home venue 
in Athens; there are two reasons, I 
beat Liam Pitchford for the second 
occasion in a short period of  time 
and it was my best performance in 
front of  a Greek audience.”
Notable wins but as with every 

player there are times of  pain. 
“A moment that still haunts me 

is losing two match points and 
finally the match against the legend 
Vladimir Samsonov in a very 
important team match at the 2015 
European Championships”, sighed 
Konstantinos Papageorgiou.
The defeat against Vladimir 

round by the narrowest of  margins, 
he performed a quite remarkable 
recovery. He lost the first three games 
against Hungary’s Peter Fazekas, 
before winning the next four (10-12, 
8-11, 4-11, 11-9, 11-3, 11-9, 11-9). 
A place in the main draw, a most 

worthy adversary awaited, Sweden’s 
one and only, Jan-Ove Waldner. 
Proving adept when matters went the 

Samsonov occurred in the opening 
match of  the fixture and could not 
have resulted in a closer finish (10-12, 
11-6, 7-11, 11-8, 13-11). Belarus won 
3-1, Kalin Kreanga beat Evgueni 
Chtchetinine but Panagiotis Gionis 
lost to both Pavel Platonov and 
Vladimir Samsonov.
Equally, just as for the Greek 

national team; his efforts at club 
level were greatly appreciated. 
Over a period of  two decades, in 
Greece he represented Hercules, 
Olympiacos and A.C Pera; in 
Germany TT Ramstein, in France 
Fontenay-sous-Bois, Grand-
Quevilly, SPO Rouen and finally TT 
Istres, the team for whom he played 
his last official match on Sunday 
6th May 2018, the final adversary 
being Russia’s Kirill Skachkov.

En route to beating Jan-Ove Waldner at the Liebherr 2003 World Championships 

“I played all kind of  ball 
sports, but just for fun; 
why table tennis I can’t 

explain, I 
became addicted!”

full distance, Konstantinos prevailed 
(11-7, 7-11, 11-8, 5-11, 11-4, 8-11, 
11-8) but that was the end of  his 
adventures. In round two he was 
beaten by Germany’s Zoltan Fejer-
Konnerth (12-10, 12-10, 11-8, 17-15).
“It still feels like a dream. I was 

around 370 on the world rankings and 
24 years old; I had recovered from 0-3 
and 3-7 down in the match against 
Fazekas”, recalled Konstantinos 
Papageorgiou. “I was already very 
happy with my performance and so 
excited to face J-O; I barely slept 
the night before. During the match 
I felt nothing; when I was 10-1 up 
in the seventh game, maybe I started 
realising what was going on. The 
final result was 11-8 with a slightly 
lucky point!”
One year later Athens was the 

destination for the Olympic Games, 
the Galatsi Stadium, Panagiotis 
Gionis and Kalin Kreanga both 
departed in the early rounds, Jan-Ove 
Waldner progressed to the semi-final.
“Waldner can beat Ma Lin and Timo 

Boll, but he can’t beat Papageorgiou”, 
was a poignant comment overheard 
that summed up Greek fortunes. 
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Disciplined

Winning and losing, it’s part 
of  sport; nowadays for high 
level sporting personalities 
mental health appears to be 
a major issue, Konstantinos 
Papageorgiou was never 
suspect to this recent 
concern. He is a very level-
headed character.
“I can be quite disciplined 

and stay focused for a long 
time. I can stay focused in 
training; I can also stay cool 
in difficult circumstances”, 
explained Konstantinos 
Papageorgiou. ”I think I can 
work out strategies during a 
game and play consistently; 
my service was my biggest 
strength but lacking power 
and speed with my attacking 
strokes was a weakness.”
Konstantinos Papageorgiou 

was born and bred in Athens, 
it is a city in which he has 
always lived, the city where 
he began playing table tennis.
“I started as a child on a 

custom made table at my 
home; then at the local club 
Hercules of  Irakleio”, said 
Konstantinos Papageorgiou. 
“I played all kind of  ball 
sports, but just for fun; why 
table tennis I can’t explain, I 
became addicted!”
Married to Christina, a 

son George 12 years old, 
a daughter Alexandra four 
years of  age, they live in 
Irakleio, a suburb in the 
northeastern part of  the city. 
A civil engineer graduating 
at the National Technical 
University of  Athens, he 
works for a family company.

Uphill task

Challenges as a player, now it is as 
an official; he aims to work closely 
alongside both Panagiotis Gionis and 
Kalinikos Kreanga in creating a new 
era for Greek table tennis.
“I know that the road will be difficult 

and an uphill task but if  we face the 
future together, we will survive and 
progress”, underlined Konstantinos 
Papageorgiou. “I hope I am worthy 
of  the expectations of  those who 
support me. I am not a hero, but 
neither am I naïve and I know that 
my career as an athlete does not 
ensure my success in this position. 
However, I am part of  a strong 
group of  people, free from political 
affiliations, party or fan affiliations.”
It is to some extent an opportunity 

for Konstantinos Papageorgiou; just 
as in the role of  a player he seized 
chances when presented, it is very 
much a motivating consideration in a 
presidential role.
“I wanted a chance to offer my 

services to the sport I love. If  my life 
was different maybe I would try to 
be a coach, but this is not possible 
for me”, explained Konstantinos 
Papageorgiou. “There is much 
potential for the sport in Greece. 
Financially, it seems that we are at the 
dawn of  a new era; our government 
doesn’t offer enough for the sport to 
grow, so we have to find new ways to 
overcome this difficulty.”
Konstantinos Papageorgiou has a 

clear vision how to proceed and is 
well aware of  what needs to be in 
place in order to achieve success.
“The first goal is to focus on the 

players and help them enjoy the game. 
We try to have the best conditions in 
every single match; that includes the 
playing and practice hall, equipment, 
umpires and video coverage”, 

stressed Konstantinos Papageorgiou. 
“We will try to invest in marketing 
and increase publicity for the sport.”
Short term goals but equally, longer 

term goals are very much high on 
the agenda.
“Long term, the goal is to build up 

all possible procedures for young 
players to get the right base in table 
tennis”, concluded Konstantinos 
Papageorgiou. “We need to invest in 
our coaches’ development and help 
our clubs in Athens and in other 
smaller cities bring and keep the new 

Konstantinos Papageorgiou, Kalinikos Kreanga, Emmanuel Kolibadis

At the Perfect 2016 World Championships On the 2015 ITTF World Tour in Hungary

players in the sport. We also hope 
to attract some investors and attract 
more money to the sport.”
Konstantinos Papageorgiou 

succeeds Manolis Kolimbadis who 
has given a total of  39 years unbroken 
service to the Hellenic Table Tennis 
Federation, initially fulfilling the role 
of  Secretary-General.
The end of  an era but Manolis 

Kolimbadis  is not lost to the sport 
of  table tennis; he continues in his 
position as the Secretary-General of 
the Hellenic Olympic Committee.

Konstantinos with wife Christina, daughter Alexandra and son George
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MIRACLES 
ARE POSSIBLE

Disappointment, departing men’s singles 
class 6 in the group qualification stage on 
games ratio but later consolation when 
securing bronze partnering Jordi Morales 
in men’s team class 6-7, the Tokyo 2020 
Paralympic Games was not the most 
fruitful experience of  his career.
However, look back over a decade, 

Paralympic Games gold medallist, World 
champion, European champion, the full 
house. The achievements elevate Spain’s 
Alvaro Valera to a special level, but it 
is not only those accomplishments that 
make him stand out from the crowd.
On Friday 1st January 2021, as the 

first second of  the day dawned, he had 
completed ten years in top spot on the 
world rankings. On Monday 1st January 
2011, he rose to the pinnacle on the class 
7 listings, later in the year in October, 
when adjusted to class 6, he continued 
at the top of  the order.
Moreover, when the first ball was 

hit in anger at the Tokyo Paralympic 
Games on Wednesday 25th August, he 
still maintained the coveted position. 
Overall a total of  3,889 days. Now if 
we add the two months in 1999 and the 
eight months in 2001 when he topped 
class 8, plus the seven months in 2009 
when at the helm in class 7, the overall 
total is 4,406 days and still counting!
He even beats Czechoslovakia’s Bohumil 

Vana and Austria’s Trude Pritzi. In the 
respective men’s and women’s world 
rankings, they were listed in top spots in 
February 1938; World War Two meant no 
further orders of  merit until January 1949, 
that’s a period of  3,987 days.
Christened after his father, Alvaro 

is the youngest member of  the 
family, he has two sisters: Christina, 
named after mother, and Margaryta. 
Christina is ten years older than 
Alvaro, Margaryta exactly nine years 
his senior. He was born on Saturday 
16th October 1982 in Seville, the day 
of  Margaryta’s ninth birthday! It was 

quite a shock for his parents!
“Both sisters are now married, my older 

sister has one boy, Juan, he is 21 years old, 
my young sister has one boy Guillermo 
and one girl Christina. Guillermo is 12 
and likes to play table tennis, Christina 
10, I’m her godfather”, sighed Alvaro. “I 
live with my girlfriend, Maria, she is from 
St Petersburg; we’ve been together now 
for three years.”
Aged five years old, Alvaro was 

diagnosed with Charcot Marie Tooth 
(CMT), the condition causes muscle 
weakness and is estimated to affect 
one in 2,500 people, a total of  some 
2,600,000 worldwide. Life changing 
but for Alvaro Valera in a positive 
manner; his attitude has always been 
to set targets and find ways to achieve 
those goals. Any obstacles would be 
overcome, his disability proved to be 
his ability.

Determination

Mother and sisters played 
tennis, father both tennis 
and table tennis; it is a 
sporting family. Alvaro 
wanted to play sport; 
moreover, he did not just 
want to play sport, he 
wanted to succeed.
“At school I was just one 

more child, I just wanted 
to be included; there 
were difficult times, there 
were times when I could 
not take part in football 
or games that involved 
running”, reminisced 
Alvaro Valera. “I knew 
I was different; I was 
determined to realise my 
dreams and be happy, I 

knew I had to work harder than other 
boys, I knew I had to make the extra 
effort. It was a conundrum, but it 
helped me make progress in sport; I 
learnt self-discipline.”
He tried several sports but at the 

end of  the day, table tennis, the sport 
for all, prevailed.
“I tried tennis, but I couldn’t run, 

I tried to be a goalkeeper, I tried 
karate; my disability inspired me to 
push harder, eventually I saw table 
tennis, I was 10 years old, I played 
at a tennis club in Seville. They had a 
swimming pool, it was ping pong, 
just for fun, I played with friends”, 
continued Alvaro Valera. “I was 
totally hooked, my dad suggested 
I join a local club and take the 
sport seriously.”
Alvaro joined CTM San José, a club 

some 20 kilometres from the city centre. 
It was the sport where he saw a level 
playing field; one in which he could be 
the equal of  his peers.
“Even though I had a condition 

I was able to compete with boys 
who were able bodied; this is what 
I wanted; at the local club, I would 
lose, return home and think how can 
I beat these kids?” stressed Alvaro 
Valera. “I enjoyed the challenge. I 
could compete with children of  my 
own age, and I could win! It was a 
great inspiration, it was beautiful for 
me; although I didn’t have power, it 
was a game I could play!” 
Father watched him play, gave full 

support, he bought a table which was 
placed in the basement.
“I went every day to the club, I 

wanted to be the best I could be, I 
decided I wanted to take the sport 
seriously and see how far I could 
go”, reminisced Alvaro Valera. 
“As soon as I returned home I 
went downstairs and played in the 
basement of  our house.”

Tokyo 2020, men’s singles class 6, farewell in the group stage 

Alvaro Valera and Jordi Morales discussing tactics in Tokyo

Tokyo men’s team class 6-7 semi-final,  a determined Jordi Morales and Alvaro Valera Early days in the basement
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Father, the mentor

Currently a member of  the Privas 
club in Madrid, always Alvaro 
received encouragement from every 
club where he played but his father 
was the driving force.
My father, a professor of  English, 

teaching in Seville, was my 
mentor, my biggest supporter, 
my inspiration; it’s through him 
I succeeded in sport”, reflected 
Alvaro Valera. “He enabled me 
to realise my dreams, he pushed 
me forward, he told me “nothing 
is impossible”; he organised my 
training, he was a table tennis player, 
so he could practise with me.”
Sadly, his father passed away on 

Tuesday 11th May 2004.
“It was one of  the most painful 

moments in my life, I will always be 
thankful to him, and I will always 
carry his memory”, said Alvaro 
Valera, the tone of  voice reflecting 
the deep hurt and the immense sense 
of  gratitude for the years of  support. 
Thankfully, father lived to witness 

his son complete the triumvirate; 
competing in class 8, he won the 
men’s singles title at the 1998 World 
Championships in Paris, at the Sydney 
2000 Olympic Games he struck gold, 
before the following year in Frankfurt 
being crowned European champion. 
Later further medals were to come 

his way in class 7 and then class 6; 
the categories in which he played 
underlining the deterioration in his 
physical condition.
“My legs and arms are affected, the 

nerves lose connection, explained 
Alvaro Valera. “The muscles become 
weaker, I lose balance and strength in 
my arms.”
Alvaro Valera is acutely conscious 

of  the restrictions that are imposed 
and realises that he cannot play at 

the level he achieved some two 
decades ago.
“I think I was at my best level in 

2000, I had fewer weak points. In 
those days I was better in the rallies, 
I could cover the table more, now 
not so good. I’m not as aggressive 
as I used to be, everything is weaker, 
I have to focus on ball placement 
and on tactics,” explained Alvaro 
Valera. “My forehand used to be 
very effective but gradually it is 
getting weaker, now I attack less 
effectively, last year I lost the ability 
to top spin from my forehand. 
My strength has always been my 
backhand, but likewise I’m losing 
power and I have to block more.” 

Adapt

Using long pimpled rubber on the 
backhand, Alvaro Valera has proved 
a most challenging opponent. 
Attacking using that surface is very 
effective but very difficult to put into 
effect. Carl Prean and Chen Xinhua 
were particularly good at the art; the 
fact Alvaro Valera has good wrists, a 
good feeling for the ball, has made 
him successful using such a surface.
“From the backhand I have 

always tried to play fast, making 
life difficult for an opponent”, 
said Alvaro Valera. “Now I must 
make full use of  my services, I 
have experience, I think I have 

good anticipation, but I must 
focus on good placement; always 
I am thinking of  new techniques, 
new strategies and play smart.”
More than almost any other 

player, Alvaro Valera has been 
required to adapt; simply to be 
able to compete internationally 
and prove successful, he has had 
no choice. It is in this respect his 
strong character shines; he sees 
making changes an opportunity.
“I’m trying to be very precise, 

especially with my first stroke; 
I have to adapt, that is the main 
point of  keeping playing for a 
long time, you must learn how 
to adapt. Adjusting, I take it as 
an opportunity to learn and cope 
with whatever life holds for me; 
you cannot change the hand you 
have been dealt”, stressed Alvaro 
Valera. “It happens to everyone, I 
use my courage to overcome, find 
a way to ride the wave. It’s what 
I do when I play, it’s what I do in 
life; with age your level goes down, 
just deal with the situation, find 
new ways, change your mindset, 
re-invent yourself.” 
The positive attitude is an example 

to all, there is no moaning and 
groaning, lay history to rest and 
meet the next challenge.
“I’ve had the illness all my life, 

keep going forward, adapt and deal 
with anything that comes along; 
nothing lasts forever. The day 
will come when it’s too difficult 
for me to play but I’ve enjoyed 
some great moments, glorious 
times. I love playing table tennis, 
it’s great mental stimulation,” said 
Alvaro Valera. “I’ve represented 
my country; I’ve played in the 
Paralympic Games, won gold 
and enjoyed beautiful days, very 
special days. I’ve won five World 

Championship titles, two with Jordi 
Morales, China in 2014 being a 
tournament to remember.”
In 2010 in Gwangju, Alvaro Valera 

and Jordi Morales won men’s team 
class 6-7, four years later in Beijing 

with Alberto Seone completing 
the team, they retained the title; 
significantly, in China’s capital city, 
Alvaro Valera secured the men’s 
singles class 6 title.

In determined mood at the Rio 2016 Olympic Games

Alvaro Valera with José Luis Machado after winning gold at the 2017 European Para Championships

In London with mother, eldest nephew Juan and sister Cristina

Silver in men’s singles class 6 in Rio de Janeiro
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A biker, a Harley Davidson 

Adjusting to the way he plays, also 
he had to make changes to the way 
he conducts himself  at tournaments 
outside the playing area. He rides 
around in what can only be described 
as a super scooter, he reaches the ta-
ble, dismounts, and plays.
“I acquired my scooter in 2012, 

my legs could not sustain my 
weight for long periods of  time”, 
said Alvaro Valera. “I call it my 
Harley Davidson, it only weighs 
14 kilos, so I can put it my car and 
drive away; it gives me the freedom 
to go anywhere, to go sightseeing; 
it’s very comfortable.”
Now what of  the future? Perhaps 

time for other things?
“I have a bachelor’s degree 

in tourism from the National 
Distance Education University and 
I own a property company, Sagasta 
Suites in Madrid”, explained 
Alvaro Valera. “I’ve always been 
interested in finance and the stock 
market. One option for the future 
is to focus on my business.”
Most certainly whatever the future 

holds, a busy life will continue.
“I like travelling, visiting new 

places, I like to read, especially 
about nutrition and health, visit 
a restaurant, go to the cinema, 
as well as keeping up-to-date 
with modern day technology, in 
particular, Apple and creating 
videos”, added Alvaro Valera. “I’m 
an animal lover, I have two cats, 
my girlfriend wants a dog.”
Plenty of  interests but there is no 

doubt that over two decades, since 
claiming gold in Sydney when 
only 18 years of  age, the yearning 
to compete is as strong as ever, 
retirement is very much on the 
back burner.

“Maybe I can stretch things to 
Paris in 2024, it’s only three years 
away but at the moment I’m 
leaving things open, I’ll go with 
the flow, when the time comes I’ll 
decide the next step”, explained 
Alvaro Valera. ”In recent years, 
the change in Para table tennis 
has been spectacular, now we have 
amazing players, standards are 
rising, one wonders how far it will 
go. It’s beautiful to be part of  this 
change. There are now players not 
ranked who can cause surprises.” 
Table tennis is in his veins, rest 

assured he will continue his 
involvement; most importantly, he 
can be a role model for others.
“I think I will always want to 

keep in contact with table tennis 
and the Paralympic world; maybe 
by speaking I can motivate others 
and help table tennis in Spain, 
help children, especially those 

with disabilities”, stressed Alvaro 
Valera. “I learnt to play when I was 
little, young people must believe in 
themselves, work hard, nothing 
is for free; put all your heart into 
whatever you do, fight for your 
dreams, miracles do happen. 
Maybe, I can help young people 
become not only better table tennis 
players, but better people, maybe I 
can inspire them. The biggest gift 
is the person you become.”
Winner in 2013 in his native Spain 

of  the silver Real Orden al Mérito 
Deportivo for his contribution to 
sport; named ITTF Para Star of 
the Year in 2014 in Dubai. Alvaro 
Valera has been recognised for his 
contribution to sport but more 
significant is the influence he can 
continue to impart.
The concluding words of  his 

acceptance speech in Dubai 
endorsed his immense value: “to all 
the people who are fighting against 
physical condition or disability or 
everyone who is struggling against 
disadvantage, I want to tell you 
something, it is possible, thank 
you.”
A statement of  inspiration, the 

man who made the impossible, 
possible; the words sum up the 
character of  a champion, not just 
in sport, not just in table tennis but 
in the whole world of  humanity, 
Alvaro Valera. 

Career Highlights

Paralympic Games

2020 Tokyo: bronze MD class 6-7 (Jordi Morales)

2016 Rio de Janeiro: silver MS class 6

2012 London: silver MS class 6, silver MT class 6-8 

(Jordi Morales)

2008 Beijing: bronze MS class 7

2000 Sydney: gold MS class 8

World Championships

2018 Lasko: silver MS class 6

2014 Beijing: gold MS class 6, gold MT class 6-7 

(Jordi Morales, Albert Seoane)

2010 Gwangju: bronze MS class 7, gold MT 6-7 (Jordi 

Morales) 

2006 Montreux: silver MT class 7 (Jordi Morales)

1998 Paris: gold MS class 8

World Team Championships

2017 Bratislava: gold MT class 6 (Alberto Seoane)

European Championships

2019 Helsingborg: gold MT class 7 (Jordi Morales)

2017 Lasko: gold MS class 6, bronze MT class 7 (Jordi 

Morales, Alberto Seoane)

2015 Vejle: gold MS class 6, bronze MT class 7 

(Jordi Morales)

2013 Lignano: silver MS class 6, silver MT class 7 

(Jordi Morales, Alberto Seoane)  

2011 Split: gold MS class 6, bronze MT class 7 

(Jordi Morales)

2009 Genoa: gold MS class 7, gold MT class 7 

(Jordi Morales)

2007 Kranjska Gora: gold MS class 7, gold MT class 

7 (Jordi Morales)

2003 Zagreb: gold MT class 8 (Jordi Morales)

2001 Frankfurt: gold MS class 8

1999 Piestany: bronze MS class 8, gold MT Class 8 

(Jordi Morales)

1997 Stockholm: silver MS Class 8

International Titles – Men’s Singles Class 6

2020 Costa Brava

2019 Slovenia 

2018 Slovakia  

2017 Spain, Slovenia

2016 Spain, Slovakia, Slovenia

2014 Spain, Slovenia, Hungary  

2013 Slovakia, Slovenia, Hungary

2012 San Diego, Slovakia, Slovenia, Hungary

2011 Great Britain, Czech Republic

International Titles – Men’s Singles Class 7

2011 Bayreuth, Slovenia 

2010 Costa Rica, France, Romania, Slovenia

2009 Madrid, Germany, Slovakia, Hungary

2008 Slovenia, United States, Lignano

2007 United States, Lignano 

International Titles – Men’s Singles Class 7-8

1999 Spain 

International Titles – Men’s Singles Class 8

2005 Trofeo del Mediterraneo

2003 La Coruna, Czech Republic, Villa de Bilbao 

2001 Czech Open  

1999 Czech Open  

International Titles – Open Standing

2010 Costa Rica

Gold in 2000 in Sydney, silver for Alain Pichon, 

bronze for Kimmo Jokinen World champion in 1998 in Paris

With nephew Guillermo and niece Cristina

Christmas 2020 with niece Cristina

Nephew and niece, Guillermo and Cristina at 

the fair in Seville
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Ma Long beat Timo Boll on the 
evening of  Friday 6th August to 
secure the men’s team title for China 
and resigned Germany to silver; the 
contest closed the curtain on the 
table tennis events at the Tokyo 2020 
Olympic Games.
It was fitting that the final point 

should be won by Ma Long; for many 
his success earlier in the tournament, 
when he retained the men’s singles 
title, presented a strong argument 
that he is the greatest player ever to 
lay racket on ball. 
The success pays great tribute to the 

man born in Liaoning province, not 
just the fact that he has the ability 
to be able to switch his forehand to 
automatic pilot in big matches, most 
pertinently he possesses immense 
mental reserves. At the semi-final 
stage, in a classic encounter, he 
prevailed by the very narrowest of 
margins against Dimitrij Ovtcharov, 
before reminding Fan Zhendong that 
he has no intentions to pass on his 
kingly crown to any pretender.

Furthermore, when compared with 
his colleagues, at his age all had 
departed the international scene; yet 
Ma Long goes on and on, able to 
cope with the rigours of  the Chinese 
training system. Again, that pays great 
credit to his character, as does the fact 
that starting in 2009 in Yokohama, he 
was beaten at the semi-final stage of 
the men’s singles event at the World 
Championships on three consecutive 
occasions, always by Wang Hao, 
his performances in those contests 
below par.
Perhaps more significantly, during 

that period he had to watch colleague 
Zhang Jike, a player just eight months 
his elder, become world champion in 
Rotterdam and Paris, in addition to 
claiming Olympic gold in London. 
Doubts most certainly entered the 
mind of  Ma Long but did those 
experiences eventually not make him 
even more determined? The fact he 
progressed to win the greatest prizes 
on planet earth pays great tribute to 
his fortitude.

MA LONG
LORD OF 
THE RINGS

Surreal

Standing alongside colleagues Fan 
Zhendong and Xu Xin on the 
concluding day of  play, as the Chinese 
flag was hoisted and the national 
anthem played, it was mission 
accomplished, the triumph marked in 
a somewhat surreal atmosphere. The 
Metropolitan Gymnasium was bereft 
of  spectators, owing to the state 
of  emergency imposed in Tokyo in 
efforts to control the pandemic.
No fans, it was the missing ingredient. 

The Olympic Games is about sporting 
devotees; patriots paying homage 
to their idols, supporters cheering 
their national heroes forward, then 
diligently scanning the schedule and 
venturing to watch sports they have 
never previously witnessed at high 
level. Simply, being able to enjoy a 
special occasion, having a good time 
and when departing, harbouring 
memories on which to reflect in years 
to come.
One can only wonder and imagine 

what the scenes may have been, 
when at the quarter-final stage 

of  the mixed doubles, the host 
nation’s Jun Mizutani and Mima Ito 
saved seven match points, before 
eventually overcoming Germany’s 
Patrick Franziska and Petrissa 
Solja. Equally, would the venue not 
have been a sea of  rising sun flags 
when the Japanese duo established 
an 8-0 lead in the seventh game of 
the final in opposition to Xu Xin 
and Liu Shiwen. One wonders, 
when they won the vital last point 
would the roof  have disappeared 
into the stratosphere.
Nevertheless, the tension was no 

different to previous Games, the 
volunteers in all arenas enthusiastic 
and supportive, responding to the 
occasion, fulfilling the additional 
role of  cheerleaders; not quite the 
pandemonium of  the past but a 
worthy substitute to which the 
athletes warmed.
Defeat for China and desolation for 

Liu Shiwen, who was not selected 
for the women’s singles event and 
withdrew from the women’s team 
competition owing to a shoulder 
injury. A silver medal was the reward, 
for the vast majority it would have 
been considered a massive success; 
for Liu Shiwen, when she won the 
women’s singles title at the Liebherr 
2019 World Championships in 
Budapest, eyes were focused on the 
highest accolade of  all. In Tokyo 
the opportunity was not presented, 
the dream did not come true; now 
31 years of  age, the chance has 
surely gone.
Silver in the mixed doubles for China 

meant no clean sweep, the first time 
there has been such an occurrence in 
the table tennis events at an Olympic 
Games since 2004, when in Athens, 
Korea Republic’s Ryu Seungmin 
collected the men’s singles title.

China, once again gold, Fan Zhendong, Ma Long, Xu Xin

Germany, men’s team silver medallists, Timo Boll, Patrick Franziska, Dimitrij Ovtcharov

Bronze for Japan’s men’s team, Tomokazu Harimoto, Jun Mizutani, Koki Niwa
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Outstanding performances

Otherwise, China prevailed. 
Additional to the success recorded 
by the men, Chen Meng beat Sun 
Yingsha to claim women’s singles 
gold, before with Wang Manyu, the 
replacement for Liu Shiwen, added 
to the line-up, the women’s team title 
was secured.
Perhaps in some quarters, the 

selection of  Sun Yingsha raised 
eyebrows, but she proved the 
perfect antidote for the player 
considered the greatest threat 
to Chinese excellence. She 
accounted for Mima Ito at the 
semi-final stage of  the women’s 
singles event, before in the team 
final against Japan, Miu Hirano 
and Kasumi Ishikawa completing 
the selection, she repeated the 
feat.
Sun Yingsha was the only player 

in the whole tournament to beat 
Mima Ito, the fact reflecting the 
stature the Japanese player now 
holds in the sport.
Outstanding from Sun 

Yingsha, it was one of  several 
performances to attract the 
a t tent ion.
Dimitrij Ovtcharov rose to the 

occasion, in addition to the men’s 
singles semi-final clash against Ma 
Long, he saved four match points 
in the sixth game of  his epic duel 
against Chinese Taipei’s Lin Jun-
Yu, before securing the seventh 
and the third step of  the podium. 
He was the inspiration for 
Germany as they secured men’s 
team silver, Timo Boll proved 
rock solid, Patrick Franziska on 
debut found his feet.
Desperate disappointment for 

Lin Jun-Ju but he did partner 
compatriot Cheng I-Ching to 

Paris in mind

Bronze was the end result for 
Japan, accounting for the Korea 
Republic in the third place fixture. 
Fourth place for Jang Woojin, 
Jeoung Youngsik and Lee Sangsu 
but with Paris only three years away 
they gave sufficient evidence that 
in the French capital city, they have 
the potential to climb higher.
After winning a momentous third 

round men’s singles contest against 
Panagiotis Gionis of  Greece by the 
very narrowest of  margins, Jeoung 
Youngsik ousted Timo Boll before 
losing to Fan Zhendong. Similarly, 
in the men’s team event, following 
a men’s singles defeat at the hands 
of  Hugo Calderano, Jang Woojin 
reversed the decision; not to be 
outdone, one round later in the 
men’s team competition, Lee Sangsu 
extended Ma Long the full distance.
Creditable performances from the 

Korea Republic men, it was the same 
from their female counterparts. Jeon 
Jihee reached the quarter-finals of 
the women’s singles, later lining up 
alongside Choi Hyojoo and Shin 
Yubin, the trio reached the same 
round in the team event, losing 
narrowly in a full distance encounter 
to Germany.
Against Germany, to some extent, 

the Korea Republic trio exceeded 
expectations but if  one player went 
beyond probability, it was Singapore’s 
Yu Mengyu. The no.26 seed, she 
finished in women’s singles fourth 
place, leaving in her wake such 
notable names as Chinese Taipei’s 
Cheng I-Ching and Japan’s Kasumi 
Ishikawa, before Chen Meng ended 
adventures. In the bronze medal 
match, Mima Ito halted medal hopes.
One step short of  a medal for 

Singapore; for Hong Kong, the 

goal was realised. The no.4 
seeds, the trio formed by 
Doo Hoi Kem, Lee Ho 
Ching and Minnie Soo Wai 
Yam recorded a 3-1 success 
against the no.3 seeds, the 
German outfit comprising 
Han Ying, Shan Xiaona and 
Petrissa Solja.
Wins for Minnie Soo Wai 

Yam, on Olympic Games 
debut, against Han Ying and 
Shan Xiaona, provided the 
backbone of  Hong Kong’s 
success and their second 
medal at an Olympic Games; 
the other being Ko Lai Chak 
and Li Ching who gained 
men’s doubles silver in 2004 
in Athens. Morally, it was a 
second medal for Li Ching, he 
was the Hong Kong women’s 
team coach in Tokyo.
Medals awarded, time 

to reflect, a successful 
tournament universally 
acclaimed, the supreme 
award being the fact in 
such trying times the event 
took place, that was a major 
achievement, a win against 
the odds, pure gold.

Gold for China, Chen Meng, Sun Yingsha, Wang Manyu

Women’s team bronze, Doo Hoi Kem, Lee Ho Ching, Minnie Soo Wai Yam

mixed doubles bronze 
and he responded. After 
suffering harsh men’s 
singles lessons, not only 
did he lose to Dimitrij 
Ovtcharov in a classic 
seven games encounter, 
earlier it had been the 
same scenario at the semi-
final stage when facing 
Fan Zhendong. Notably, 
he remained unbeaten 
in the men’s team event, 
significantly  overcoming 
Dimitrij Ovtcharov.
Equally the same may 

be applied to Japan’s 
Tomokazu Harimoto. 
In the men’s singles he 
was surprisingly beaten 
by Darko Jorgic, a player 
setting new standards for 
Slovenia and on debut 
most certainly relishing 
the Olympic theatre. One 
round earlier, the no.18 
seed, he had ousted Liam 
Pitchford, the no.11 seed.
Most creditably, lining up 

alongside Jun Mizutani 
and Koki Niwa, Tomokazu 
Harimoto remained 
unbeaten in the men’s team 
event, pertinently against 
Germany accounting for 
both Dimitrij Ovtcharov 
and Patrick Franziska.

Silver for Japan, Miu Hirano, Kasumi Ishikawa, Mima Ito

Sun Yingsha, women’s singles silver at first attempt 

Mima Ito, women’s singles bronze medallist

Jeon Jihee, a women’s singles quarter-finalist 

Jeoung Youngsik reached the men’s singles quarter-finals

Yu Mengyu, a surprise fourth place 
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Facts & Figures
Oldest and youngest

The oldest players ever to win the 
respective men’s singles and women’s 
singles titles were anointed. Ma Long 
was 32 years and 314 days old when he 
won the men’s singles title on Friday 
30th July, Chen Meng was 27 years and 
226 days old when she succeeded on 
Thursday 29th July. 
The previous most senior were both 

crowned in Beijing. On Friday 22nd 

August 2008, Zhang Yining was 26 
years and 322 days old; on Saturday 
23rd August, Ma Lin was 28 years and 
186 days of  age.
Tomokazu Harimoto became the 

youngest male player to win a medal in 
the table tennis events at an Olympic 
Games, when he claimed a men’s team 
bronze medal on Friday 6th August. 
He was 18 years and 49 days old.
Timo Boll became the oldest player to 

win a medal in the table tennis events 
at an Olympic Games, when on Friday 
6th August, 41 years and 151 days, he 
was a member of  the German men’s 
team that won silver. He beats his own 
record, on Wednesday 17th August at 
the Rio 2016 Games when securing 
men’s team bronze, he was 35 years 
and 161 days old.
Syria’s Hend Zaza was the youngest 

competitor in any event in Tokyo, 
when beaten in the women’s singles 
preliminary round by Liu Jia on 
Saturday 24th July, she was12 years and 
204 days old. Liu Jia at 39 years of  age, 
was three times her senior.
Not surprisingly, to some extent 

owing to the delay of  one year, Tokyo 
had the oldest average age among 
competitors; men were 30 years old, 
women were 29.4 years old. The 
average age has been consistently 
rising since table tennis joined the 
Olympic Games in 1988.

Medal haul

Ma Long, born three weeks after 
the conclusion of  Seoul 1988 
Olympic Games when table tennis 
made its debut, became the first 
player to retain the men’s singles 
title at an Olympic Games and win 
on two occasions.
Jun Mizutani and Mima Ito won the 

first ever gold medal for Japan.
Germany’s Dimitrij Ovtcharov has 

now won six medals at an Olympic 
Games, no other player has won 
more. He has won a medal on every 
occasion he has competed; he has 
two men’s singles bronze (2012, 

has won a career total of  26 matches.
China has always won both the 

men’s team and women’s team 
events since the tournament was 
first staged in 2008 in Beijing. The 
women have never lost a single 
match! In terms of  individual 
matches, the score line now reads 
51-0!
The introduction of  the mixed 

doubles means that Mima Ito 
becomes the first and only player 
in the table tennis events to secure 
medals of  every colour at the same 
Olympic Games; mixed doubles 
(gold), women’s team (silver), 
women’s singles (bronze).
Additionally, Mima Ito becomes 

only the second woman to own the 
full range of  medal colours. 
Representing China, in 1988 in Seoul, 

Chen Jing won women’s singles gold 
and partnering Jiao Zhimin, women’s 
doubles silver. Changing allegiance to 
Chinese Taipei, she was the women’s 
singles silver medallist in 1996 in 
Atlanta, the bronze medallist in 2000 
in Sydney. 
China’s Liu Guoliang is the only 

male player to own all three colours; 
in 1996 in Atlanta, he won men’s 
singles gold, in 2000 in Sydney men’s 
singles bronze and partnering Kong 
Linghui, men’s doubles silver.
Success in the respective men’s team 

and women’s team events meant Fan 
Zhendong and Sun Yingsha became 
the first players to win gold at both 
the Olympic Games and Youth 
Olympic Games. 
In Nanjing in 2014, Fan Zhendong 

won the men’s singles and with Liu 
Gaoyang, the mixed team; four years 
later in Buenos Aires, Sun Yingsha 
emerged the women’s singles 
champion and with Wang Chuqin, 
the mixed team winner.

Gold for Mima Ito and Jun Mizutani 

2020), two men’s team bronze (2012, 
2016) and two men’s team silver 
(2008, 2020). 
The nearest to Dimitrij Ovtcharov 

are Ma Long and Wang Nan who 
have five each, the difference is that 
for Ma Long it is five gold, for Wang 
Nan, four gold, one silver. 
Ma Long is the only player to win 

five gold medals but he does not 
possess an unblemished record. 
Partnering Wang Hao in the opening 
round of  the men’s team event in 
London, the duo experienced defeat 
against Russia’s Alexey Smirnov and 
Kirill Skachkov. Overall, Ma Long 

Chen Meng, Tokyo 2020

Hend Zaza

Unbeaten

In Tokyo Chen Meng (10 wins), 
Wang Manyu (7 wins) joined the 
list of  players who have never lost a 
match at an Olympic Games
They line up alongside Deng Yaping 

(25 wins), Zhang Yining (23 wins), 
Chen Qi (4 wins), Yan Sen (4 wins) 
Chiang Hung-Chieh (1 win)
Wang Manyu and Chiang Hung-

Chieh only played in the team 
events, Chen Qi and Yan Sen only in 
the doubles 

Matches

It was the first time both men’s singles 
semi-finals had been extended the 
full distance. Ma Long beat Dimitrij 
Ovtcharov (13-11, 11-8, 9-11, 9-11, 
11-7, 5-11, 11-9), Fan Zhendong 
overcame Lin Yun-Ju (6-11, 11-9, 14-
12, 13-15, 11-9, 9-11, 11-8). 
The only other ever men’s singles 

semi-final to need a deciding game 
was in 1992 in Barcelona when 
matches were best of  five games, 
each to 21 points. On that occasion 
Frenchman Jean-Philippe Gatien 
overcame China’s Ma Wenge (20–22, 
22–20, 21–16, 12–21, 21–13).
Mima Ito played the most matches 

in Tokyo, 13 in total, Lin Yun-Ju 
competed in 12 matches, more than 
any other male player.
The importance of  the occasion was 

illustrated by the fact there was no 
charity; there were five 11-0 results.
In mixed doubles round one, 

the French pairing of  Emmanuel 
Lebesson and Yuan Ji Nan showed 
no mercy in the fourth game against 
Australia’s Heming Hu and Melissa 
Tapper. In men’s singles round two 
Kanak Jha of  the United States did 
the same in the fourth game against 
Russia’s Kirill Skachkov, as did 
Germany’s Dimitrij Ovtcharov in 
round four in the third game when 
facing Japan’s Koki Niwa. Also, in 
women’s singles round two, Yang 
Xiaoxin played error free in the fifth 
game when opposing Bulgaria’s 
Polina Trifonova. Later at the quarter-
final stage of  the men’s team event, 
in the opening game of  the doubles, 
Timo Boll and Patrick Franziska did 
not surrender a single point when 
facing Chinese Taipei’s Chen Chien-
An and Chuang Chih-Yuan.
In the team events, the only occasion 

in Tokyo when the higher listed outfit Hugo Calderano 
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did not win, was in the women’s semi-
final when Hong Kong, the no.4 
seeds, beat Germany, the no.3 seeds.
In Olympic Games history Jörgen 

Persson has the record with 61 
matches played. He was present in 
Tokyo in the role of  coach. The closest 
to his record are Jan-Ove Waldner 
and Timo Boll, each on 53 matches 
played. If  Timo Boll appears in Paris 
2024 he may overtake Persson, and 
he will join the prestigious “Seven 
Club”.
Straight game outcomes were very 

common at the Olympic Games 
when 21 points were needed to 
secure victory; overall 70 per cent 
of  matches being decided in this 
manner from 1988 to 2000. After the 
transition to the 11 point game the 
average has dropped to 37 per cent 
of  matches, the situation from 2004 
to 2020. 
In the third round of  the men’s 

singles, Panagiotis Gionis of 
Greece held eight match points 
against Korea Republic’s Jeoung 
Youngsik before experiencing 
defeat. In 2012 he lost at the same 
stage after holding a match point 
against Japan’s Seiya Kishikawa.

Biggest upsets 

Egypt’s Omar Assar (no.41) beat 
Sweden’s Mattias Falck (no.8) in men’s 
singles round three before in the next 
round accounting for Chinese Tai-
pei’s Chuang Chih-Yuan (no.28).

Slovenia’s Bojan Tokic (no.63) 
overcame Croatia’s Tomislav Pucar 
(no.34) in men’s singles round two and 
Korea Republic’s Jeoung Youngsik 
(no.13) in men’s team round one. 

Liu Juan of  the United States (no.450) 
recorded wins against Spain’s Galia 
Dvorak (no.80) in the first round 

Landmarks

Nigeria’s Olufunke Oshonaike be-
came the first female player to join 
the seven club; she competed in 
her first Olympic Games in 1996 in 
Atlanta and has been present ever 
since that date. The other members 
are Jörgen Persson, Zoran Primorac, 
Jean-Michel Saive and Segun Toriola.
Egypt’s Omar Assar became the 

first player from an Arab speaking 
country to reach the men’s singles 
quarter-finals.
Also from Egypt, Dina Meshref 

became the first player from an 
Arab speaking country and from 
Africa to reach the women’s singles 
third round.
Brazil’s Hugo Calderano became 

the first player from Pan America 
to progress to the men’s singles 
quarter-finals.
Represented by Hugo Calderano, 

Vitor Ishiy and Gustavo Tsuboi, 
Brazil became the first outfit not 
from Asia or Europe to reach 
the men’s team quarter-finals or 
equivalent; the only women’s team 
to achieve the distinction is the 
United States (Gao Jun, Wang Chen, 
Crystal Huang) in 2008 in Beijing, 
they finished in fifth place.
Doo Hoi Kem, Lee Ho Ching 

and Minnie Soo Wai Yam won 
team bronze, a first ever Olympic 
Games medal for Hong Kong in a 
women’s event.
Jun Mizutani and Koki Niwa 

formed the doubles partnership 
in the men’s team event against 
Australia, Germany and Korea 
Republic; it was the first time ever 
two left handers had comprised the 
doubles combination in either a 
men’s or women’s team events.
Asian players dominated the 

women’s events; there were only Dina Meshref, Tokyo 2020

of  the women’s singles event and 
then followed with successes against 
Slovakia’s Barbora Balazova (no.54) 
and Romania’s Bernadette Szocs (27).

Singapore’s Yu Mengyu (no.45) 
accounted for Chinese Taipei’s Cheng 
I-Ching (no.8) in the third round of 
the women’s singles event, before at 
the quarter-final stage ousting Japan’s 
Kasumi Ishikawa (no.9).
Brazil’s Caroline Kumahara (no.145) 

prevailed against Hong Kong’s Lee 
Ho Ching (no.46) in the first round 
of  the women’s team event.

two instances when female players 
who had learnt their skills in the 
continent, experienced defeat 
against opposition from outside the 
continent. In women’s singles round 
three Minnie Soo Wai Yam lost to 
Spain’s Maria Xiao, one round later 
India’s Manika Batra was beaten by 
Austria’s Sofia Polcanova.
In Tokyo there was a staggering 

174.5 hours of  matches played, 
all recorded on video for future 
generations to enjoy; 261 matches 
(plus one walkover), 1,180 games, 
and 21,372 points.

Omar Assar, Tokyo 2020

Proud moments

Nine table tennis players carried their 
nation’s flag at the opening ceremo-
ny; Brian Afanador and Adriana Diaz 
shared the honour for Puerto Rico, 
the remaining with athletes from 
other sports - Chelsea Edghill (Guy-
ana), Hend Zaza (Syria), Yu Mengyu 
(Singapore), Bojan Tokic (Slovenia), 
Kokou Dodji Fanny (Togo), Quadri 
Aruna (Nigeria), Yang Xiaoxin (Mo-
naco). 
For first time three members of  the 

same family participated in the table 

tennis events at an Olympic Games; 
Puerto Rico’s Adriana and Melanie 
Diaz are sisters; Brian Afanador is 
their cousin.
Five countries made their Olympic 

Games debut in the table tennis 
events in Tokyo. In the men’s 
singles Alberto Miño represented 
Ecuador, Lkhagvasuren Enkhbat 
was on duty for Mongolia as was 
Kokou Dodji Fanny for Togo. In 
the women’s singles Chelsea Edghill 
competed for Guyana, Bolor-
Erdene Batmunkh for Mongolia, 
Yang Xiaoxin for Monaco.

Men’s Singles

QF: Fan Zhendong (CHN) v Jeoung Youngsik 

(KOR) 10,9,6,5; Lin Yun-Ju (TPE) v Darko Jorgic 

(SLO) 4,7,4,6; Dimitrij Ovtcharov (GER) v Hugo 

Calderano (BRA) -7,-5,8,7,8,2; Ma Long (CHN) v 

Omar Assar (EGY) 7,9,6,-11,6

SF: Fan Zhendong (CHN) v Lin Yun-Ju (TPE) 

-6,9,12,-13,9,-9,8; Ma Long (CHN) v Dimitrij 

Ovtcharov (GER) 11,8,-9,-9,7,-5,9

Bronze: Dimitrij Ovtcharov (GER) v Lin Yun-Ju 

(TPE) 11,-9,-6,4,-4,13,7

Gold: Ma Long (CHN) v Fan Zhendong (CHN) 4,-

10,8,9,-3,7

Women’s Singles

QF: Chen Meng (CHN) v Doo Hoi Kem (HKG) 

-6,-6,6,9,1,8; Yu Mengyu (SGP) v Kasumi Ishikawa 

(JPN) -8,5,12,6,2; Mima Ito (JPN) v Jeon Jihee 

(KOR) 5,1,10,6; Sun Yingsha (CHN) v Han Ying 

(GER) 8,3,8,6

SF: Chen Meng (CHN) v Yu Mengyu (SGP) 6,8,7,6; 

Sun Yingsha (CHN) v Mima Ito (JPN) 3,9,6,4

Bronze: Mima Ito (JPN) v Yu Mengyu (SGP) 

-6,8,7,7,6

Gold: Chen Meng (CHN) v Sun Yingsha (CHN) 

-6,8,7,7,6

Mixed Doubles

QF: Xu Xin/Liu Shiwen (CHN) v Ovidiu Ionescu/

Bernadette Szocs (ROU) 6,1,6,10; Emmanuel 

Lebesson/Yuan Jia Nan (FRA) v Wong Chun 

Ting/Doo Hoi Kem (HKG) 3,-6,-7,8,-9,7,13; Lin Yun-

Jun/Cheng I-Ching (TPE) v Lee Sangsu/Jeon Jihee 

(KOR) -7,4,-7,7,8,7; Jun Mizutani/Mima Ito (JPN) v 

Patrick Franziska/Petrissa Solja (GER) 8,-5,-3,3,-9,8,14

SF: Xu Xin/Liu Shiwen (CHN) v Emmanuel Lebesson/

Yuan Jia Nan (FRA) 5,6,11,7; Jun Mizutani/Mima Ito 

(JPN) v Lin Yun-Jun/Cheng I-Ching (TPE) 9,-6,9,6,6

Bronze: Lin Yun-Jun/Cheng I-Ching (TPE) v 

Emmanuel Lebesson/Yuan Jia Nan (FRA) 8,7,8,5

Gold: Jun Mizutani/Mima Ito (JPN) v Xu Xin/Liu 

Shiwen (CHN) -5,-7,8,9,9,-6,6

Men’s Team

QF: China 3-0 France; Korea Republic 3-0 Brazil; Japan 

3-1 Sweden; Germany 3-2 Chinese Taipei

SF: China 3-0 Korea Republic (Ma Long/Xu Xin v 

Jeoung Youngsik/Lee Sangsu 11-5, 11-5, 11-8; Fan 

Zhendong v Jang Woojin 7,9,14; Ma Long v Lee Sangsu 

9,8,-8,-13,6)

SF: Germany 3-2 Japan (Timo Boll/Patrick Franziska v 

Jun Mizutani/Koki Niwa 2,3,-9,-8,7; Dimitrij Ovtcharov 

v Tomokazu Harimoto 7,-11,-5,-9; Timo Boll v Jun 

Mizutani -7,11,7,7; Patrick Franziska v Tomokazu 

Harimoto 5,9,-5,-9,-9; Dimitrij Ovtcharov v Koki Niwa 

(9,7,8)

Bronze: Japan 3-1 Korea Republic (Jun Mizutani/

Koki Niwa v Jeoung Youngsik/Lee Sangsu 9,-8,13,5; 

Tomokazu Harimoto v Jang Woojin 7,-8,10,7; Koki Niwa 

v Jeoung Youngsik -3,-8,-7; Jun Mizutani v Jang Woojin 

12,9,8)

Gold: China 3-0 Germany (Ma Long/Xu Xin v 

Timo Boll/Patrick Franziska 7,3,9; Fan Zhendong 

v Dimitrij Ovtcharov -3,6,-9,5,3; Ma Long v Timo 

Boll 5,9,-11,7) 

Women’s Team

QF: China 3-0 Singapore; Germany 3-2 Korea 

Republic; Hong Kong 3-1 Romania; Japan 3-0 

Chinese Taipei

SF: China 3-0 Germany (Chen Meng/Wang Manyu v 

Shan Xiaona/Petrissa Solja 9,2,4; Sun Yingsha v Han 

Ying 6,4,9; Chen Meng v Petrissa Solja -5,4,9,11)

SF: Japan 3-0 Hong Kong (Miu Hirano/Kasumi 

Ishikawa v Lee Ho Ching/Minnie Soo Wai Yam 

7,2,8; Mima Ito v Doo Hoi Kem -9,9,1,7; Miu Hirano 

v Lee Ho Ching 10,7,3)

Bronze: Hong Kong 3-1 Germany (Doo Hoi Kem/

Lee Ho Ching v Shan Xiaona/Petrissa Solja -8,5,7,13; 

Minnie Soo Wai Yam v Han Ying 10,9,-9,7; Doo Hoi 

Kem v Petrissa Solja 5,6,9; Minnie Soo Wai Yam v 

Shan Xiaona 10,11,7)

Gold: China 3-0 Japan (Chen Meng/Wang Manyu v 

Miu Hirano/Kasumi Ishikawa -9,6,8,7; Sun Yingsha 

v Mima Ito 8,5,-3,3; Wang Manyu v Miu Hirano 

5,9,3)

Later Rounds
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China concluded the Tokyo 2020 
Paralympic Games on Friday 3rd 

September well ahead of  the field in 
terms of  medals; of  a total 31 events, 
they captured 16 gold, four silver and 
six bronze; reward for a year-long 
preparation programme.

Members of  their team, Feng 
Panfeng, Yan Shuo and Zhao Shuai 
emerged successful in both the men’s 
singles and men’s team events, a feat 
also achieved in the women’s singles 
and women’s team competitions 
by their colleagues Liu Jing, Mao 
Jingdian, Xue Juan, Zhang Bian and 
Zhou Ying. The one other player to 
complete the double was Frenchman, 
Fabien Lamirault.

Outstanding performances but 
there was far more to the events in 
the Metropolitan Gymnasium than 
saluting performances of  excellence. 
It would be wrong to suggest the 
colour of  the medal did not matter 
but greater importance was the fact 
that a medal had been gained; it not 
only meant the player had achieved 
on the biggest stage of  all, it meant 
they had proved themselves, their 

 
  days in 

Tokyo

Since arriving from China, Lei Li 
Na and Yang Qiang alongside their 
male counterpart, Ma Lin, have 
added quality to the Australian cause. 
Melissa Tapper, the winner of  the 
women’s singles para event at the 
Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth 
Games, had to sit courtside watching 
the team action unfold. Surely, she 
was the best reserve in Tokyo and 
in any other outfit, bar China, would 
have commanded a place. Rather 
differently, Ma Lin found himself 
at the other side of  the fence; in 
both London and Rio de Janeiro, he 
had been a member of  the Chinese 
outfit that claimed men’s team class 
9-10 gold. In Tokyo he had to settle 
for silver; he was beaten by former 
teammate Lian Hao in the match that 
brought proceedings to a close.

Alas, spectators were absent, but that 
fact did not detract from the emotion 
and passion of  the occasion. The 
sheer delight on the face of  India’s 
Bhavinaben Patel and her husband, 
her erstwhile coach, as she reached 
the women’s singles class 4 final; the 
leaps for joy by Paul Karabardak, like 
a child on Christmas morning, when 
he beat Spain’s Anton Valera for the 
first time in his career to secure Great 
Britain a place in the men’s team class 
6-7 final. Equally, the scenes when 
mobbed by colleagues, after winning 
men’s singles class 4, Abdullah 
Ozturk fell out of  his wheelchair and 
finished sitting on the floor.

Also, there was drama. In the gold 
medal men’s singles contests, in 
class 5, Germany’s Valentin Baus 
saved one match point in the fourth 
game, before overcoming China’s 
Cao Ningning. Similarly, by the 
very narrowest of  decisions in the 
deciding fifth game, Fabien Lamirault 

Joo Youngdae, men›s singles class 1 Fabien Lamiraut singles class 2 

Feng Panfeng, men›s singles class 3 Valentin Baus, men›s singles class 4

Abdullah Ozturk, men’s singles class 5 Ian Seidenfeld, men’s singles class 6

Yan Shuo, men’s singles class 7

Valentin Baus, men›s singles class 4

Laurens Devos, men’s singles class 9

disability was their strength. The 
situation was exemplified in women’s 
team class 4-5, when at the sixth 
attempt Great Britain’s Sue Bailey 
claimed bronze partnering Megan 
Shackleton. Conversely for 22-year-
old Megan Shackleton it was a medal 
on debut!

Overall, the leading names prevailed 
but there was one result that stood 
out from the rest, at the semi-final 
stage of  women’s singles class 

10, Poland’s Natalia Partyka, gold 
medallist on each occasion since 
winning in 2004 in Athens, was 
beaten by Australia’s Yang Qiang. 
Great credit must go Natalia Partyka 
on her behaviour in the face of 
shattering disappointment but even 
more so on the way she responded. 
In the women’s team class 9-10 final 
she beat Yang Qiang in straight 
games, having shepherded colleague 
Karolina Pek to doubles success 
against Lei Li Na and Yang Qiang.
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eventually overcame Poland’s Rafal 
Czuper to secure the class 2 title, a 
situation that also applied in class 
3 to Feng Panfeng in opposition to 
Thomas Schmidberger, like Valentin 
Baus from Germany.

Likewise, in the women’s singles 
finals, close calls were the order 
of  the day. In class 5, Zhang Bian 
recovered from a two games to 
nil deficit to beat colleague Pan 
Jiamin; in class 7, Kelly van Zon 
of  the Netherlands needed the full 
five games to eventually overcome 
Russia’s Victoriia Safonova. 
Likewise, in class 9, Lei Li Na found 
the pen hold grip technique and 
use of  long pimpled rubber used 
by China’s Xiong Guiyan, a most 
exacting challenge.

Meanwhile, as always, in men’s singles 
class 6, holding the racket in his 
mouth, Egypt’s Ibrahim Hamadtou 
attracted the media but in that 
category he was overshadowed, the 
star of  the show was Ian Seidenfeld 
of  the United States. Coached by 
his father, Mitchell, after losing to 
Denmark’s Peter Rosenmeier in the 
group stage, when they met again in 
the final, he turned the tables.

Impressive from Ian Seidenfeld, 
it was the same from Belgium’s 
Laurens Devos; when he had won 
class 9 in 2016 in Rio de Janeiro, he 
was a like a little boy lost, bemused 
not really understanding what he 
had achieved, now 21 years old, a 
most professional athlete completed 
a successful title defence. 
 

Men

Joo Youngdae competed in his second men’s singles 

class 1 final, in 2016 it was silver, in 2020, gold.

Fabien Lamirault repeated the success of  2016 by 

winning men’s singles class 2 and with Stéphane 

Molliens men’s team class 1-2.

Feng Panfeng won men’s singles class 3 for the fourth 

consecutive time. Later, lining up alongside Gao 

Yanming and Zhai Xiang he succeeded in men’s team 

class 3 for a third time; previously Gao Yanming had 

been a member of  the winning team in 2012, Zhai 

Xiang in 2016.

Abdullah Ozturk retained his men’s singles class 4 title.

Valentin Baus turned the tables; in 2016 he lost to Cao 

Ningning in the men’s singles class 5 final, five years 

later he overcame his nemesis.

Cao Ningning, Guo Xingyuan and Zhang Yan won 

men’s team class 4 for the second time; previously they 

had won in 2012 in London

 

Chen Chao, Liao Keli and Chen Chao secured men’s 

team class 6-7 gold, Chen Chao was the only previous 

winner, he won men’s team class 9-10 gold in 2008.

Ian Seidenfeld won on debut, succeeding in men’s 

singles class 6; he emulated his father, Mitchell, he won 

men’s singles class 8 in 1992 in Barcelona.

Yan Shuo won men’s singles class 7 and thus 

moved two steps higher, in 2016, he had been the 

bronze medallist. 

Zhao Shuai won men’s singles class 8 for the third 

consecutive time, before partnering Peng Weinan 

and Ye Chao Qun to men’s team class 8 success; a 

first gold for Peng Weinan, a second for Ye Chao 

Qun, he won gold in men’s team class 6-8 in 2008.

Laurens Devos retained his men’s singles class 9 title 

and maintained his perfect record; a debut in 2016, 

at the Paralympic Games he has never lost a match.

Patryk Chojnowski, men’s singles class 10 Peter Palos, men’s singles class 11 

Stéphane Molliens and Fabien Lamirault men’s team class 1-2

Feng Panfeng and Zhai Xiang, men’s team class 3

Cao Ningning and Guo Xingyuan, men’s team class 4-5 

Gold medallists

Yan Shuo and Liao Keli, men’s team class 6-7 

Zhao Shuai and Peng Weinan, men’s team class 8

Patryk Chojnowski regained his men’s singles 

class 10 title; in 2012 he won gold, in 2016 silver.

Lian Hao and Zhao Yi Qing won men’s team 

class 9-10; three in a row for Lian Hao, a first for 

Zhao Yi Qing.

Peter Palos claimed men’s singles class 11 gold 

for the second time; he won in 2012, in 2016 he 

was the bronze medallist.
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Women

Liu Jing won women’s singles class 1-2 for a fourth 

time and also for a fourth time, like Li Qian, was a 

member of  the women’s team class 1-3 gold medal 

winning outfit.

Xue Juan repeated her 2016 success, gold in women’s 

singles class 3 and in women’s team class 1-3.

Zhou Ying won women’s singles class 4 and women’s 

team class 4-5 gold; a feat she also achieved in 2008 

and 2016.

Zhang Bian completed the double for the third time; 

in 2012 and 2016 she won women’s singles class 5 

gold and prevailed in women’s team class 4-5.

Zhang Miao repeated her 2012 success, on that 

occasion, also she won gold in women’s team 

class 4-5.

Maryna Lytovchenko climbed higher in women’s 

singles class 6, bronze in 2016, gold in 2020; she wore 

specially made table tennis earrings.

Kelly van Zon secured women’s singles class 7 gold, 

thus repeating her success of  2012 and 2016.

Mao Jingdian won women’s singles class 8 for the 

third consecutive time; for partners Huang Wenjuan 

and Wang Rui in women’s team class 6-8 it was their 

first ever gold medal.

Lei Li Na won women’s singles class 9 for the third 

consecutive time.

Yang Qian secured women’s singles class 10 gold, she 

had been the runner up in 2012 and 2016.

Natalia Partyka and Karolina Pek won women’s team 

class 9-10; in 2016, they had won women’s team class 

6-10

Elena Prokofeva won women’s singles class 11, her 

first Paralympic Games gold medal.

Tokyo 2020 Paralympic Games

Lian Hao and Zhao Yi Qing, men’s team class 9-10

Liu Jing, women’s singles class 1-2 Xue Juan, women’s singles class 3

Zhou Ying, women’s singles class 4 Zhang Bian, women’s singles class 5

Mao Jingdian, women’s singles class 8 Lei Li Na, women’s singles class 9 

Yang Qian, women’s singles class 10 Elena Prokofeva, women’s singles class 11

Wednesday 25th August – Friday 3rd September

Metropolitan Gymnasium

Women’s Singles: Class 1-2

SF: Seo Suyeon (KOR) v Catia Oliveira (BRA) -7,8,5,9; Liu 

Jing (CHN) v Nadezhda Pushpasheva (RPC) 8,4,-8,5

F: Liu Jing (CHN) v Seo Suyeon (KOR) 7,8,-4,8

Women’s Singles: Class 3

SF: Alena Kanova (SVK) v Lee Migyu (KOR) 7,10,-2,9; 

Xue Juan (CHN) v Yoon Jiyu (KOR) 12,-9,9,-6,8

F: Xue Juan (CHN) v Alena Kanova (SVK) 2,6,9

Women’s Singles: Class 4

SF: Zhou Ying (CHN) v Gu Xiaodan (CHN) 4,3,6; 

Bhavinaben Patel (IND) v Zhang Miao (CAN) -7,7,4,-9,8

F: Zhou Ying (CHN) v Bhavinaben Patel (IND) 7,5,6

Women’s Singles: Class 5

SF: Zhang Bian (CHN) v Jung Younga (KOR) 7,7,8; Pan 

Jiamin (CHN) v Khetam Abuawad (JOR) 7,-9,7,8

F: Zhang Bian (CHN) v Pan Jiamin (CHN) -12,-5,8,11,7

Women’s Singles: Class 6

SF: Maryna Lytovchenko (UKR) v Raisa Chebanika (RPC) 

3,8,2; Maliak Alieva (RPC) v Stephanie Grebe (GER) 10,6,6

F: Maryna Lytovchenko (UKR) v Maliak Alieva (RPC) 6,4,3

Women’s Singles: Class 7

SF: Victoriia Safonova (RPC) v Anne Barneoud (FRA) 8,9,-

3,5; Kelly van Zon (NED) v Kubra Korkut (TUR) 8,-3,9,6

F: Kelly van Zon (NED) v Victoriia Safonova (RPC) 8,-

3,-4,5,8

Women’s Singles: Class 8

SF: Mao Jingdian (CHN) v Aida Dahlen (NOR) 2,3,5; 

Huang Wenjuan (CHN) v Thu Kamkasomphu (FRA) 7,6,-

5,5

F: Mao Jingdian (CHN) v Huang Wenjuan (CHN) -11,5,5,9

Women’s Singles: Class 9

SF: Xiong Guiyan (CHN) v Karolina Pek (POL) 8,-8,7,7; 

Lei Li Na (AUS) v Alexa Svitacs (HUN) -12,-11,5,6,8

F: Lei Li Na (AUS) v Xiong Guiyan (CHN) -6,5,5,-9,5

Maryna Lytovchenko, women’s singles class 6 Kelly van Zon, women’s singles class 7 
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Women’s Singles: Class 10

SF: Yang Qian (AUS) v Natalia Partyka (POL) 7,-4,-9,6,9; Bruna 

Alexandra (BRA) v Tian Shiau-Wen (TPE) -12,6,10,7

F: Yang Qian (AUS) v Bruna Alexandre (BRA) 11,-6,7,9

Women’s Singles: Class 11

SF: Elena Prokofeeva (RPC) v Wong Ting Ting (HKG) -9,5,6,8; 

Lea Ferney (FRA) v Maki Ito (JPN) 8,6,10

F: Elena Prokofeeva (RPC) v Lea Ferney (FRA) 4,-8,8,5

Men’s Singles: Class 1

SF: Joo Youngdae (KOR) v Nam Kiwon (KOR) 6,3,8: Kim 

Hyeonuk (KOR) v Tom Matthews (GBR) 7,10,9

F: Joo Youngdae (KOR) v Kim Hyeonuk (KOR) 8,11,-2,10

Men’s Singles: Class 2

SF: Fabien Lamirault (FRA) v Cha Sooyang (KOR) 7,4,-10,8; Rafal 

Czuper (POL) v Park Jincheol (KOR) 2,-4,8,9

F: Fabien Lamirault (FRA) v Rafal Czuper (POL) 6,-12,5,-7,9

Men’s Singles: Class 3

SF: Feng Panfeng (CHN) v Jenson van Emburgh (USA) 6,8,6; 

Thomas Schmidberger (GER) v Zhai Xiang (CHN) 9,11,6

F: Feng Panfeng (CHN) v Thomas Schmidberger (GER) 9,4-8,-4,9

Men’s Singles: Class 4

SF: Abdullah Ozturk (TUR) v Maxime Thomas (FRA) 7,9,9; Kim 

Younggun (KOR) v Nesim Turan (TUR) -9,9,7,2

F: Abdullah Ozturk (TUR) v Kim Yunggun (KOR) -9,6,7,10

Men’s Singles: Class 5

SF: Cao Ningning (CHN) v Ali Ozturk (TUR) 7,9,9; Valentin Baus 

(GER) v Jack Hunter-Spivey (GBR) 7,10,7

F: Valentin Baus (GER) v Cao Ningning (CHN) 4,-7,-9,11,7

Men’s Singles: Class 6

SF: Ian Seidenfeld (USA) v Paul Karabardak (GBR) 6,2,6; Peter 

Rosenmeier (DEN) v Rungroj Thainiyon (THA) 8,7,-11,5

F: Ian Seidenfeld (USA) v Peter Rosenmeier (DEN) 9,8,8

Men’s Singles: Class 7

SF: Yan Shuo (CHN) v Maksym Chudzicki (POL) 4,10,7; Will 

Bayley (GBR) v Liao Keli (CHN) 6,9,-8,-9,10

F: Yan Shuo (CHN) v Will Bayley (GBR) -4,9,2,8 

Men’s Singles: Class 8

SF: Viktor Didukh (UKR) v Peng Weinan (CHN) 10,10,-

8,-7,3; Zhao Shuai (CHN) v Maksym Nikolenko (UKR) 

9,11,-7,9

F: Zhao Shuai (CHN) v Viktor Didukh (UKR) 15,7,-6,10

Men’s Singles: Class 9

SF: Laurens Devos (BEL) v Iurii Nozdrunov (RPC) 8,-

8,1,-11,4; Ma Lin (AUS) v Ivan Mai (UKR) 10,-7,6,5

F: Laurens Devos (BEL) v Ma Lin (AUS) -9,6,3,3

Men’s Singles: Class 10

SF: Patryk Chojnowski (POL) v Filip Radovic (MNE) 

11,-9,4,9; Mateo Boheas (FRA) v David Jacobs (INA) 

9,8,-3,-5,8

F: Patryk Chojnowski (POL) v Mateo Boheas (FRA) 

8,5,10

Men’s Singles: Class 11

SF: Peter Palos (HUN) v Lucas Creange (FRA) 12,-9,10,-

9,11; Samuel von Einem (AUS) v Florian van Acker 

(BEL) -4,-4,9,8,5

F: Peter Palos (HUN) v Samuel von Einem (AUS)

 -6,7,-7,6,9

Women’s Team: Class 1-3

SF: China (Xue Juan/Li Qian) 2-1 Italy (Michela Brunelli/

Giada Rossi); Korea Republic (Lee Migyu/Yoon Jiyu) 2-0 

Croatia (Helena Dretar-Karic/Andela Muzinic)

F: China 2-0 Korea Republic (Xue Juan/Li Qian v Lee 

Migyu/Yoon Jiyu -6,-9,7,9,9; Xue Juan v Yoon Jiyu 13,-

2,-6,5,7)

Women’s Team: Class 4-5

SF: China (Zhang Bian/Zhou Ying) 2-0 Great Britain 

(Sue Bailey/Megan Shackleton); Sweden (Anna Carin 

Ahlquist/Ingela Lundbäck) 2-0 Serbia (Nada Matic/

Borislava Peric-Rankovic)

F: China 2-1 Sweden (Zhang Bian/Zhou Ying v Anna 

Carin Ahlquist/Ingela Lundbäck -9,6,-10,8,-8; Zhang 

Bian v Anna-Carin Ahlquist -9,11,9,5; Zhou Ying v 

Ingela Lundbäck 8,-8,10,7)

Women’s Team: Class 6-8

SF: China (Mao Jingdian/Huang Wenjuan) 2-0 France 

(Anne Barneoud/Thu Kamkasomphu); Netherlands 

(Frederique van Hoof/Kelly van Zon) 2-1 Russian 

Paralympic Committee (Victoriia Safonova/Maliak 

Alieva/Raisa Chebanika)

Xue Juan and Li Qian, women’s team class 1-3 

Zhang Bian and Zhou Ying, women’s team class 4-5 

Zhao Shuai and Peng Weinan, men’s team class 8

Karolina Pek and Natalia Partyka, women’s team class 9-10

F: China 2-0 Netherlands (Mao Jingdian/Huang 

Wenjuan v Frederique van Hoof/Kelly van Zon 2,7,6; 

Mao Jingdian v Frederique van Hoof  3,2,4

Women’s Team: Class 9-10

SF: Australia (Lei Li Na/Yang Qian) 2-0 China (Zhao 

Xiaojing/Xiong Guiyan); Poland (Natalia Partyka/

Karolina Pek) 2-0 Brazil (Bruna Alexandre/Jennyfer 

Parinos/Danielle Rauen)

F: Poland 2-0 Australia (Natalia Partyka/Karolina Pek v 

Lei Li Na/Yang Qian 6,-7,6,-7,9; Natalia Partyka v Yang 

Qian 5,9,5)

Men’s Team: Class 1-2

SF: France (Fabien Lamirault/Stéphane Molliens) 2-0 

Slovakia (Martin Ludrovsky/Jan Riapos); Korea Republic 

(Cha Sooyong/Park Jincheol) 2-1 Poland (Rafal Czuper/

Tomasz Jakimczuk)

F: France 2-0 Korea Republic (Fabien Lamirault/

Stéphane Molliens v Cha Sooyong/Park Jincheol -4,4,8,-

12,8; Fabien Lamirault v Cha Sooyoung 5,-10,5,6)

Men’s Team: Class 3

SF: Germany (Thomas Brüchle/Thomas Schmidberger) 

2-0 Czech Republic (Petr Svatos/Jiri Suchanek); China 

(Feng Panfeng/Zhai Xiang) 2-0 Thailand (Anurak 

Laowong/Yuttajak Glinbanchuen)

F: China 2-1 Germany (Feng Panfeng/Zhai Xiang v 

Thomas Brüchle/Thomas Schmidberger -8,-13,4,7,-9; 

Feng Panfeng v Thomas Brüchle -11,3,8,9; Zhai Xiang v 

Thomas Schmidberger -7,-10,4,4,4

Men’s Team: Class 4-5

SF: China (Cao Ningning/Guo Xingyuan) 2-0 Slovakia 

(Peter Mihalik/Boris Travincek); Korea Republic (Kim 

Jungil/Kim Younggun) 2-0 France (Florian Merrien/

Nicolas Savant-Aira/Maxime Thomas)

F: China 2-0 Korea Republic (Cao Ningning/Guo 

Xingyuan v Peter Mihalik/Boris Travincek 5,11,11); 

Cao Ningning v Kim Junggil 5,-8,8,-9,6)

Men’s Team: Class 6-7

SF: China (Liao Keli/Yan Shuo) 2-0 Germany 

(Thomas Rau/Björn Schnake); Great Britain (Will 

Bayley/Paul Karabardak) 2-1 Spain (Jordi Morales/

Alvaro Valera)

F: China 2-0 Great Britain (Liao Keli/Yan Shuo v 

Will Bayley/Paul Karabardak 7,10,2; Yan Shuo v Will 

Bayley -7,13,6,4)

Men’s Team: Class 8

SF: Ukraine (Viktor Didukh/Maksym Nikolenko) 2-0 

France (Clément Berthier/Thomas Bouvais); China 

(Peng Weinan/Zhao Shuai) 2-0 Great Britain (Aaron 

McKibbin, Ross Wilson)

F: China 2-0 Ukraine (Peng Weinan/Zhao Shuai v 

Viktor Didukh/Maksym Nikolenko 7,8,8; Zhao Shuai 

v Viktor Didukh -11,12,5,5

Men’s Team: Class 9-10

SF: China (Lian Hao/Zhao Yi Qing) 2-0 Ukraine (Ivan 

Mai/Lev Katz); Australia (Ma Lin/Joel Coughlan) 2-0 

Nigeria (Tajudeen Agunbiade/Alabi Olufemi)

F: China 2-0 Australia (Lian Hao/Zhao Yi Qing v Joel 

Coughlan/Ma Lin 3,6,9; Lian Hao v Ma Lin 7,5,6)
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Bronze was the reward for the 
Japanese trio of  Tomokazu Harimoto, 
Jun Mizutani and Koki Niwa in the 
men’s team event at the Tokyo 2020 
Olympic Games; now, following the 
retirement announcement by Jun 
Mizutani, there is a vacancy.
Is a potential candidate Mizuki 

Oikawa? Most certainly he has the 
French capital city in his sights.
“My goal is to participate in the 

World Championships and at the 
Paris 2024 Olympic Games”, stressed 
Mizuki Oikawa.
Born in June 1997, he is 24 years of 

age; he hails from Kurokawa District 
in Miyagi Prefecture. He started 
to play table tennis when five years 
old, having watched his sister lay bat 
on ball; physically strong, especially 
strong legs, he possesses the major 
elements crucial in this day and age. 
“I play at the Kinoshita Group 

Training Facility in Kawasaki City; 
two and a half  hours in the morning, 
the same in the afternoon, about 25 

hours per week”, explained Mizuki 
Oikawa. “Twice a week I do weight 
training for one and half  hours; 
I work on my shoulders and do 
sprint training.”
Gaining national team selection 

for the biggest tournaments on 
planet earth is the avowed aim 
but to achieve his target, Mizuki 
Oikawa will need to reverse the 
current trend? On debut at a World 
Championships, Jun Mizutani was 
15 years old in 2005 in Shanghai, 
Koki Niwa one year younger in 
2009 in Yokohama, Tomokazu 
Harimoto only 13 years of  age in 
2017 in Düsseldorf.
Very different to Mizuki Oikawa; 

all enjoyed major achievements at 
a young age. Amongst a host of 
other triumphs, at the World Junior 
Championships, Jun Mizutani was 
the runner up in 2005 in Linz, 
Koki Niwa, the winner in 2011 in 
Manama, Tomokazu Harimoto 
victorious in 2016 in Cape Town.

Mizuki Oikawa states his case
Published courtesy of  the Kinoshita Group

Progress at crucial age

Mizuki Oikawa did enjoy success in 
younger days, but it cannot compare 
with the members of  the team 
that competed at the Tokyo 2020 
Olympic Games. 
On the 2013 ITTF World Junior 

Circuit, he won the boys’ singles ti-
tle in Funchal. Later in ITTF World 
Tour under 21 men’s singles events, 
he succeeded in Belarus (2012), 
Chile (2014), Australia (2016) and 
Bulgaria (2017). Likewise, at ITTF 
Challenge Series tournaments, he 
did the same in Poland (2017), 
before securing the men’s singles 
crown in Slovenia (2018).
Do those results suggest he is 

progressing at a critical age?
“In Slovenia I managed to win 

against players I have never played 
before, and as I won each match 
my condition got better and better”, 
reflected Mizuki Oikawa. “The 
Belarus Open sticks out in my mind 
as it was the first competition I won.”
One further factor can be added 

to the equation, a vital factor that 
underlines his step by step progress. 
At the start of  the year on Sunday 
17th January, in the Osaka Municipal 
Gymnasium, he held the precious 
Emperor Cup aloft, he won the 
men’s singles title at the 2021 All 
Japan National Championships. 
He won at the 11th attempt, never 

previously had he ventured beyond 
the last 16! The young man who has 
never even played in a world title 
event of  any description, stood on 
the top step of  the podium.
Also, factored into the magnitude of 

the victory is the pressure element, for 

Silence is golden

Furthermore, in order to reduce the 
possibility of  the virus being spread, 
players were told not to shout, a fact 
that didn’t affect Mizuki Oikawa. 
“My body felt light, my condition 

was great”, he explained. “I’m not 
the type to shout during a match so it 
didn’t feel that strange for me.”
Well prepared, Qiu Jianxin seated 

courtside in the coaching role, safely 
through to the quarter-finals, Mizuki 
Oikawa caused arguably the biggest 
upset of  the tournament, he beat 
Tomokazu Harimoto.
“I tried not to let him use the chiquita 

return of  service; throughout the 
match my play was strong”, explained 
Mizuki Oikawa. “Also, I kept an eye 
out for his strong backhand attack.”
Success against Tomokazu 

Harimoto; the form continued, there 
was no lapse, impressively, he ousted 

Masaki Yoshida. 
“I worked on playing more 

backhands than him and not to 
have any doubts on my return of 
serves”, stressed Mizuki Oikawa. “I 
concentrated on staying positive.”
A place in the final booked, it was in 

that round, Mizuki Oikawa faced his 
toughest task of  all; he needed the 
full seven games to beat Masataka 
Morizono, saving one match point 
in the sixth game. Notably Masataka 
Morizono was a player very much 
in form; in the penultimate round 
he had ousted Yuta Tanaka, the 
quarter-final winner in opposition 
to Koki Niwa. 
“Playing Masataka I stayed close to 

the table; if  went further away from 
the table then he had the chance to 
attack strongly”, explained Mizuki 
Oikawa. “At match point in the sixth, 
I tried to think it was 0-0; I just told 
myself  to be aggressive and positive.”
Accepted there was no Jun Mizutani 

on duty in Osaka. After winning for 
the tenth time in 2019, he decided 
only to compete in doubles events; 
nevertheless, all other major names 
were present. It is a major milestone 
in the career of  Mizuki Oikawa.  
An outstanding performance; 

furthermore, could his age and past 
results at the Japanese National 
Championships be a blessing in 
disguise? He has not been presented 
with success on a silver platter. Does 
defeat not strengthen determination, 
does it not make any major 
opportunity even more valued and 
more likely to be seized? 
Austria’s Werner Schlager and 

Sweden’s Peter Karlsson never 
enjoyed glittering junior careers, 
but both relished the euphoria of 
standing on the top step of  the medal 
podium at a World Championships!
Could Mizuki Oikawa follow suit?

a player from the Land of  the Rising 
Sun, the All-Japan Championships is 
a tournament of  high prestige; win 
and you join the who’s who of  the 
nation’s sporting celebrities. 
He succeeded at an event which has 

a special place in his nation’s sporting 
calendar, it is a highly esteemed 
happening. The fact the tournament 
was even staged, underlines the 
competition’s stature; it was a time 
when the country was gripped by the 
Covid-19 pandemic.
In order to meet the necessary 

health requirements, no spectators 
were permitted in the venue 
but there was no shortage of 
photographers to make up the 
number. Furthermore, only four 
events were organised - men’s and 
women’s singles, junior boys’ and 
junior girls’ singles – no doubles on 
the agenda, even so an overall, 896 
matches were played.

“I’m not the type to shout 
during match so it didn’t 
feel that strange for me.”

The 2021 national champion The 2021 national champion 

2021 Japanese National Championship

Men’s Singles (later rounds) - Mizuki Oikawa

QF: v Tomokazu Harimoto 5,8,4,-5,8 

SF: v Masaki Yoshida 8,-6-4,8,8,6 

F: Masataka Morizono -8,-10,5,-8,9,10,4
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Born and raised in Sapporo, in the 
north of  Japan, the host city for 
the 1972 Winter Olympic Games; 
in April, after three decades of 
unstinting service, Dr Shiro Matsuo 
announced his retirement from the 
ITTF Sports Science and Medical 
Committee.
Now 65 years old, a medical doctor 

by profession specializing in Sports 
Medicine and Cardiology, with a 
practice in Tokyo where he currently 
resides, he graduated in 1981 at the 
Hokkaido University School of 
Medicine in his native Sapporo.
In 1989 he became a Fellow of 

the Japanese Society of  Internal 
Medicine (FJSIM), one year later in 
1990 a Certified Sport Doctor of 
the Japan Sport Association, before 
in 1991, becoming a Board Certified 
Member of  the Japanese Circulation 
Society (BCMJCS).
Introduced to table tennis when 

attending junior high school, Dr 
Matsuo progressed to compete 
successfully in regional level 

UNSTINTING  SERVICE 

“Anti-doping tests 
should not give a 
bad influence on 
performance, for 
that  I expended 
much energy.”

Dr Shiro Matsuo

competitions; certainly, no mean 
player but it is in the fight against 
doping, where he has excelled far 
beyond provincial boundaries to 
become a world leader.
The journey as a member of  the 

ITTF Sports Science Committee 
commenced when he was appointed 
Doping Control Officer at the 
Chiba 1991 World Championships; 
an age when doping control was 

very much in its infancy. Neither 
the World Anti-Doping Agency nor 
the Japan Anti-Doping Agency had 
been established.
“This was quite an advanced effort 

for international sports federations; 
so, we prepared the regulations 

and carried out all the anti-doping 
tests by ourselves”, recalled Dr 
Matsuo. “Under the direction of 
ITTF President, Ichiro Ogimura; 
I conducted the anti-doping tests 
in this event with Dr. François 
Kahn and Dr. Michael Scott of  the 
ITTF Sports Science and Medical 
Committee.” 
It was only the second World 

Championships when such 
procedures had been put in place. 
The only previous occasion was 
1977 in Birmingham; the testing 
being necessary for table tennis to 
be formally admitted to the Olympic 
family.
Later in 1999, the World Anti-Doping 

Agency was established, a direct result 
of  what is known as the Festina 
Affair. At the 1998 Tour de France 
no riders were caught failing the drug 
tests in place at the time; however, 
police searches revealed the existence 
of  organized doping in the Festina 
and TVM teams. The events shook 
the world of  cycling, immediately, the 
International Olympic Committee 
decided to convene a World 
Conference on Doping.
Bringing together all parties involved 

in the fight against doping, the first 
World Conference on Doping in 
Sport was held in Lausanne from 
Tuesday 2nd to Thursday 4th 
February; the outcome being the 
Lausanne Declaration on Doping 
in Sport was pronounced. The 
document enabled the creation of 
an independent international anti-
doping agency which commenced 
operation at the Sydney 2000 
Olympic Games.
One year later, Dr Matsuo, was the 

lead doping control officer at the 2001 
World Championships in Osaka; the 
year in which the Japan Anti-Doping 
Agency was established.

Supervisory role

Ever more knowledgeable in the 
field, commencing in 2008 in the 
Chinese city of  Guangzhou until 
2019 Budapest, without fail, whether 
the World Championships or World 
Team Championships, Dr Matsuo 
has been the ITTF representative 
for doping control.
“Anti-doping testing systems in each 

country were becoming gradually 
well-organized by the establishment 
of  the World Anti-Doping Agency” 
explained Dr Matsuo. “Accordingly, 
my role changed from being a 
working member to a supervisor; 
since I knew well about table tennis 
and had many experiences in anti-
doping, I gave local Doping Control 
Officers advice.”
Recommendations not only 

for those conducting tests, for 
sportsmen and sportswomen, it was 
also important; for many it was a new 
world, another consideration had 
entered the equation in preparing 
for major events. 

“It is important to think about the 
performance of  the athletes first; 
the World Championships is a most 
valuable event for all table tennis 
players”, added Dr Matsuo. “Anti-
doping tests should not give a bad 
influence on performance, for that  
I expended much energy.”
Taking into consideration all 

aspects in the field, it was very much 
to Dr Matsuo the International 
Table Tennis looked for leadership; 
from 2008 to the present day, he  has 
occupied the role of  Chief  Anti-
Doping Officer for the ITTF Sports 
Science and Medical Committee. 
“I co-operated in the creation and 

revision of  ITTF Anti-Doping 
regulations, I gave advice about the 
punishment to regulation offenders”, 
continued Dr Matsuo. “Also, I 
gave some educational lectures at 
workshops which were held during 
the World Championships.”
At the 2015 World Championships 

in Suzhou, Dr Matsuo conducted 
workshops on the subject of 
Anti-Doping activities within 
the International Table Tennis 
Federation and on the changes in 
the World Anti-Doping Code. Later, 
at the 2016 World Championships 
in Kuala Lumpur, he addressed 
the topic concerning the history of 
doping in table tennis and future 
ITTF anti-doping activities.
Meanwhile, from 2013 to 2018, 

Dr Matsuo was Chair of  ITTF 
Therapeutic Use Exemption 
(TUE) panel, examining no less 
than 55 applications; a change of 
policy he became a member of  the 
International Testing Agency (ITA) 
Therapeutic Use Exemption panel 
from 2019, a position he holds to 
the present day.
“Since ITTF outsourced business 

related to anti-doping to the 
International Testing Agency, I came 
to take charge of  TUE examinations 
not in ITTF but in ITA”, explained 
Dr Matsuo. “I examined over 100 
TUE applications in two years; I 
dealt with applications from players 
other than table tennis because of 
the conflict of  interest.”

World Anti-Doping Code 2021
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In 1979, a student at Hokkaido University School of  Medicine

The  2000 Asian Championships in Doha, first time as National Team doctor

Dr Shiro Matsuo

Supported by the Japan 
Sport Association and 

Japanese Olympic 
Committee, Dr Shiro 
Matsuo won the 2016 
Mizuno Sports Award 

for leadership.

Most suitable role

In addition, during this period, from 
2014 to 2019, with the Tokyo 2020 
Olympic Games on the horizon, Dr 
Matsuo was Chair of  the JTTA-IT-
TF Sports Science and Medical 
Committee international meetings.
The role of  was most apt; Dr 

Matsuo was a member of  the Japan 
Table Tennis Association’s Sports 
Science and Medical Committee 
from 1988 to 2020; a period 
when he first met his great friend 
Masahiro Maehara, now a member 
of  the ITTF Executive Committee 
and Ichiro Ogimura, at the time 
ITTF President.
Additionally, commencing in 

1997 until the present day, Dr 
Matsuo has been a member of 
the Japanese Olympic Committee 
medical staff  where he was 
involved with the establishment 
of  a medical check system, 
as well as advising players on 
nutrition. Focused on building 
an anti-doping education and 
information service for the Japan 
Table Tennis Association, from 
1998 to 2021 he was Chair of 
the Anti-Doping Committee, as 
well as being the national team 
doctor. Furthermore, in the years 
2012 to 2017, he was Chair of 
the Sport Science and Medicine 
Committee, during the period 
2012 to 2020, he fulfilled the role 
of  Executive Director.
Combining positions held with 

both the International Table Tennis 
Federation and the Japan Table 
Tennis Association, Dr Matsuo had 
a clear vision of  what he wanted 
to achieve by promoting the joint 
Olympic venture.
“I wanted sports science in 

table tennis to develop further, I 

organized international meetings in 
Tokyo”, stressed Dr Matsuo. “The 
ITTF Sports Science and Medical 
Committee members, alongside 
Japanese researchers, held six joint 
meetings from 2014 to 2019 in 
Tokyo; they ended in success and 
realized many results.”
A long and distinguished career, 

in addition to reports for the Japan 
Table Tennis Association, Dr Matsuo 
has produced a host of  papers. 

Notably in 2012 the “Creation of  the 
player’s medical records using cloud 
computing”, in addition to two years 
later “Anti-doping activities in 2013” 
and in his role as Chair of  the JTTA-
ITTF Sports Science and Medical 
Committee: “JTTA meets ITTF on the 
way to Olympic Games Tokyo 2020”.
Most certainly Dr Matsuo can now 

look back with pride.
“I wanted to do a job that would 

be helpful for table tennis players; 
anti-doping was the best area in 
which my experience and medical 
knowledge was useful”, he reflected. 
“Anti-doping is an activity aiming at 
the protection of  clean athletes and 
values of  sport. Now, table tennis 
is considered one of  the cleanest 
sports. It is the result of  many 

peoples’ efforts. I hope that ITTF 
sports doctors and scientists will 
preserve this good tradition.”

Valuable contribution

A sense of  satisfaction having seen 
anti-doping programmes grow; Dr 
Matsuo is of  no doubt whatsoever 
that sports science has a most valuable 
role to play for generations to come. 
“The knowledge of  sports 

science brings table tennis players 
many profits; it is useful for the 
improvement of  both physical 
strength and technology, it prolongs 
a player’s career”, stressed Dr 
Matsuo. “Regarding anti-doping, 
a sufficient information service 
prevents unintentional doping 
caused by carelessness.”
Throughout, Dr Matsuo has been 

very much at the helm but of  course 
no one man is a team, he is delighted 
for the opportunities afforded and 
grateful for the encouragement 
received over the years.
“I would like to express the deepest 

appreciation to ITTF Executive 
Committee Vice President Masahiro 
Maehara; I wouldn’t be the person 
I am today if  it wasn’t for him”, 
reminisced Dr Matsuo. “He gave me 
a chance to work for the ITTF and 
always gave me good advice; I would 
like to thank him for all the support 
and encouragement he has given me 
in the last 30 years.”
Equally, Dr Matsuo recognizes the 

untiring efforts of  those with whom 
he has worked closely.
“I would also like to express 

my gratitude to Professor Miran 
Kondric and the ITTF Sports 
Science and Medical Committee 
members”, concluded Dr Matsuo. 
“It has been a pleasure working as 
a member of  the committee, I want 

to wish everyone the best luck for 
the future.”
Now, for Dr Matsuo, who has 

played a most significant role in 

maintaining the image of  table 
tennis as one of  the cleanest sports 
of  all, it is retirement. He intends to 
spend more time with his family.
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At the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games, 
in the table tennis events, Mexico 
was notable by its absence; however, 
judging by performances in recent 
continental events, a new generation 
is emerging; players who may chal-
lenge to compete in Paris and looking 
further ahead to 2028 in Los Angeles 
and 2032 in Brisbane. 
In April at the Central American 

Youth Championships in Guatemala 
City, Mexico secured nine of  the 14 
possible titles. The following month 
in the Costa Rican capital city of 
San José, the performances were 
event better. At the Central Ameri-
can Team Qualification for the Cali 
2021 Pan American Junior Games, 
they completed the full house, an ac-
complishment they repeated at the 
immediately ensuing Central Ameri-
can Championships. 
Understandably, Morayle Alvarez 

de Lovo, the head coach, was de-

Meet Mexico, the new generation

lighted with her team’s efforts.
“We were without our leading 

players; we went with a very young 
team. Regardless of  their youth, 
both the men’s and women’s teams 
performed tremendously well, com-
peting at a high technical and tactical 
level”, she explained. “In the most 
difficult moments, they showed 
enormous mental strength, this 
makes us dream big; this generation 
will undoubtedly give Mexico many 
moments of  joy, from this group 
Olympic athletes will emerge.”
Likewise, at the ITTF Pan Amer-

ican Championships held in Sep-
tember in Santo Domingo, they 
emerged with three titles to their 
name. Most significantly more 
than any other Latin American 
member association. 
Overall, in a six month period, a 

total of  14 players, collected 45 
gold medals

Gold Medallists

Dario Arce
Central American Youth 
Championships: JBT/JBD
Central American Team 
Qualification for Cali 2021: MT
ITTF Pan American Youth 
Championships: JBD/JXD

Jorge Buenrostro
Central American Youth 
Championships: CBD

Sergio Cano
Central American Youth 
Championships: JBT

Rogelio Castro 
Central American Youth 
Championships: JBT
Central American Championships: MT

Juan Jesus Gomez  
Central American Youth 
Championships: JBT/JBS/JBD/JXD
Central American Team 
Qualification for Cali 2021: MT
ITTF Pan American Youth 
Championships: JBD

Miguel Lara  
Central American Championships: 
MT/MD

Francisco Ramirez  
Central American Youth 
Championships: CBD

Ricardo Villa 
Central American Championships: 
MT/MS/MD/XD

Carlos Zamora  
Central American Championships: MT

Marbella Aceves  
Central American Youth 
Championships: JGT/JGD
Central American Championships: WT

Clio Barcenas  
Central American Youth 
Championships: JGT/JGS
Central American Team 
Qualification for Cali 2021: WT

Magdalena Briones  
Central American Youth 
Championships: CGS

Arantxa Cossio  
Central American Youth 
Championships: JGT/JXD
Central American Team 
Qualification for Cali 2021: WT
Central American Championships: 
WT/WS/WD
ITTF Pan American Youth 
Championships: JGD

Monica Muñoz  
Central American Youth 
Championships: JGT/JGD
Central American Championships: WT

Central American Championships: 
WT/WD/XD
ITTF Pan American Youth 
Championships: JGD/JXD
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Athletes of the Nation, Istvan Jonyer 
newest member

Awarded to Hungarian athletes over 
60 years of  age who continue to play 
a decisive role in sport, even after 
finishing their active careers, Istvan 
Jonyer, winner of  the men’s singles 
title at the 1975 World Champion-
ships in Kolkata, was inducted into 
the Athletes of  the Nation order on 
Friday 21st May.
Overall, 12 athletes comprise the 

group, a vacancy arising following the 
passing of  Sarolta Monspart earlier 
this year on Wednesday 21st April; 
in 1972 she became the first non-
Scandinavian female runner to win the 
World Orienteering Championships.
Existing members of  the group made 

the decision, eight being physically 
present, the remaining three keeping 
in contact by phone.
A margin of  50 per cent of  the vote 

was required to gain the verdict. After 
discussions lasting 45 minutes; almost 
full agreement witnessed the election 
of  Istvan Jonyer. There was no need 
for a second round of  voting.
The winner was announced by Elf 

1981 World Championships in Novi Sad 

Szabo, Secretary of  State for Sport.
“After the vote, we called Istvan 

Jonyer. It was good to hear how 
happy he was and how he was a little 
moved”, explained Elf  Szabo. “He 
was a dominant athlete in the 1970s; 
he won everything he could win, and 
if  table tennis had been an Olympic 
sport, he would surely be an Olympic 
champion as well.”
Understandably, Istvan Jonyer 

was delighted.
“I was on cloud nine when I found 

out that of  the candidates, who all 
deserved to win the same way with their 
fantastic successes, they chose me. At 
first, I thought of  the beginnings, the 
times in Miskolc, my carpenter father, 
and my mother working in the wire 
factory. I’ve come a long way to get 
here”, reflected Istvan Jonyer. “I’m 
grateful to Ferenc Sido and Elemer 
Gyetvai. I was 14 years old when 
they noticed me at a training camp 
organised in Hernandez. Also, I owe 
a lot to Joseph Dankovich, the chief 
engineer of  the local Machine Factory 

at the time, who brought us to the 
first division as the coach of  Disgyori 
Table Tennis Club.”
Istvan Jonyer was very much the 

spearhead of  a golden age for Hungary. 
At the World Championships, in 1975 
in addition to securing the men’s 
singles title, he partnered Gabor 
Gergely to men’s doubles gold, a 
feat he had also achieved in 1971 in 
Nagoya when joining forces with 
Tibor Klampar.
Later, alongside Gabor Gergely, 

Istvan Jonyer, Tibor Kreisz and 
Janos Takacs, gold was secured in the 
men’s team event at the 1979 World 
Championships in Pyongyang. 
“Finally, I thank Zoltan Berczik. We 

achieved most remarkable successes 
with the national team under his 
guidance. The plural pronoun is no 
coincidence”, said Istvan Jonyer. 
“Also, I wouldn’t be a four time world 
champion without Tibor Klampar and 
Gabor Gergely since I won in doubles 
with both of  them, and we won the 
team gold in Pyongyang together.” 
An accolade for Istvan Jonyer that is 

well deserved but one that very nearly 
might not have happened. In 1975 
prior to the World Championships 
in Kolkata, he had been suspended 
by the Hungarian Association for 
a minor customs violation when 
returning from Paris. 
Five minutes before the flight was 

due to leave for the Indian city he was 
pardoned! Good decision!

Career Highlights
International Caps: 325

Clubs: Diosgyöri VTK (1963-1969), Bp. Spartacus 

(1969-1983), TTC Modica, Italy (1983-1985), TTC 

Stockerau, Austria (1985-1989) 

World Championships:

1971 Nagoya: gold MD (Tibor Klampar)

1973 Sarajevo: silver MD (Tibor Klampar)

1975 Calcutta: gold MS, gold MD (Gabor Gergely)

1977 Birmingham: bronze MT (Bela Frank, Gabor 

Gergely, Tibor Klampar)

1979 Pyongyang: silver MD (Tibor Klampar), gold 

MT (Gabor Gergely, Tibor Klampar, Tibor Kreisz, 

Janos Takacs)

1981 Novi Sad: silver MT (Gabor Gergely, Tibor 

Klampar, Tibor Kreisz, Zsolt Kriston)

1983 Tokyo: bronze MT (Gabor Gergely, Zoltan 

Kaposztas, Zsolt Kriston, Janos Molnar)

European Championships

1968 Lyon: bronze MD (Matyas Beleznai)

1970 Moscow: bronze MD (Tibor Klampar)

1972 Rotterdam: silver MS, gold MD (Peter Roszas), 

bronze XD (Judit Magos)

1974 Novi Sad: gold MD (Tibor Klampar), silver MT 

(Gabor Gergely, Tibor Klampar)

1978 Duisburg: silver MS, gold MT (Tibor Klampar, 

Gabor Gergely, Tibor Kreisz)

1980 Bern: bronze MD (Tibor Klampar), bronze XD 

(Gabriella Szabo)

1982 Budapest: silver MD (Gabor Gergely), gold MT 

(Gabor Gergely, Tibor Klampar, Zsolt Kriston, Janos 

Molnar)

Europe Top 12

1971 Zadar: gold

1974 Trollhätten: gold

1975 Vienna: bronze

European Youth Championships

1967 Vejle: bronze JBS, bronze JBD (Szabolcs 

Marosffy), JXD bronze (Eva Iszo), JBT silver (Szabolcs 

Marosffy, Ferenc Timar, Tibor Klampar)

1968 Leningrad: silver JBD (Ferenc Timar), JBT bronze 

(Istvan Chikan, Tibor Klampar, Ferenc Timar)

National Titles

1967-1982: 25 titles MS (6), MD (11), XD (8)

Positions

1996 Sports Director, Vice President of  the 

Hungarian Table Tennis Association

1997 Head coach of  the Hungarian national team

Awards

1994 Officer’s Cross of  the Order of  Merit of  the 

Republic of  Hungary  

2013 Prima Primissima Prize

2014 Hungarian Heritage Award

2015 Member of  the European Table Tennis Hall of 

Fame 

2015 Pro Urbe Budapest Prize

2016 Honorary Citizen of  Onga

2017 Honorary Citizen of  Miskolc

2018 Human Dignity Award

2020 Member of  the Association of  Immortal 

Hungarian Athletes

2021 Athlete of  the Nation 

Istvan Jonyer at the 1971 Vanderbilt Cup 
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Pivotal to their nation’s success, 
Nigeria’s Quadri Aruna and Ghana’s 
Derek Abrefa, apart from the fact 
they are the leading players in their 
respective countries, have one further 
most significant fact in common.
Both have a caring nature, both 

give back to the sport, both support 
local players.
Arguably Quadri Aruna is the more 

well-known, having achieved the 
distinction of  being the first African 
player to reach the quarter-final stage 
of  the men’s singles event at an 
Olympic Games, when he exceeded 
expectations in Rio de Janeiro.
However, Derek Abrefa is no mean 

performer. At the African Games in 
2015 in Brazzaville he was a member 
of  the bronze medal winning 
Ghanaian team, four years later in 
Rabat he was the country’s flag bearer 

at the opening ceremony.
On Monday 17th May, Quadri 

Aruna, in his efforts to help 
compatriots reach top level, 
confirmed support for six players 
for a period of  one year; a gesture 
that has become an annual feature.
Yet again a fine act from Quadri 

Aruna, one that was endorsed 
by compatriot, Wahid Enitan 
Oshodi, Chair of  the ITTF 
Nominations Committee; speaking 
at the presentation ceremony, he 
underlined the fact that Quadri 
Aruna had become a shining light 
for young players in the country, 
whilst also urging other top players 
to follow his lead.
Musa Mustapha and brother 

Mustapha Mustapha alongside 
Kabirat Ayoola and Aishat Rabiu, 
four cadet age group players received 
support for the first time; the 
sponsorships for Taiwo Mati and 
Azeez Solanke were renewed for a 
further year.  
Generous, later more followed. 

Sukurat Aiyelabegan, Muiz 
Olanrewaju, Nurudeen Hassan, 
Olajide Omotayo, Fatimo Bello, 
Abdulahi Afolabi, Taiwo Balogun, 
Ademola Abiola and Tobi Falana 
also received assistance, as did Isau 
Ogunkunle and Faith Obazuaye both 
on duty at the recent Tokyo 2020 
Paralympic Games.
Quite sufficient, not for Quadri 

Aruna; following the conclusion of 
the Nigerian National Championships 
on Saturday 22nd May, he gave support 
for four further cadet players. 
Matthew Kuti, Matthew Fabunmi, 
Hope Uduaka and Ize Sezuo were all 
offered help.
Each player received four racket 

coverings, a blade, training shirts, 
shorts, tracksuit, shoes, socks, towel, 
bat case, backpack and cap.

Derek Abrefa with local pupils

FEMpowerment

Soon after on Friday 28th May, 
Derek Abrefa took the 2021 ITTF 
Foundation FEMpowerment 
campaign to a local school. He 
visited the Good Citizen School in 
Nungua, being present alongside 
most significant names. Mawuko 
Afadzinu, the President and Efia 
Oforiwa Owusu-Agyei, the Women’s 
Co-ordinator represented the Ghana 
Table Tennis Association alongside, 
television personality Vivian Elorm.
Over 100 female students were coached 

via the initiative named “Star Girl, 
Building the Female Dream through 
Sports”, the dignitaries providing most 
welcome encouragement.
“Table tennis brings enormous 

benefits to athletes such as educational 
scholarships, career employment, 
health, and also guides youth into 
making informed decisions that 
would help them achieve a better 
future”, stressed Derek Abrefa.
Highlight of  the event was an 

exhibition match involving Juanita 
Bortele Bortei, a 12-year-old 
pupil of  the school, against Efia 
Oforiwa Owusu-Agyei, in addition 
to being the women’s co-ordinator, 
a former international. 
Derek Abrefa donated shirts, balls 

and rackets, a gesture that was well 
received by Josephine Mensah, the 
headmistress; she promised to set 
up a table tennis club, asking the 
national association to support by 
providing coaches.

Abrefa, Aruna afford African aid

Nigerian players supported by Quadri Aruna 

“I am using this 
opportunity to thank the 

table tennis family for their 
support in this trying time 
and to urge all to stay safe 

as we continue to fight 
this pandemic globally”, 
said Quadri Aruna. “It is 
my usual way of  giving 

back to society, as well as 
supporting new talents in 

Nigeria.”

Derek Abrefa at the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth 
Games 

Quadri Aruna salutes supporters at the Gold Coast 
2018 Commonwealth Games 

Mawuko Afadzinu addresses players at the Good Citizen School
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No medals but Kaduna pure gold

Endeavour, exertion, effort but no 
titles, no medals; yet for the players 
from Kaduna State, competing 
in the 2021 Nigerian National 
Championships, staged from 
Tuesday 18th to Saturday 22nd May at 
the Molade Okoya-Thomas Hall of 
Teslim Balogun Stadium in Lagos, 
it was pure gold.
In Kaduna, the state capital, at 

Greenfields University on Tuesday 
20th April, no less than 23 students had 

Players from Kaduna in Lagos

been abducted and one staff  member 
killed by an organised criminal group, 
referred to locally as bandits. 
Soon after, on Friday 23rd April, the 

kidnappers killed three students, the 
bodies found on the Kawanan Bridge 
near the university; three days later a 
further two students suffered the same 
fate. On Saturday 1st May, as a result 
of  paying a ransom, one student was 
released. In total, the sum demanded 
was  8,000,000 (Nigerian naira), just 

Team spirit

Clearly travelling from 
or to Kaduna State was 
dangerous but despite a 16 
hour road journey to Lagos, 
club members were not 
discouraged, quite the reverse. 
In Lagos they were buoyant.
“It is unfortunate what has been 

happening in Kaduna lately but for 
us, table tennis has kept us busy, 
our mind has been taken away 
from the crisis. Even when one of 
us was kidnapped after training 
last year, we were not discouraged 
from going back to training 
and attending competitions” 
explained Abdulazeez Marwa. 
“We are determined to make 
our state proud; our coming to 
Lagos has opened our eyes to 
several techniques in the sport. 
We hope we can have more 
opportunities to be part of 
other national competitions.”
Determination but one fact is 

very clear; there is a very closely 
knit group, a group that supports 
each other.
“It is the generosity of  the elite 

members of  the Kaduna Club that 
has kept us in the sport, especially 
with their huge support in terms 
of  equipment. Apart from 
providing us with equipment, we 
have been able to attend several 
competitions outside Kaduna 
thanks to their kindness”, added 
Abdulazeez Marwa. “We had to 
charter an 18-seater bus from 
Kaduna to make the trip to Lagos. 
We left Kaduna at 10.00 am and 
we arrived in Lagos at 2.00 am 
the next day. It was a tortuous 
journey, but we are happy to be 
part of  the tournament.”

short of  US$ 20,000.
Overall, in 2021, by the end of 

April, over 700 students had been 
kidnapped, the Boko Haram terrorist 
group believed to be the perpetrators, 
the name translated approximately 
meaning “western education is 
forbidden”. Many of  those seized 
were girls, taken into the forest, 
beaten, raped and in some instances 
returning pregnant.
Currently, it is believed 10,000 boys 

and girls are not attending school 
because of  the kidnappings.
Notably, one member of  the group 

competing in Lagos, Ahmed Esan, 
was taken hostage in 2020 when 
travelling home on a tricycle from 
the Kaduna Club in the centre of  the 
city. He lost consciousness, when he 
recovered he found himself  in the 
company of  kidnappers, he was held 
under their control for over a month. 
Concerned with the welfare of  their 
colleague, club members raised the 
ransom to pay for his release.
A quite horrific experience and one 

would imagine a negative effect on 
the young man; not so, very much the 
opposite, he found a saving grace.
“Playing table tennis has really helped 

me to forget the bad experience I had 
while I was kidnapped last year”, said 
Ahmed Esan. “I am grateful to the 
sport because it was through it that 
I gained admission to study building 
technology at the Federal Polytechnic, 
Kaura Namoda in Zamfara State; my 
life revolves around the sport. It has 
done a lot for me, including keeping 
me away from vices.” Rilwan Akanabi, the men’s singles winner

Members of  the Kaduna team, Ahmed Esan is front row far right

Players from Kaduna in Lagos
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Excited

A most positive outlook, it was a very 
similar response from compatriot, 
13-year-old, Binta Kabir, she was 
overflowing with enthusiasm.
“I am so excited that at last I am 

visiting Lagos; this is what table 
tennis has helped me to achieve since 
I started playing at a young age, my 
father played alongside the likes of 
Olufunke Oshonaike, I am happy that 
I am in Lagos to witness what I have 
been hearing about the ever-bustling 
city” enthused Binta Kabir. “I am not 
disappointed with what I have seen 
so far since my arrival in Lagos a few 
days ago. I am beginning to fall in love 
with the city.”
One of  the three female members 

of  the team, Binta Kabir has very 
clear goals.
“I’d like to emulate Oshonaike 

because she played with my father 
and she has achieved so much in the 
sport”, stressed Binta Kabir. “She 
is now very famous through table 
tennis, and I also want to be famous 
like her and travel all over the world 
like her.”
Similarly, for Mohammed Inuwa, 

it was a first time visit to Lagos, the 
young man somewhat overawed by 
the scene; he was baffled by the 
abundance of  table tennis talent 
on view.
“This is also my first visit to Lagos. 

I never expected such a number of 
talented players; I thought we had 
few talented players in Nigeria but 
my coming to Lagos has changed 
my mind”, said Mohammed Inuwa. 
“Lagos is a place with many talented 
young players who are very good at the 
game; I am also impressed with what I 
have seen in terms of  organisation of 
the tournament.” 
Another world and for all members 

of  the team a source of  escape 
from a very different world; a fact 
of  which Abubakar Abdulsalam was 
well aware.
“I don’t know if  I would have 

become a bandit if  I had not taken 
to table tennis because the sport has 
shielded me from bad company”, 

Man of  many roles

Enthusiastic players, a situation 
made possible thanks to a caring 
coach, Mohamed Lawal and a 
benevolent leader, Sani Ndanusa 
Katu, Chair of  the Kaduna State 
Table Tennis Association.
“I think we are very lucky to have 

the kind of  chairman we have in 
Kaduna, because his support has 
kept most of  the players in the sport. 
Also, as a coach of  the team, I have 
been performing multi roles, coach, 
father, friend, advisor, and counsellor 
to the players”, explained Mohamed 
Lawal. “Even despite the long hours 
of  travelling, it was the passion for 
table tennis that kept us together for 
16 hours on the trip. We have a big 
hall in the Kaduna Club that can take 
five tables and that is where most of 
the players train regularly.”
Additional to two supporters, 

alongside Mohamed Lawal, the party 
comprised, three female players 
Aisha Abdulwaheed, Binta Kabir and 
Elizabeth Moses plus 10 males in the 
guise of  Michael Abbas, Abubakar 
Abdusalam, Ibrahim Emmanuel, 
Ahmed Esan, Abdulrasaq Hassan, 
Mohammed Inuwa, Abdulazeez 
Marwa, Mustapha Muktar, Samuel 
Ojo and Abubakar Sediq. 

Fatimo Bello retains title, Rilwan 
Akanbi defies the odds

Defending champion, Fatimo Bello, 
a member of  the G20 club, retained 
her women’s singles title at the 
Nigerian National Championships. 
Conversely, in the men’s singles, it 
was a first. Rilwan Akanbi of  the 
Atinuke Table Tennis Club emerged 
the winner.
Organised by Nigerian Table Tennis 

Federation in collaboration with the 
Lagos State Sports Commission, 
amongst others, support being 
received from Baba Ijebu Bet and 
Prime Atlantic, a total of  18 clubs 
involving 300 players competed.

admitted Abubakar Abdulsalam. “My 
parents were initially against my taking 
to the sport, but after they realised that 
it helped to keep me away from bad 
friends, they have been supporting 
me. I am happy to come to Lagos 
despite the stress of  travelling for over 
16 hours from Kaduna.”

Elizabeth Moses

Fatimo Bello, winner of  the women’s singles 

Men’s Team 

Ondo (Taiwo Mati, Amadi Omeh, Wale Fagbamila) 

Runners Up: G20 (Azeez Solanke, Hammed Bello) 

Semi-Finalists: Lagos (David Fayele, Augustine 

Emmanuel, Hameed Adeyinka); Oyo (Okanlawon 

Usman, Taofeek Maya, Olabisi Yusuf)

Women’s Team 

G20 (Fatimo Bello, Tosin Orabamise) Runners 

Up: Lagos (Bose Akinsete, Bose Odusanya) Semi-

Finalists: Kwara (Bisola Asaju, Sukurat Aiyelabegan, 

Rofiat Jimoh), NSCDC (Halimat Hussain, Anikat 

Fashola)

Men’s Singles 

Semi-Final: Taiwo Mati v David Fayele 8,12,4,5; 

Rilwan Akanbi v Azeez Solanke -3,9,8,-5,-6,9,9 

Final: Rilwan Akanbi v Taiwo Mati -7,-8,6,6,9,-8,9

Women’s Singles

Semi-Final: Bose Odusanya v Esther Oribamese 

-10,8,5,-7,6,-13,8; Fatimo Bello v Aminat Fashola 

4,8,9,5 Final: Fatimo Bello v Bose Odusanya 13,9,-

8,5,1

Under 21 Men’s Singles

Semi-Final: Taiwo Mati v Jamiu Ayanwale 9,7,-9,-

10,4,-9,3; Amadi Omeh v Abayomi Animashaun 

5,3,-10,7,3 Final: Taiwo Mati v Amadi Omeh 

-10,4,10,10,7

Under 21 Women’s Singles

2ed Semi-Final: Rofiat Jimoh v Vivian Ekpeyong 

8,4,-13,-8,9,4; Bukola Ajayi v Idonrenyin Hope 

Udoaka 8,7,9,12 Final: Bukola Ajayi v Rofiat Jimoh 

9,-9,-10,6,5,8

Cadet Boys’ Singles

Semi-Final: Matthew Kuti v Matthew Fabunmi 

-5,9,5,9; Samuel Bobaye v John Matthew 1,6,-8,3 

Final: Samuel Bobaye v Matthew Kuti 10,3,9

Cadet Girls’ Singles

Semi-Final: Idonrenyin Hope Udoaka v Kehinde 

Akanbi 5,6,2; Aishat Rabiu v Ize Sezuo 7,5,-6,7 

Final: Idonrenyin Hope Udoaka v Aishat Rabiu 

10,2,-10,4

Veteran Singles

Semi-Final: Daniel Ubiomi v Asore Yakubu 5,11; 

Seriki Isiaki v Tunde Olorunisola 8,3 Final: Daniel 

Ubiomi v Amadi Omeh 8,9

Nigerian National Championships        
Tue 18th - Sat 22nd May          
Lagos

Abubakar Abdusalam and Abdulazeez Marwa on doubles duty
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Liebherr 2020 ITTF European Individual 

Championships

Warsaw

Tue 22nd – Sun 27th Jun

Men’s Singles

QF: Mattias Falck (SWE) v Jon Persson (SWE) 

2,7,10,6; Timo Boll (GER) v Anton Källberg (SWE) 

10,-15,8,8,14; Marcos Freitas (POR) v Ovidiu 

Ionescu (ROU) -5,5,5,9,6; Dimitrij Ovtcharov 

(GER) v Lubomir Jancarik (CZE) 7,7,9,-9,-7,-9,8 

SF: Timo Boll (GER) v Mattias Falck (SWE) 

11,10,6,-9,-9,7; Dimitrij Ovtcharov (GER) v Marcos 

Freitas (POR) 9,-8,-9,12,8,9 

F: Timo Boll (GER) v Dimitrij Ovtcharov (GER) 

-9,6,9,8,8

Aged 40 years and 111 days, on 
Sunday 27th June at the Liebherr 
2020 European Championships 
in Warsaw, not only did Timo Boll 
become the oldest player to win the 
coveted men’s singles title, he secured 
the prestigious crown for a record 
eighth time; a success that extended 
his lead over all possible rivals.
Both now retired, Sweden’s Mikael 

Appelgren and Vladimir Samsonov 
of  Belarus are the nearest with three 
wins apiece; considering those still 
active, the closest challenger is the 
player Timo Boll beat in the Warsaw 
final, Dimitrij Ovtcharov. He won in 
2013 in Schwechat and two years later 
in Ekaterinburg. Based on the fact 
that the individual events are staged 
on a biennial basis, providing he does 
not falter, the earliest when Dimitrij 
Ovtcharov can match the feat is 2032, 
the year of  his 44th birthday.
Dimitrij Ovtcharov and Timo Boll 

meeting in the final underlined 
German strength. They secured four 
of  the five titles on offer, a feat never 
previously achieved in the individual 
events. Furthermore, success for 
Petrissa Solja meant that both the 

Eight for Timo Boll, new heights for Germany

men’s singles and women’s singles 
titles finished in German hands for 
the first time ever. 
The only country to previously 

achieve the feat is Hungary. At the 
inaugural tournament in 1958 in 
Budapest, Zoltan Berczik and Eva 
Koczian emerged the respective 
champions, repeating the success in 
1960 in Zagreb when successfully 
defending the titles. Later Gabor 
Gergely and Judit Magos both 
prevailed in 1978 in Duisburg.

A first for Petrissa Solja, who 
also partnered colleague Shan 
Xiaona to women’s gold, it was 
the same for colleagues Qiu 
Dang and Nina Mittelham; they 
secured mixed doubles gold, the 
first event to be decided.
Likewise, it was an initiation for 

Maksim Grebnev and Lev Katsman, 
the interlopers who prevented a 
German clean sweep. Winners at 
the European Youth Championships 
in both 2018 and 2019, contrary to 
expectations the duo claimed men’s 
doubles gold. A milestone win, it was 
the first time a pair from Russia, or 
the former Soviet Union had ever 

Women’s Singles

QF: Margaryta Pesotska (UKR) v Sofia Polcanova 

(AUT) 4,-15,7,8,13; Shan Xiaona (GER) v Linda 

Bergström (SWE) -10,-9,8,4,8,8; Elizabeta Samara 

(ROU) v Sabine Winter (GER) -7,7,11,-8,7,4; Petrissa 

Solja (GER) v Fu Yu (POR) 6,11,2,-8,-13,-2,4 

SF: Shan Xiaona (GER) v Margaryta Pesotska 

(UKR) 6,9,7,4; Petrissa Solja (GER) v Elizabeta 

Samara (ROU) 4,12,-9,-7,8,6 

F: Petrissa Solja (GER) v Shan Xiaona (GER) 

7,3,9,-4,2

Men’s Doubles 

QF: Maksim Grebnev/Lev Katsman (RUS) v 

Benedikt Duda/Qiu Dang (GER) -7,8,8,9; Nandor 

Ecseki/Adam Szudi (HUN) v Robert Gardos/

Daniel Habesohn (AUT) 9,9,8; Jakub Dyjas/Cédric 

Nuytinck (BEL) v Vladimir Sidorenko/Kirill 

Skachkov (RUS) 8,-9,-5,8,4; Tiago Apolonia/João 

Monteiro (POR) v Darko Jorgic/Tomislav Pucar 

(SLO/CRO) -5,9,6,9 

SF: Maksim Grebnev/Lev Katsman (RUS) v Nandor 

Ecseki/Adam Szudi (HUN) -9,9,-7,7,7; Jakub Dyjas/

Cédric Nuytinck (BEL) v Tiago Apolonia/João 

Monteiro (POR) 8,6,5 

F: Maksim Grebnev/Lev Katsman (RUS) v Jakub 

Dyjas/Cédric Nuytinck (BEL) 10,8,-8,7

Women’s Doubles 

QF: Shan Xiaona/Petra Solja (GER) v Ni Xialian/

Sarah de Nutte (LUX) -11,4,-9,5,5; Stéphanie 

Loeuillette/Yuan Jia Nan (FRA) v Tatiana 

Kukulkova/Ema Labosova (SVK) 7,6,4; Tetyana 

Bilenko/Ganna Gaponova (UKR) v Fu Yu/Shao 

Jieni (POR) 5,7,9; Nina Mittelham/Sabine Winter 

(GER) v Britt Eerland/Georgina Pota (NED/

HUN) w/o

SF: Shan Xiaona/Petra Solja (GER) v Stéphanie 

Loeuillette/Yuan Jia Nan (FRA) -7,9,8,6; Nina 

Mittelham/Sabine Winter (GER) v Tetyana 

Bilenko/Ganna Gaponova (UKR) -10,6,7,8 

F: Shan Xiaona/Petra Solja (GER) v Nina 

Mittelham/Sabine Winter (GER) -7,7,-10,8,8

Mixed Doubles

QF: Lubomir Pistej/Barbora Balazova (SVK) 

9,8,6 v Benedek Olah/Britt Eerland (FIN/NED) 

-7,5,11,-8,7; Simon Gauzy/Prithika Pavade (FRA) 

v Patrick Franziska/Petrissa Solja (GER) 9,10,10; 

Qiu Dang/Nina Mittelham (GER) v Abdullah 

Yigenler/Ozge Yilmaz (TUR) 8,6,8; Emmanuel 

Lebesson/Yuan Jia Nan (FRA) v Jakub Dyjas/

Natalia Partyka (POL) -8,-8,2,8,6 

SF: Lubomir Pistej/Barbora Balazova (SVK) v 

Simon Gauzy/Prithika Pavade (FRA) 7,-9,-7,11,4; 

Qiu Dang/Nina Mittelham (GER) v Emmanuel 

Lebesson/Yuan Jia Nan (FRA) 12,7,-4,-5,11 

F: Qiu Dang/Nina Mittelham (GER) v Lubomir 

Pistej/Barbora Balazova (SVK)  9,8,6

won the men’s doubles title at a 
European Championships.
Ironically, the men’s doubles was 

the only event in which Germany 
occupied the top seeded position. 
Benedikt Duda and Qiu Dang headed 
the list, they experienced a quarter-
final defeat at the hands of  Maksim 
Grebnev and Lev Katsman.
Such are the vagaries of  sport.

Timo Boll for the eighth time Maksim Grebnev and Lev Katsman secure the men’s doubles title Petrissa Solja, women’s singles winner Mixed doubles winners, Qiu Dang and Nina Mittelham

Women’s doubles gold for Petrissa Solja and Shan Xiaona 
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Emotional, Omar Assar brought 
matters to a conclusion at the 2021 
ITTF African Championships in 
Yaoundé on Tuesday 7th September, 
winning the men’s singles event 
for a third time, thus matching 
the achievement of  his Egyptian 
colleague, Ahmed Ali Saleh, the only 
other player to have claimed the title 
on three occasions.

Previously, Omar Assar had 
succeeded in Cairo (2015) and Agadir 
(2016); Ahmed Ali Saleh in Addis 
Ababa (2000), Brazzaville (2007) and 
Yaoundé (2010).

However, Omar Assar was totally 
upstaged by debutants, compatriots 
13-year-old Hana Goda and 21 years 
of  age Mariam Alhodaby. Hana Goda 
went through the women’s team 
event unbeaten, later in the women’s 
singles, she ousted Dina Meshref, 
the defending champion; a situation 
of  which Mariam Alhodaby took full 
advantage. She accounted for Hana 
Goda in the final.

Success for Mariam Alhodaby meant 
she became the fifth Egyptian to win 
the women’s singles title but only the 
second not to be a member of  the 
same family. In addition to Port Louis 
(2018), Dina Meshref  had won in 
Cairo (2015), her grandmother, Innes 
El-Dawish, in Alexandria (1962), her 
aunt Shahira El-Alfy in Addis Ababa 
(2000). The one other was Bacent 
Osman in Mauritius (2004).

Earlier, Egypt had secured the men’s 
team title for a 13th time, the women 
one more; thus, putting themselves 
clear of  Nigeria, their traditional 

Landmarks achieved 
in Yaoundé

rivals who have recorded 11 and 
eight wins respectively.

New team event heights for Egypt, 
it was the same for Dina Meshref  in 
the mixed doubles and cousin Yousra 
Helmy in the women’s doubles. Dina 
Meshref  secured mixed doubles gold 
for the fifth consecutive time to put 
herself  well ahead of  the field, her 
nearest rival is Omar Assar with 
whom she won in Yaoundé!  He has 
now won four times, always with 
Dina Meshref; the one other mixed 
doubles gold for Dina Meshref  was 
gained with Ahmed Ali Saleh in Port 
Louis (2018).

Five in a row for Dina Meshref, 
for Yousra Helmy it was three in 
succession. In Yaoundé she partnered 
Farah Abdel-Aziz to success having 
won with Dina Meshref  in Agadir 
(2016) and Port Louis (2018). The 
win means she joins Bacent Osman, 
Ghana’s Ethel Jacks and Nigeria’s 
Olawunmi Makekodunmi as the 

most successful in the history of  the 
women’s doubles event.

Likewise, each won three times. 
Ethel Jacks partnered compatriot 
Ernestina Akuetteh to the title in 
Accra (1964) and Lagos (1968), 
Olawunmi Makekodunmi to gold 
in Cotonou (1976). Additional to 
her success alongside Ethel Jacks, 
Olawunmi Makekodunmi won with 
Nigerian colleagues, Mojisola Kuye 
in Dakar (1980) and Kubrat Owolabi 
in Alexandria (1985).

Meanwhile, in the one event that 
eluded Egyptian hands; Quadri 
Aruna partnered Bode Abiodun to 
men’s doubles gold and thus became 
only the third player to win the title 
with three different partners. Always 
Nigerian, in Cairo (2015) he had won 
with Makanjuola Kazeen, in Agadir 
(2016) partnering Segun Toriola.

Thus, he matches Segun Toriola and 
Ahmed Ali Saleh. Segun Toriola also 
won with Kazeem Nosiru in Lagos 
(1992) and Fatai Adeyemo in Cairo 
(1994). Ahmed Ali Saleh succeeded 
alongside Ashraf  Helmy in Port 
Louis (1998) and Emad Moselhy 
in Adidas Ababa (2000), before 
winning on three occasions with El-
Sayed Lashin to make him the most 
successful of  all. The pair prevailed 
in Bizerte (2002), Brazzaville (2007) 
and Cairo (2012).

Landmarks and one other of  note, 
Nigeria’s Olafunke Oshonaike who 
won the first of  her three African 
Championships women’s singles 
titles in Lagos (1992), announced 
that Yaoundé would be her last.

Overall, a total of  17 member 
associations competed; in particular 
players from Botswana, Mauritius 
and Uganda attracted the attention; 
all learning from the experience.

2021 African Championships

Wed 1st – Tue 7th Sept

Yaoundé

Men’s Team

SF: Nigeria (Bode Abiodun, Quadri Aruna, 

Olajide Omotayo) 3-0 Algeria (Mohamed Sofiène 

Boudjadja, Larbi Bouriah, Sami Kherouf); Egypt 

(Omar Assar, Mohamed El-Beaili, Ahmed Ali 

Saleh) 3-0 Togo (Mawussi Agbetoglo, Kokou Dodji 

Fanny, Fessou Lawson-Gaizer)

F: Nigeria 2-3 Egypt (Quadri Aruna v Ahmed Ali 

Saleh 7,-9,9,9; Olajide Omotayo v Omar Assar 9,-

7,-8,-7; Bode Abiodun v Mohamed El-Beiali -7,-

12,9,8,-9; Quadri Aruna v Omar Assar -8,-7,7,5,9, 

Olajide Omotayo v Ahmed Ali Saleh -6,-2,-5)

Women’s team

SF: Egypt (Hana Goda, Yousra Helmy, Dina 

Meshref) 3-0 Tunisia (Fadwa Garci, Abir Haj 

Salah, Maram Zoghlami); Nigeria (Cecilia Akpan, 

Offiong Edem, Olufunke Oshonaike) 3-0 

Mauritius (Oumehani Hosenally, Ashfani Hosenally, 

Nandeshwaree Jalim)

F: Egypt 3-0 Nigeria (Hana Goda v Offiong Edem 

8,-13,5,6; Dina Meshref  v Cecilia Akpan 2,6,-6,6; 

Mariam Alhodaby v Olufunke Oshonaike -6,10,8,4)

Men’s Singles

QF: Quadri Aruna (NGR) v Mohamed Shouman 

(EGY) -8,7,8,4,8; Ahmed Ali Saleh v Bode Abiodun 

-4,8,8,7,8; Ibrahima Diaw (SEN) v Khalid Assar 

(EGY) -4,4,7,5,12; Omar Assar (EGY) v Olajide 

Omotayo (NGR) -5,15,4,7-9,6

SF: Quadri Aruna (NGR) v Ahmed Ali Saleh 

(EGY) -10,-6,5,7,-8,8,4; Omar Assar v Ibrahima 

Diaw (SEN) -5,15,4,7,-9,6 

F: Omar Assar (EGY) v Quadri Aruna (NGR) 11,-

9,6,4,4

Women’s Singles

QF: Dina Meshref  (EGY) v Maram Zoghlami 

(TUN) 7,6,5,4; Hana Goda (EGY) v Farah Abdel-

Aziz (EGY) inj; Mariam Alhodaby (EGY) v 

Offiong Edem (NGR) -6,10,7,-6,-9,3,9; Yousra 

Helmy (EGY) v Fadwa Garci (TUN) 15,6,1,9

SF: Hana Goda (EGY) v Dina Meshref  (EGY) 

10,-8,-7,8,10,9; Mariam Alhodaby (EGY) v Yousra 

Helmy (EGY) 4,-10,8,6,-18,5 

F: Mariam Alhodaby (EGY) v Hana Goda (EGY) 

12,-5,-7,-11,6,11,6

Men’s Doubles 

QF: Khalid Assar/Ahmed Ali Saleh (EGY) v 

Youssef  Ben Attia/Aboubaker Bourass -9,7,-7,8,-

11,4,9; Sami Kherouf/ Mohamed Sofiène Boudjadja 

(ALG) v Olajide Omotayo/Taiwo Mati (NGR) 8,9,-

3,-6,9,-7,8; Azeez Solanke/Samuel Boboye (NGR) 

v Ibrahima Diaw/Hamidou Sow (SEN) -9,9,-9,5,-

9,10,5; Quadri Aruna/Bode Abiodun (NGR) v 

Larbi Bouriah/Abelbasset Chaichi (TUN) 5,6,3,7 

SF: Khalid Assar/Ahmed Ali Saleh (EGY) v Sami 

Kherouf/ Mohamed Sofiène Boudjadja 8,9,-3,-6,9,-

7,8; Quadri Aruna/Bode Abiodun (NGR) v Azeez 

Solanke/Samuel Boboye (NGR) 5,6,3,7

F: Quadri Aruna/Bode Abiodun (NGR) v Khalid 

Assar/Ahmed Ali Saleh (EGY) -6,9,11,-9,3,6

Women’s Doubles

QF: Farah Abdel-Aziz/Yousra Helmy (EGY) 

v Hiba Feredj/Widad Nouari (ALG) 4,7,9,13; 

Fatimo Bello/Olufunke Oshonaike (NGR) v 

Nandeshwaree Jalim/Oumehani Hosenally (MRI) 

8,-9,4,2,7; Cecilia Akpan/Offiong Edem

(NGR) v Fadwa Garci/Abir Haj Salah (TUN) 

7,8,-5,2,-6,8; Mariam Alhodaby/Marwa Alhodaby 

(EGY) v Katia Kessaci/Lynda Loghraibi (ALG) 

2,4,1,5

SF: Farah Abdel-Aziz/Yousra Helmy (EGY) v 

Fatimo Bello/Olufunke Oshonaike (NGR) 9-5,4,-

7,7,9; Cecilia Akpan/Offiong Edem (NGR) v 

Mariam Alhodaby/Marwa Alhodaby (EGY) 8,8,8-

4,11

F: Farah Abdel-Aziz/Yousra Helmy (EGY) v Cecilia 

Akpan/Offiong Edem (NGR) 8,-4,-6,-6,5,9,9

Mixed Doubles

QF: Omar Assar/Dina Meshref  (EGY) v Taiwo 

Mati/Cecilia Akpan (NGR) 0,5,7,12; Sami Kherouf/

Lynda Loghraibi (ALG) v Bode Abiodun/Offiong 

Edem (NGR) -12,7,-7,10,7,12; Ahmed Ali Saleh/

Hana Goda (EGY) v Olajide Omotayo/Olufunke 

Oshonaike (NGR) 8,5,7,-6,-6,2; Khalid Assar/

Yousra Helmy (EGY) v Aboubaker Bourass/Abir 

Hai Salah ((TUN) 6,9,3,6

SF: Omar Assar/Dina Meshref  (EGY) v Sami 

Kherouf/Lynda Loghraibi (ALG) 3,1,2,10; Khalid 

Assar/Yousra Helmy (EGY) v Ahmed Ali Saleh/

Hana Goda (EGY) 8,7,10,-9,6

F: Omar Assar/Dina Meshref  (EGY) v Khalid 

Assar/Yousra Helmy (EGY) 6,7,7,8

Omar Assar in Yaoundé

Hana Goda 

Mariam Alhodaby
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Brazil’s Hugo Calderano and Japan’s 
Hina Hayata won the respective 
men’s singles and women’s singles 
titles at the WTT Star Contender 
tournament in Doha on Saturday 
25th September; just over one month 
earlier, Sweden’s Truls Moregard and 
Monaco’s Yang Xiaoxin had emerged 
successful in Budapest.

Names to note but very much the 
players to make a mark were of 
younger years, competing in the 
Youth Contender tournaments. 
A wide range of  age groups on 
offer enabled aspiring talents the 
chance to measure their skills and 
gain experience.

A notable innovation was two 
tournaments being staged at the same 
time in nearby countries, Varazdin 
in Croatia, Otocec in Slovenia. The 
organisation enabled players to 
compete in both; boys’ and girls’ 
events alternated, a break between 
competitions enabling travel.

New ideas but it was very much a 
nation with a long tradition, Romania, 
that led the way. Most notably Iulian 
Chirita won two under 17 boys’ and 
five under 15 boys’ singles titles; 
similarly, colleague Elena Zaharia 
emerged the winner on three 
occasions in each of  the under 19 
and under 17 girls’ singles events.

Making their presence felt, it was 
very much the same for India; in 
Tunis in September, they completed a 
clean sweep in the girls’ competition, 
a name to note amongst the group 
being Dhaani Jain, she won three 
under 11 girls’ singles titles.

Major contenders

Hugo Calderano

Hina Hayata

Truls Moregard Yang Xiaoxin

Iulian Chirita Elena Zaharia 

Vlada Voronina Borgar Haug
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Champions 
WTT Star Contender

Qatar (Mon 20th – Sat 25th Sep)

MS: Hugo Calderano (BRA)   

WS: Hina Hayata (JPN)    

MD: An Jaehyun/Cho Seungmin (KOR)   

WD: Minami Ando/Miyu Nagasaki (JPN)    

XD: Shunsuke Togami/Hina Hayata (JPN)    

WTT Contender

Budapest (Sun 15th – Fri 20th Aug)

MS: Truls Moregard (SWE)  

WS: Yang Xiaoxin (MON)  

MD: Tobias Hippler/Kilian Ort (GER) 

WD: Dora Madarasz/Szandra Pergel (HUN)  

XD: Sathiyan Gnanasekaran/Manika Batra (IND)  

WTT Youth Star Contender 

Tunis (Wed 26th - Sun 30th May)

U19BS: Kay Stumper (GER)

U19GS: Vlada Voronina (RUS)

U19BD: Maksim Grebnev/Vladimir Sidorenko (RUS)

U19GD: Elizabet Abraamian/Natalia Malinina (RUS) 

U15BS: Usman Okanlawon (NGR)

U15GS: Anna Hursey (WAL)

U15BD: Ilia Koniukhov/Roman Vinogradov (RUS)

U15GD: Anna Hursey/Matilde Pinto (WAL/POR)

Otocec (Tue 15th – Sat 19th Jun}

U19BS: Borgar Haug (NOR)

U19GS: Vlada Voronina (RUS)

U19BD: Csaba Andras/Ivor Ban (HUN/CRO)

U19GD: Iona Singeorzan/Ines Matos (ROU/POR)

U15BS: Iulian Chirita (ROU)  

U15GS: Hana Hoda (EGY)

U15BD: Dragos Alexandru Bujor/Iulian Chirita (ROU)

U15GD: Anastasiia Ivanova/Iulia Pugovkina (RUS)

Lisbon (Sat 18th – Wed 22nd Sep)

U19BS: Felix Lebrun (FRA)

U19GS: Camille Lutz (FRA)

U19BD: Alexis Kourachi/Felix Lebrun (FRA)

U19GD: Camille Lutz/Charlotte Lutz (FRA)

U15BS: Stepan Brhel (CZE)

U15GS: Hana Goda (EGY)

U15BD: Daniel Berzosa/Lleyton Ullmann (ESP/GER)

U15GD: Gaetane Bled/Leana Hochart (FRA)

WTT Youth Contender 

Vila Real (Tue 11th – Mon 17th May)

U19BS: Darius Movileanu (ROU) 

U19GS: Markhabo Magdieva (UZB) 

U17BS: Iulian Chirita (ROU)

U17GS: Anna Hursey (WAL)

U15BS: Iulian Chirita (ROU)

U15GS: Annett Kaufmann (GER)

U13BS: Tiago Abiodun (POR)

U13GS: Josephina Neumann (GER)

Havirov (Mon 7th – Sun 13th Jun)

U19BS: Alexis Lebrun (FRA) 

U19GS: Elena Zaharia (ROU)

U17BS: Felix Lebrun (FRA)

U17GS: Elena Zaharia (ROU) 

U15BS: Iulian Chirita (ROU)

U15GS: Annett Kaufmann (GER)

U13BS: Julian Rzihauschek (AUT)

U13GS: Leana Hochart (FRA)

U11BS: Mark Gergely (HUN)

U11GS: Diana Koliennikova (UKR)

Varazdin (Sat 4th – Fri 10th Sep) 

U19GS: Elena Zaharia (ROU)

U17GS: Elena Zaharia (ROU) 

U15GS: Bianca Mei Rosu (ROU)  

U13GS: Eseniia Shirokova (RUS)

U11GS: Dhaani Jain (IND)  

U19BS: Darius Movileanu (ROU)

U17BS: Iulian Chirita (ROU)

U15BS: Iulian Chirita (ROU)  

U13BS: Petr Hodina (AUT)  

U11BS: Mark Gergely (HUN)  

Otocec (Sat 4th – Fri 10th Sep) 

U19BS: Eduard Ionescu (ROU)  

U17BS: Payas Jain (IND)    

U15BS: Iulia Chirita (ROU)  

U13BS: Noah Hersel (GER)  

U11BS: Emanuel Otalvaro (COL)  

U19GS: Elena Zaharia (ROU)  

U17GS: Elena Zaharia (ROU)  

U15GS: Suhana Saini (IND)  

U13GS: Eseniia Shirokova (RUS)  

U11GS: Dhaani Jain (IND)  

Tunis (Mon 13th – Sun 19th Sep)

U19BS: Adrien Rassenfosse (BEL) 

U17BS: Payas Jain (IND)

U15BS: Preyesh Suresh Raj (IND)

U13BS: Rawad Alnaser (QAT) 

U11BS: Vishruth Ramakrishnan (IND) 

U19GS: Swastika Ghosh (IND)

U17GS: Yashwini Deepak Ghorpade (IND) 

U15GS: Suhana Saini (IND)

U13GS: Hansini Mathan Rajan (IND)

U11GS: Daani Jain (IND)

Annett Kaufmann

Dhaani Jain
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Aim for the Stars
Palestine finds a way

explained Amani Darwazek. “For 
Gaza the opening was delayed to 
20th June.”
Despite the troubles, Gaza 

progressed but it was necessary to 
transfer 20 cadet age group players 
a distance of  150 kilometres from 
Jerusalem to Nablus.
“In Jerusalem, things were going as 

planned until a couple of  days before 
the opening, a settler killed a female 
doctor on one of  the check points 
around Jerusalem, it led to closing 
the area by the Israeli army”, added 
Amani Darwazek. “That made us 
think of  a quick change of  plan, so 
we invited all the attendees of  the 
Jerusalem training camp to come to 
Nablus; we merged the Nablus girls 
with Jerusalem boys.”
Quick thinking combined with a 

positive attitude; the outcome was 
unmitigated success.
“The “Aim for the Stars” training 

camp was very useful and gave the 
players the opportunity to show 
their skills as well as their physical 
and technical abilities. In addition 
to the positive interaction between 
the players, most promising playing 
levels were observed”, stressed 
Amani Darwazek. “We must thank 
the Asian Table Tennis Federation, 
and Mr. Glenn Tepper, for 
providing the opportunity for the 
players to show their talents and 
their right to play; this contributes 
to the development of  the game in 
Palestine, especially in the under 15 
age group and amongst girls.”
Mr. Muhammad Al-Dalou, the 

President of  the Palestinian Table 
Tennis Federation, thanked all 
concerned, paying particular 
attention to the benefits afforded 
to the young players and the 
equipment provided.

Gaza, opening ceremony

Radwan Al-Shareef  ready to open the valued shipment

Gaza, players and coaches

Nablus, officials and medallists

Afghanistan: in January a total of  25 players competed in the Afghanistan National Cadet Championships

Malaysia: six boys and six girls attended a junior training camp in Selangor.

Sri Lanka: in July a five-month training programme began in Ambalangoda, Colombo, Kandy and Jaffna

Staging a training camp there is a host 
of  logistics that must be in place, 
administer three simultaneously in 
the same week in different parts of 
the country and the organisational 
challenges increase.
Now add to the equation that all areas 

concerned are not instantly accessible, 
there are precautions required owing 
to the Covid-19 pandemic and one 
location concerned is the target for 
bombings; just one headache after 
another, a bottle of  aspirins is no 
solution.
Such were the problems faced 

from Saturday 19th to Thursday 24th 
June by the Palestine Table Tennis 
Federation in arranging their second 
“Aim for the Stars” project organised 
under the auspices of  the Asian 
Table Tennis Union. Training camps 
were the order of  proceedings, the 
first initiative being the receipt of  14 
tables, plus packages of  three-star 
balls and elite rackets. 
The destinations were Nablus on 

the West Bank, Gaza on the east 
Mediterranean coast and the ancient 
city of  Jerusalem; Gaza being the 
area under fire. Furthermore, to enter 
Gaza, you must have a legitimate 
reason, the possession of  an Israeli or 
Egyptian travel permit is necessary.
Nevertheless, Mr Radwan Al-

Shareef, the man in charge of 
proceedings and Mrs Amani 
Darwazek, Head of  International 
Affairs for Palestine Table Tennis 
Federation, alongside their whole 
team, met the challenge with 
brave hearts.
“We the Palestinian Table Tennis 

Federation were proud to announce 
the opening of  the ATTU “Aim for 
the Stars” training camp in Nablus, 
which took place on 19th June as 
planned, but changes out of  our 
control happened in other places”, 

United Arab Emirates: a national training camp was staged in June, at the Al-Nasr Club in Dubai

Around Asia
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Kyrgyzstan: received 47 tables, scorers, net and post sets, eight umpires’ tables, 16 towel stands, 40 surrounds

Jordan: overall 42 players attended a training camp which also included coach education and a referees’ course.

Testing times but co-operation 
realises goals

Organised under the guidance of 
Glenn Tepper, a two-year project, 
“Aim for the Stars” was announced 
officially at the Asian Championships 
in September 2019 in Yogyakarta. 
Soon after matters commenced, 
Covid-19 struck. All were concerned 
that the pandemic could potentially 
end the scheme. However, with 
innovative thinking and outstanding 
co-operation from the Asian Table 
Tennis Union (ATTU) leadership, in 
addition to the national associations 
and project leaders, almost 100 per 
cent of  the goals were achieved, a 
great credit to all.

Originally, the plan was to have one 
activity per region and one national 
activity per country each year for 
two years, a budget of  US$250,000 
per year. Only South Asia managed 
to implement their regional activity 
prior to lockdowns.

Projects completed

The post-covid plan allowed for 
US$12,000 national projects per 
country, either as one project or 
multiple projects: 
•Overall, 40 projects have been 

completed. They included training 
camps, participation at ITTF World 
Junior Circuit and ITTF World 
Tour events, equipment assistance, 
Atoll Development Programmes, 
umpire, referee, tournament 
organisation courses, coach 
education, officials’ education. 
•No less than 18 countries have 

fully completed their projects.
•Currently, 17 projects are planned 

or underway, 13 of  which are 
delayed due to Covid-19.

•Only three countries have not 
communicated proposals.
•In total, 12 weekly coaching 

videos were produced by the Korea 
Table Tennis Association and “Aim 
for the Stars” between May and 
July 2020, to assist Asian national 
association coaches and players 
during enforced lockdowns.
•All videos appear on the ATTU 

website, ATTU YouTube channel, 
ATTU facebook page and were 
distributed to all Asian national 
association email addresses.
•Approximately US$350,000 of 

originally allocated US$500,000 has 
been spent, a further US$85,000 
is allocated for the 17 planned or 
underway projects.

Support 

Thanks are due to Cai Zenhua, the 
ATTU President, Tony Yue, ATTU 
Secretary-General and the Executive 
Board for their support and vision in 
setting up the project. 

Equally a debt of  gratitude is owed 
to national associations for their 
close co-operation, particularly, the 
Korea Table Tennis Association; 
Ryu Seungmin and Lee Jongsan 
worked tirelessly to produce 
online coaching videos. Also, Echo 
Chiu, Mabel Liu and Rebecca Xu 
provided most valuable assistance 
with logistics, as did Afshin Badiee, 
the ATTU Development Officer, in 
implementing the project.

Teamwork under high quality 
leadership produced success.

Saudi Arabia: a total of  12 players attended a two-week training camp in March.

Lebanon: Lopaly George, President of  the Lebanon Table Tennis Federation attracted media attention

Indonesia: concluding in April, 68 players attended an eight-day training camp.

Vietnam: recipients of  20 tables, five scorers, three umpires’ tables, six towel stands, 20 rackets and 1,100 balls

Myanmar: sent in January, 32 tables, 32 net and post sets, 192 rackets, 160 three-star balls, 3,200 training balls

Nepal: links were developed with Indian coach, Anshul Garg
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Events organised under the auspices 
of  the ITTF Foundation, focused 
on Tuesday 6th April, female 
empowerment was the theme for 
World Table Tennis Day. 

FEMpowerment 

World Table Tennis Day

Despite restrictions imposed owing 
to Covid-19, activities to promote 
female involvement were held world-
wide to mark the seventh edition of 
the initiative.
Thanks to dedicated organisers, a 

total of  314 events in 98 countries 
and territories were staged. Over 
39,000 active participants were 
recorded, physically or virtually.
Significantly 68 per cent of 

organisers were female; the under 
representation of  women gaining a 
major boost.

Kampala, Uganda: Amina Lukaaya, founder of  “Mimi’s Tables” and Nakiwala Sumaya, a local councillor organised 

events for girls.  

A total of  28 young female athletes from eight provinces in Ecuador took part in a 

series of  lessons aimed at promoting gender equality.

Led by Omar Bentancor, there were 
no barriers in Argentina. A two-
hour livestream with music, dance, 
and table tennis was held. Present 
was Juan Pablo Castet, gold medal-
list at the World Games for Down 
Syndrome athletes. He attended 
alongside Candela Basma, a Para 
player making the transition from 
standing to wheelchair.

Plenty of  smiling faces in Comoros.

Ready for World Table Tennis Day; in March, members 
of  Priping Table Tennis Club and Prishtina Women’s Ta-
ble Tennis Club, Anila Shala, Besire Domaniku, Kastriot 
Orana met with (right) Atifete Jahjaga, the first female 
President of  Kosovo.FEMpowerment in Nepal.
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Staged in the Horst-Korber-
Sportzentrum Berlin from Thursday 
9th to Saturday 11th September, 
supported by the ITTF Foundation, a 
total of  96 men and 39 women from 
21 member associations competed 
in the 2021 ITTF Parkinson’s World 
Championships; a notable rise 
when compared with the inaugural 
tournament staged in the New York 
suburb of  Pleasantville just under 
two years earlier. On that occasion, 
49 men and 12 women, representing 
12 member associations, had taken 
part in the ground-breaking event. 
Play organised in three categories 

according to impairment, except 
in the women’s doubles where it 
was just two classes, competing in 
class 1, Germany’s Thorsten Flues 
completed a clean sweep of  titles; the 
only player to achieve the feat.
Meanwhile, in the women’s events, 

the name to note was England’s Jan 
Fuller, likewise competing in class 
1, she concluded matters as the 
one player to own all three colours. 
She emerged the women’s singles 
winner, claimed mixed doubles 
silver partnering colleague George 
Chan and women’s doubles bronze 
in harness with Chile’s Digna 
Lopez-Abarca.
Notable successes and there was 

one of  particular note. Nenad Bach, 
the founder of  Ping Pong Parkinson, 
joined forces with George Chan to 
win men’s doubles class 2 gold.

Popularity grows 
numbers doubled

Men’s Singles: Class 1

SF: Thorsten Flues (GER) v Vinko Kurent (SLO) 

3,2,10; Norbert Hasse (GER) v Holger Teppe 

(GER) 5,4,1

F: Thorsten Flues (GER) v Norbert Hasse (GER) 

5,10,-10,2

Men’s Singles: Class 2

SF: Javier Perez de Albeniz (ESP) v Olle Rydberg 

(SWE) -9,11,9,8; Borut Volk (SLO) v Erik Ånstrand 

(SWE) 9,8,6

F: Borut Volk (SLO) v Javier Perez de Albeniz 

(ESP) -8,7,10,7

Men’s Singles: Class 3

SF: Jörgen Sjostedt (SWE) v Christophe de Martin 

(GER) 9,12,7; Maik Gühmann (GER) v Kim Plum 

Hansen (DEN) 17,9,7

F: Jörgen Sjostedt (SWE) v Maik Gühmann (GER) 

3,7,10

Women’s Singles: Class 1

SF: Jan Fuller (ENG) v Silke Kind (GER) 7,-12,9,9; 

Margie Alley (USA) v Elisabeth Idal (DEN) -7, 12,-

6,14

F: Jan Fuller (ENG) v Margie Alley (USA) 14,8,7

Women’s Singles: Class 2

SF: Biserka Murüsec (SLO) v Ewa Kerntopf  (POL) 

5,2,4; Brigitte Plehn (GER) v Jutta Ahmerkampf 

(GER) 11,7,-5,-7,1

F: Biserka Murüsec (SLO) v Brigitte Plehn (GER) 

8,-9,4,6

Women’s Singles: Class 3

SF: Maritha Julin (SWE) v Zdislava Freund (CZE) 

-8,10,3,8; Negin Schaller (AUT) v Leona Macalister 

(SCO) 7,8,2

F: Negin Schaller (AUT) v Maritha Julin (SWE) -4,10,-

9,6,9

Men’s Doubles: Class 1

SF: Thorsten Boomhuis/Thorsten Flues (GER) v 

Martyn Simons/Holger Teppe (WAL/GER) 5,8,8; 

Hamid Ezzat-Ahmadi/Ilya Rozenblat (USA) v Jesper 

Jerslund/Lars Bo Kaspersen (DEN) -8,8,5,9

SF: Thorsten Boomhuis/Thorsten Flues (GER) v 

Hamid Ezzat-Ahmadi/Ilya Rozenblat (USA) 6,8,8

Men’s Doubles: Class 2

SF: Nenad Bach/George Chan (USA/ENG) v Brian 

Carson/Christoph Freyberg (ENG/USA) 8,8,7; Scott 

Stielstra/Jörgen Sjostedt (SWE) v Andreas Moroff/

Karsten Nikodem (GER) -7,5,-8,9,6

F: Nenad Bach/George Chan (USA/ENG) v Scott 

Stielstra/Jörgen Sjostedt (SWE) 3,-8,-9,10,9

Men’s Doubles: Class 3

SF: Stefan King/Jan Nordlinh (SWE) v Jens Grieve/

Maik Gühmann (GER) -9,3,3,5; Hans Arnell/Erik 

Åstrand (SWE) v Gerdt Jessen/Kim Plum Hansen 

(DEN)7,-13,9,6

F: Stefan King/Jan Nordlinh (SWE) v Hans Arnell/

Erik Åstrand (SWE) 6,12,-9,7

Women’s Doubles: Class 1

SF: Silke Kind/Marita Siegel v Jan Fuller/Digna 

Lopez-Abarca (CHI) 5,-6,-8,6,13; Jutta Ahmerkamp/

Brigitte Plehn (GER) v Margie Alley/Elisabeth Ildal 

(DEN/USA) 5,-1,10,-9,5

F: Silke Kind/Marita Siegel v Jutta Ahmerkamp/

Brigitte Plehn (GER) 9,7,9

Women’s Doubles: Class 2

SF: Petra Scheurig/Heike Schroven (GER) v Eva-

Lena Jansson/Cecilia Hiort (SWE) 3,-6,3,8; Maritha 

Juhlin/Lin Zhiang Freud (SWE) v Hermine 

Hofner/Negin Schaller (AUT) 9,-3,10,-7,9

F: Petra Scheurig/Heike Schroven (GER) v Maritha 

Juhlin/Lin Zhiang Freud (SWE) 10,3,11

Mixed Doubles: Class 1

SF: George Chan/Jan Fuller (ENG) v Holger 

Teppe/Brigitte Plehn (GER) 11,7,9; Thorsten 

Flues/Silke Kind (GER) v Lars Bo Kaspersen/

Elisabeth Ildal (DEN) 5,-8,-7,10,9

F: Thorsten Flues/Silke Kind (GER) v George 

Chan/Jan Fuller (ENG) 11,8,7

Mixed Doubles: Class 2

SF: Jens Grieve/Margie Alley (GER/USA) v Erik 

Åstrand/Maritha Julin (SWE) 8,-12,13,7; Norbert 

Hasse/Heike Schroven (GER) v Borut Volk/

Danica Kocbek (SLO) -7,3,5,12

F: Norbert Hasse/Heike Schroven (GER) v Jens 

Grieve/Margie Alley (GER/USA) -8,3,5,9

Mixed Doubles: Class 3

SF: Jan Nordlindh/Gun Nilsson (SWE) v Andreas 

Moroff/Negin Schaller (GER/AUT) 8,-6,4,10; Lars 

Rokitta/Petra Scheurig (GER) v Maik Gühmann/

Karin Lumeu (NED) 5,-6,0,-3,2

F: Lars Rokitta/Petra Scheurig (GER) v Jan 

Nordlindh/Gun Nilsson (SWE) 8,7,7

The Opening Ceremony

George Chan and Nenad Bach in harmony 

A full house for Thorsten Flues Jan Fuller

Entering the arena
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We remember

Javier Arenas (1977-2021)
Commencing in 2015, a member 
of  both the Executive Committee 
of  the Colombian Table Tennis 
Federation and the Umpires and 
Referees Committee; suffering from 
Covid-19, Javier Arenas passed away 
on Thursday 15th July. He gained a 
range of  qualifications; notably he 
was an International Paralympic Table 
Tennis Level One Coach and Blue 
Badge Umpire. In 2009, he officiated 
at the World Junior Championships 
and Parapan American Youth Games; 
later in 2017 he was on duty at the 
Bolivarian Games, the Caribbean 
Games, before in 2018 being present 
at the Pan American Youth Games.

Toni Borg (1937-2021) 
Just two weeks short of  his 84th 
birthday, born on Saturday 10th April 
1937, having contracted Covid-19, 
Toni Borg passed away on Saturday 
27th March. He played 29 times for 
Sweden, participating in the 1957 and 
1959 World Championships. Later, at 
the 1960 European Championships, 
he secured men’s team silver. 
At the 1958 and 1959 National 
Championships he partnered Toni 
Larsson to men’s doubles gold. 
Meanwhile, ever present at the 
World Veteran Championships; 
in 2004 in Yokohama, he won the 
men’s doubles 65 to 69 years event, 
partnering Per Magnusson. 

Fujie Eguchi (1932-2021) 
Japan’s Fujie Eguchi passed away on 
Friday 28th May. Born on Friday 18th 

November 1932 in Nagasaki. She 
moved to Osaka at the age of  seven. 
She started to play table tennis when 
13 years old. She won the All Japan 
Championships in 1954 and 1956. At 
World Championships, in 1954 she 
was a member of  the successful Jap-
anese women’s team, before in 1957 
securing women’s team, women’s sin-
gles and mixed doubles gold. Later in 
1959 she repeated the women’s team 
and mixed doubles successes. Five 
World Championships appearances, 
the record read: six gold, five bronze, 
five silver.

Anthony Ho (1960-2021)
Born on Thursday 24th November 
1960, Anthony Ho passed away on 
Thursday 29th July; in 2004, he became 
President of  the Fiji Table Tennis 
Association, in 2005 he was elected 
to the ITTF Board of  Directors; in 
2020, he was appointed President 
of  ITTF-Oceania.   Over a 30 year 
period he won a host of  national 
titles. Internationally, he competed 
in the Pacific Games, Oceania 
Championships and the 1991 World 
Championships.  He organised many 
international events. In October 
2020, at the Fiji 50th Independence 
Anniversary celebration he was 
one of  30 recipients of  the 
Independence Medal. 

Ballo Lo (1950-2021) 
Living in Dakar, Senegal, following 
a long illness, Ballo Lo passed away 
on Wednesday 31st March; he was 70 
years old. He represented Senegal 
internationally, later becoming 
President of  the Senegal Table 
Tennis Federation, a position 
he held until 2015 when elected 
Honorary President. From 2004 to 
2012, representing the African Table 
Tennis Federation, he became Zonal 
Vice President (Zone 2 – West), prior 
to assuming the role of  Executive 
Vice President (Technical) from 
2012 until the present day. In 2017 
he became a member of  the ITTF 
Board of  Directors.

Godfrey Lothian (1956-2021)
Former President of  the Jamaica Table 
Tennis Association and First Vice-
President of  the Caribbean Region 
Table Tennis Federation, Godfrey 
Lothian passed away on Tuesday 
15th June. He was 65 years old. He 
was found at home unconscious; he 
was rushed to hospital but could not 
be resuscitated. Elected President of 
the Jamaica Table Tennis Association 
in 2013, following a contest for the 
leadership role, he relinquished 
the post earlier this year. Godfrey 
Lothian was a strong supporter of 
activities organised by the Caribbean 
Regional Table Tennis Federation, 
Jamaica hosting tournaments at all 
age group levels.

Jacques Rogge (1942-2021)
Former  IOC President, Jacques 
Rogge died on Sunday 29th August. 
During his presidency the Youth 
Olympic Games was inaugurated; 
an event in which table tennis is 
well established. A yachtsman, 
he competed in the Finn Class at 
three consecutive Olympic Games 
commencing in 1968. In recognition 
of  his administrative roles, he was 
knighted in 1992, in 2002 he was 
named a Belgian count.  In 2014 
to mark his service to the Olympic 
movement, he received the Honorary 
Knight Commander of  the Order of 
St Michael and St George (KCMG) 
from HRH Anne, the Princess Royal.

Ulf  Thorsell (1956-2021)
Resident in Albufeira Portugal, Ulf 
Thorsell died on Tuesday 8th June. 
He was 65 years old. A member of 
the Spårvägen club he was the golden 
boy. At the 1973 European Youth 
Championships, he fell just one step 
short of  a full house; boys’ singles, 
doubles and team gold, in the mixed 
partnering Ann-Christin Hellman, 
he had to settle for silver. Later he 
was pivotal to Swedish men’s team 
bronze at the 1975 and 1977 World 
Championships. Additionally, he 
gained European Championships 
silver in 1976, gold in 1980. At the 
Europe Top 12, in 1980 he was the 
runner up.

Libuse Uhrova (1935-2021)
Suffering from cancer, Libuse Uhrova, 
the former Libuse Grafkova, passed 
away on Friday 9th April. She was 
86 years old. A member of  the 
Czechoslovak team from 1952 to 1963, 
the nation’s top ranked player from 
1957 and 1958, she competed in six 
World Championships, two European 
Championships and five World Veteran 
Championships. In 1964 she turned her 
attention to coaching. Furthermore, 
she organised the Marie Kettner 
Cup in Pardubice, as well as veteran 
tournaments and events for those with 
an intellectual disability. From 1992 
to 2015, she was the Swaythling Club 
national representative.

Oscar Yoshihiro “Oskie” 
Santelices (1961-2021)
Former member of  the ITTF Sports 
Science and Medical Committee, 
following a period of  illness as a re-
sult of  contracting Covid-19, Oscar 
Yoshihiro Santelices passed away on 
Monday 10th May. He was 59 years 
old. Always known as “Oskie”, he 
attended the University of  Santo To-
mas, later working for the University 
Athletic Association of  the Philip-
pines. In conjunction with the late 
Peter Cua, Oskie promoted “Liha” 
worldwide, a table tennis game with 
sandpaper rackets, popular in Phil-
ippines. He is survived by his wife 
Gwen and two sons, Jolo and Nigel.

Bechir Metoui (1956-2021)
Respected match official, a stalwart of 
table tennis in Tunisia, Bechir Metoui 
passed away on Tuesday 17th August. 
Born on Friday 13th January 1956, he 
was 65 years old. An International 
Referee, Bechir Metoui was a familiar 
figure at tournaments in Africa and 
the Middle East. Notably on duty in 
2018 when the Arab Championships 
were staged in Tunis, more recently 
he officiated at the first ever WTT 
Youth Star Contender tournament, 
the event organised in Tunis earlier 
this year May.
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Hitting the headlines

Thu 25th Mar: Jeton Beqiri joins 
National Olympic Committee 
Jeton Beqiri, President of  the Table 
Tennis Federation of  Kosovo, 
became the newest member to be 
elected to the Executive Board of 
the National Olympic Committee. In 
addition, Jeton Oruqi, Vice President 
of  the Table Tennis Federation of  the 
Kosovo, a member of  the European 
Table Tennis Union’s Board of 
Appeal, was named a member of 
the National Olympic Committee’s 
Court of  Arbitration.

Sun 28th Mar: Ethan Po secures 
Singaporean title 
Ethan Poh won the men’s singles 
title at Singapore National 
Championships beating Beh Kun 
Ting in the final. Zhou Jingyi secured 
the women’s singles title at the final 
expense of  Ser Lin Qian. Ethan 
Poh and Izaac Quek overcame Beh 
Kun Ting and Tay Jit Kiat to emerge 
the men’s doubles champions; the 
women’s doubles was won by Goi 
Rui Xuan and Zhang Wanling. In the 
title decider they overcame Ser Lin 
Qian and Zhou Jingyi.

Tue 6th Apr: Anita Maharjan and 
family open club in Nepal
Regularly beating the boys, 
Anita Maharjan is determined 
to promote the female cause; 
supported by her family they have 
opened Anniey’s Club. 

Wed 14th Apr: Izaac Quek Yong 
first Singaporean
On the under 15 ITTF Table 
Tennis World Rankings, Isaac 
Quek Yong was named in top 
spot, the first ever Singaporean to 
achieve the feat.

Thu 29th Apr: Ramadan Cup 
concludes in Maldives
Three days of  action involving 
both junior and senior players, a 
tournament staged in the middle of 

Mon 26 th Apri l :  Award for 
Han Gooten
Elected a Board Member of 
the Netherlands Table Tennis 
Association, in 1969, in office 
for 24 years, Han Gooten 
received the Member of  the 
Order of  Orange-Nassau.

Mon 10th May: Partnership extended
ITTF Foundation and The 
Foundation for Global Sports 
Development announced a four-

Tue 25th April: Eimear 
Breathnach elected 
Opened by Jack Chambers the 
Irish Minister of  State at the 
Department of  Defence, and as 
in 2020 held virtually, Eimear 
Breathnach was elected President 
of  Paralympics Ireland. A four 
year period of  office, a class 2 table 
tennis player, she succeeds John 
Fulham, who commencing in 1992 
in Barcelona, competed in the 100 
metres and 200 metres wheelchair 
track events at four consecutive 
Paralympic Games.

Sun 11th Apr: Anton Källberg 
sets the tone
Sweden’s Anton Källberg set the 
tone, he won the first and last 
of  the Düsseldorf  Master Series 
tournaments, he won in both April 
and May. Likewise, Germany’s 
Benedict Duda won twice; 
colleagues Cédric Meissner, Qiu 
Dang and Dimitrij Ovtcharov each 
on one occasion.

Wed 9 th Jun: Andrew 
Mudibo announces talent 
identification initiative
Andrew Mudibo, President of  the 
Kenya Table Tennis Association, 
announced an initiative to discover 
talented young players in the East 
African country; the focus being 
on primary and secondary schools.

Sat 5th Jun: Khaled El-Salhy 
decision unanimous 
At the General Assembly of  the 
African Table Tennis Federation 
held virtually on Saturday 5th 
June, Egypt’s Khaled El-Salhy 
was returned unanimously by the 
23 delegates for a further term in 
office as President. 

Fri 11th Jun: Miguel Angel 
Machado returned to office
President of  the Royal Spanish 

Ramadan, proved an outstanding 
success. Promoted by Ali Rasheed, 
President of  the Table Tennis 
Association of  Maldives, the event 
followed World Table Tennis Day 
celebrations and the introduction 
of  a national ranking scheme.

year extension of  the current 
partnership to further support 
social initiatives through the 
Dream Building Fund.

Table Tennis Federation since 
2008, Miguel Angel Machado was 
re-elected for a further four year 
period, 2020-2024. 

Wed 16th Jun: Real Cajasur Priego 
for eighth time
Real Cajasur Priego (Daniel Kosiba, 
Diogo Ferreira, Carlos Machado) 
won the King’s Cup for the eight 
time at the Spanish National 
Championships in Antequera. They 
recorded a 3-1 win in the final 
against AISA Borges Vall (Daniel 
Kosiba, Marc Duran, Joan Masip). 
Reus Ganxets (Sara Ramirez, Jessica 
Yamada and Anäis Salpin) secured 
a 3-0 success against Tecnigen 
Linares (Roxana Istrate, Caroline 
Kumuhara, Gloria Panader) to claim 
the Queen’s Cup for the first time. 

Thu 17th Jun: Galia Dvorak for 
seventh time
Staged in Antequera, Galia Dvorak 
won the women’s singles title for 
seventh time at the Spanish National 
Championships. Thus, she matches 
the record of  Ana Godes; in the 
final she beat Sofía-Xuan Zhang. 
Alvaro Robles emerged the men’s 
singles winner for the third time; in 
the final he accounted for Endika 
Diez, the defending champion.
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Fri 18th Jun: Anton Hamran elected 
Formerly the Secretary-General, 
Anton Hamran was elected 
President of  the Slovak Table 
Tennis Association. He succeeds 
Zdenko Kriz who held the post for 
38 years. . 

Fri 25th Jun: Ichiro Hoshino, first 
for Japan
The General Director of  Japan Table 
Tennis Association and the Chair of 
Directors of  the Japanese T. League, 
Ichiro Hoshino was elected National 
Olympic Committee Secretary-
General. He is the first member of 
the Japan Table Tennis Association 
to hold the office.

Tue 20th Jul: Priping donation
In co-operation with Rotary Club 
Prishtina Newborn and Rotary 
Gjilani, Priping Table Tennis Club 
donated a table tennis table, rackets, 
and balls for children of  the SOS 
Village in Prishtina, Kosovo. At 
the village, there are 53 abandoned 
babies and children.

Fri 6th Aug: Ryu Seungmin elected
Ryu Seungmin was elected 
Vice Chair IOC (International 
Olympic Committee) Athletes’ 
Commission; he replaces 
Slovakia’s Danka Bartekova.

Mon 16th Aug: Gold and silver for 
Abo Yaman family
Zaid Abo Yaman and sister 
Taimma led Jordan to gold on 
home soil in the respective men’s 
team and women’s team events 
at the 2021 Arab Championships 
in Amman. Later, they were both 
runners up in the respective men’s 
singles and women’s singles event, 
losing to Egyptian opposition. 
Zaid was beaten by Mohamed 
Shouman, Taimma by Roa Amro.

Sun 22nd Aug: Petra Sörling 
keynote speech
Petra Sörling, ITTF Executive 
Vice President, provided the 
keynote speech at the NETU 
(North European Table Tennis 
Union) Super Week. Focused 

Sat 28th Aug: Ibrahim Gado 
Ibrahim Gado won the boys’ 
singles event at the Players’ 
Tournament in Accra. He 
received the trophy from Mawuko 
Afadzinu, President of  the 
Ghana Table Tennis Association. 
Blessing Labanti won the 
counterpart girls’ singles event.

Sun 12th Sept: Raul Calin 
recognised for contribution to 
the Americas
At the opening ceremony for 
the 2021 ITTF Pan American 
Youth Championships in 
Santo Domingo, Dominican 
Republic, a special presentation 
was made to Raul Calin, ITTF 
Secretary-General, for his 
efforts in promoting table tennis 
throughout the continent.

on gender equality, the member 
associations represented were 
Denmark, Finland, Norway, 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Iceland, 
Faroe Islands, Greenland, Sweden.

The life of  Angelica Rozeanu was 
an era of  immense change, arguably 
her generation witnessed greater 
transformation than ever before 
and at a greater pace. Adapting 
to wide ranging situations, often 
in the face of  great adversity, not 
being afraid to take life changing 
decisions very much sums up her 
character. A strong but very caring 
personality, she was not only a 
great table tennis champion and an 
oustanding sportswoman; she was 
a truly a fine human being. Great Triumphs, Great Pain
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